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Abstract
The Catholic secondary educational system has not considered a new challenge in
implementing cultural pedagogy as its primary form of transmitting dogmatic truth to its students
despite the widespread presence of modern immigrants who are not concentrated in specific
parishes. Taking into consideration that Hispanic/Latinos comprise a large share of the Catholic
population in America, this issue is important. The traditional forms of teaching religion in the
secondary school system primarily emphasize a Euro-American style that neglects the spiritual
and religious dynamics of Hispanic/Latinos. Since divine revelation does not favor a particular
cultural perspective or lifestyle, all cultural pathways that enhance faith formation must be
explored in the classroom. Furthermore, it is essential that religion teachers enhance their
students’ awareness about their vocational calling to the three-fold mission of Jesus: to be priest,
prophet, and king. This primary task is the way in which all members of the church participate in
building the kingdom of God on earth. To be effective, the characterization of Jesus’s three-fold
mission must be interpreted through the Hispanic/Latino adolescents’ cultural lens. I propose a
pedagogical strategy, which I term entregarse, that addresses the need to incorporate modern
forms of student-centered techniques that enhance Hispanic/Latino adolescents’ vocational
awareness consistent with their spiritual and cultural identity. Some of these techniques include
class conversations, cooperative learning, online researching, interviews, and class presentations.
A practical application of the dynamics of entregarse is presented by way of lesson plans. Each
lesson plan follows a format that is designed to guide religion teachers in enabling their students
to recognize and practice their three-fold baptismal call.
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Introduction
As a Hispanic religion teacher, I am sensitive to the vast cultural perspectives that
illuminate the spiritual dimensions of God’s immensity. However, in my fifteen years of
educating high school students in the field of religion, I have recognized that the classroom
approaches, objectives, and educational content that are available are not adequately preparing
Catholic students for a life in a Church that is culturally diversified. As studies have continually
indicated, the current and future demographics of the Catholic Church in America are and will be
culturally proportioned with Hispanic/Latinos making up the majority of Catholics.1 The
Church’s current pedagogical approach to faith formation lacks in dynamics, strategies, and
tactics that are culturally and spiritually enriching to all students. The current educational
approaches fail in creating a classroom setting that welcomes cultural reciprocity as a means of
learning to revere each other’s cultural encounters with God. While it is necessary that religious
instruction focuses on the revealed truths that guide us to eternal communion with God, it is also
imperative that classroom lessons reveal the unique identity of the various Catholic cultural
communities that the students will encounter. For example, high school religion textbooks may
have brief commentaries on the theological and spiritual significance of the story of Our Lady of
Guadalupe. However, rather than compressing content that represents a significant historical
encounter with the divine for the mestizo community, such instances should be more fully
developed to assist students in understanding the spiritual values of the Hispanic/Latino
community. A lack of cultural and spiritual awareness weakens and/or separates our relationship
with other Catholic cultural communities. This end opposes St. Paul’s message in 1 Corinthians

Hosffman Ospino, “Ten Ways Hispanics Are Redefining American Catholicism,” America: The Jesuit Review of
Faith and Culture, November 13, 2017, 18-23.
1
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12: 12-14 which states, “There is one body, but it has many parts. But all its many parts make up one
body. It is the same with Christ. We were all baptized by one Holy Spirit. And so, we are formed into one
body. It did not matter whether we were Jews or Gentiles, slaves, or free people. We were all given the
same Spirit to drink. So, the body is not made up of just one part. It has many parts.” Strengthening the
understanding of all Catholics to the unique cultural religious expressions of the Hispanic/Latino
community can result in unifying the many parts of the Body of Christ and making the institutional
Church stronger.

In Chapter 1, I demonstrate that the universality of the Catholic Church is maintained and
enriched through the practice of our baptismal vocation, which manifests the unique holiness of
all the parts of the body. In other words, our baptismal vocations are mutually valuable and
illustrate God’s holiness in the world without regard to the age, position, or culture of the
believers. Vatican II asserts what later popes would reconfirm: the mission to sanctify the secular
world is given to all the baptized members of the Church through a three-fold responsibility to
take on Jesus’ roles of priest, prophet, and king. Highly regarded Church leaders, scholars, and
ministerial leaders, such as Pope Francis, Walter Brueggemann, and Father Gregory Boyle, have
contributed to our understanding of the physical and spiritual qualities that are necessary in order
to respond to our three-fold mission. Pope Francis reminds the Church faithful that its priestly
vocation is also a call to encounter God, to submit to the original message of the kerygma as well
as to the experience of the faithful community, to become vulnerable for the sake of compassion,
and to practice everyday gestures and virtues which are representative of a Christian life.2 Walter
Brueggemann’s book, The Prophetic Imagination, discloses that at the heart of the prophetic
mission in the Old Testament is to galvanize the faithful community’s consciousness against
leaders who have misused their power by marginalizing those considered expendable. This same
2

Pope Francis mentions these Christian qualities in his book The People Wish to See Jesus.
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mission is transmitted to the faithful community in baptism and is to be practiced within the
particular communities with whom they come in contact. Father Gregory Boyle’s holistic
approach to working with Latino gang members in East Los Angeles unveils ministerial
dynamics that correspond with Jesus’ own kingly mission, the creation of a community of
kinship for the marginalized members of society in an effort to establish God’s kingdom on
earth. All of the physical and spiritual attributes that are recognized in the works of these writers
must be transmitted into the pedagogical practices and attitudes of high school religion teachers
in order for them to carry out their vocational obligations. By practicing the three-fold mission in
this manner, religion teachers can help students enable their own baptismal promises.
In Chapter 2, I interpret the characterization of Jesus’ role as priest through the
theological lens of Latino spirituality. I uncover the spiritual makeup of Hispanic/Latino
communities by demonstrating how their historical encounters with European countries
contributed to their religious practices. In my analysis of the origins of the Hispanic/Latino
Catholic culture, I emphasize how the Spanish conquests and subsequent suppressive actions by
the Europeans towards indigenous communities would eventually affect how Latinos/Hispanics
would interpret the natural and supernatural world. As a response to overwhelming communal
feelings of inferiority caused by oppressive tactics incited by secular and religious institutions,
the Hispanic/Latino community adopted popular religious practices that reinforced God’s
ongoing presence in every aspect of the community’s life. These practices in turn would create a
sense of meaning and purpose. For jóvenes (young people), these popular practices are beneficial
to their Christian identity because they instill an ethos of worth and dignity. All these factors are
significant in understanding the means by which jóvenes practice their own priestly call. As
messengers of God’s holiness, jóvenes must discover their own spiritual and human worth before
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they can minister to the rest of the world. Religion teachers are called to encourage a jóven’s
priestly vocation by practicing the characteristics of the priestly role: Having a personal
encounter with God, submitting to the original message of the Kerygma, practicing vulnerability
for the sake of compassion, and demonstrating everyday gestures and virtues which are
representative of a Christian life.
In Chapter 3, I examine the role of prophet in light of the Hispanic/Latino experience
with the topic of social injustice. My analysis reveals that the prophetic mindset of a jóven is
related to her or his desire for social change from a secular and religious society that has made
their cultural group outcasts. Although their culture’s history has been plagued by oppressive
obstacles, jóvenes have been nurtured to maintain an attitude that finds hope in a God that
interacts and intervenes in every aspect of their lives. These sentiments are discovered within the
Hispanic/Latino religious and spiritual concepts of acompañamiento (accompaniment), lucha
(struggle), and fiesta (party3), which maintain that God shares in the struggles of the
Hispanic/Latino community and persists in blessing it through its hardships. As a response to
these sentiments, Catholic religion teachers are being called to practice their prophetic role by
nurturing a jóven’s historical faith traditions, by confronting royal consciousness, and by
energizing the community by offering symbols, hope, and metaphors4.
Chapter 4 examines the Hispanic/Latino interpretation of kingship in the context of its
social standings within its secular and religious societies. It is reaffirmed that the historical plight
of the Hispanic/Latino communities creates a cultural complex that undermines their sense of

3

Although fiesta is properly translated as party, the concept of fiesta extends beyond this. Its conceptual
interpretation is that life, which is given by the creator, is a gift and should be celebrated.
4
Encouraging those Hispanic/Latino concepts and traditions that exhibit cultural values that resist notions of
inferiority.
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worth and significance. This sense of depreciation is carried on by jóvenes, who may abandon
cultural ties with their religious/spiritual heritages in order to adopt alternative customs.
Consequently, these choices may create a rift between jóvenes and families as well as their faith
community. It is, therefore, the task of the religion teacher to practice the kingly mission by
eliminating the jóven’s sense of disgrace, practicing divine compassion, and leading the Church
to a sense of kinship. The characteristics of the kingly role are inspired in a classroom setting by
creating a sacred space where jóvenes can realize their cultural and individual worth and by
implementing educational methods that encourage a relationship of cultural reciprocity. The ten
characteristics of priest, prophet, and king are the standards for practicing the dynamics of what I
term entregarse.
In Chapters 5 and 6, I have developed lesson plans that comprise educational strategies
that capitalize on existing student-centered approaches to teaching. These lessons, in effect,
satisfy the pedagogical suggestions that I make in chapters two to four, which support jóvenes in
consciously accomplishing their three-fold mission. The lesson plans generated in Chapter 5 are
tailored for a classroom made up of jóvenes. The intention behind these lessons is to develop
creative activities that are harmonious with a jóven’s spiritual and cultural background. The
advantage of using these lessons is that they incorporate the rich religious traditions and spiritual
ethos of the Hispanic faith community as a means of understanding Catholic dogma. Chapter 6
expands the dynamics of the pedagogical techniques that are used with jóvenes in Chapter 5 to a
culturally diverse setting. The intention here is to encourage faith formation that recognizes
cultural solidarity through reciprocity. Through these lessons, students of other cultural
backgrounds will be invited to participate in expressing their cultural, religious, and spiritual
backgrounds as a means of conveying dogmatic truths. This strategy, in effect, allows students to

6

learn and find value in their own cultural/religious heritage and discover that all cultural
traditions are meaningful and contribute to our understanding of divine revelation.

Chapter 1: Christians are
Called to Enter into Jesus’
Own Roles of Priest,
Prophet, and King
The first goal of this preliminary chapter is to highlight Christian qualities associated
with the baptismal call to practice the roles of priest, prophet, and king
as applied by a Catholic teacher. These Christian qualities will serve to explicate my vision of
what it means to entregarse a los estudiantes (dedicate oneself to students). My emphasis on
these qualities, being essential forms of conduct when practicing the roles of priest, prophet, and
king, will elevate my prescription for developing and forming the minds of Hispanic adolescent
youths to more than just secular characteristics of empathetic teaching. My intention is to
demonstrate how the call to dedicate oneself to Hispanic/Latino students is involved in our
baptismal roles of priest, prophet, and king. To conduct ourselves in those charisms associated
with the dynamics of entregarse is to be like the ultimate teacher, Jesus.
In this chapter, I will use the teachings from Vatican II in order to emphasize that all
laypersons are called to live holy lives by taking on Jesus’ roles of priest, prophet, and king. I
will then emphasize particular characteristics associated with the three-fold mission of Christ, by
using the works of Pope Francis, Walter Brueggemann, and Father Gregory Boyle, which will
allow me to expand on the notions of the dynamics of entregarse in further chapters.

7

All Baptized Catholics Enter
into Jesus’ Roles of Priest,
Prophet, and King

The Christian mission of sanctifying the world is automatically inherited by all the
baptized faithful without any restrictions or necessary commissions from the hierarchy of the
Church. Dr. Leonard Doohan, professor emeritus at Gonzaga University, expressed this same
point when he says, “The prime priestly reality is the priesthood of the faithful which is received
in baptism. Lay life and ministry develop from this common priesthood without need of further
mandate or authorization.”5 As Dr. Doohan states, the ministerial charge to be agents of
consecration in the life of the Church is rooted in Jesus’ own life, death, and resurrection, which
is spiritually stamped on the souls of all the faithful through the sacrament of baptism. Through
this Christian seal, the lay faithful “are made one body with Christ,”6 “[initiated into] the
Christian life journey”7 and “[assigned] to the apostolate by the Lord Himself.”8
Through the course of Christian history, the lay faithful have been largely unfamiliar with
their Christian right to partake in the divine mission 9 “to be the visible presence in history, space
and time of the redemptive grace of God in Jesus Christ.”10 During this time, however, a small
number of prominent religious leaders, such as St. Ignatius Loyola, demonstrated a deeper
comprehension of what is now understood as the “universal call to holiness.” At the root of this

5

Leonard Doohan, The Lay-Centered Church: Theology & Spirituality, (Minneapolis, Minnesota: Winston Press,
1984), 18.
6
Pope John Paul II, Christifideles Laici (On the Vocation and the Mission of the Lay Faithful in the Church and in
the World), Vatican Website, December 30, 1988, 9, accessed June 26, 2018, http://w2.vatican.va/content/john-paulii/en/apost_exhortations/documents/hf_jp-ii_exh_30121988_christifideles-laici.html.
7
German Martinez, Signs of Freedom: Theology of the Christian Sacraments, (New York: Paulist Press, 2003), 86.
8
Pope Paul VI, Apostolicam Actuositatem (Decree on the Apostolate of the Laity), Vatican Website, November 18,
1965, 3, accessed June 26, 2018, http://www.vatican.va/archive/hist_councils/ii_vatican_council/documents/vatii_decree_19651118_apostolicam-actuositatem_en.html
9
The predominant view was that holiness was limited to the clergy and religious, but people like St. Ignatius of
Loyola and Francis de Sales expressed a viewpoint that is currently advocated by Church leaders.
10
Doohan, 110.
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mission is the belief that “every human person—cleric or lay person, woman or man, married or
celibate—is called to holiness.”11 The universal call to holiness was not, however, formally
incorporated into Church doctrine until Vatican II. The official decrees of Vatican II would
introduce the lay community into a spectrum of new opportunities to obtain, practice, and
distribute God’s own holiness by rooting this call in the sacrament of baptism. As Lumen
Gentium states:
The followers of Christ, called by God not for what they had done but by his design and
grace, and justified in the Lord Jesus, have been made sons and daughters of God by the
Baptism of faith and partakers of the divine nature, and so are truly sanctified. They must
therefore hold on to and perfect in their lives that holiness which they have received from
God. They are told by the apostle to live “as is fitting among saints” (Eph 5:3), and, “as
God’s chosen ones, holy and beloved, to show compassion, kindness, lowliness,
meekness, and patience” (Col 3:12), to have the fruits of the Spirit for their sanctification
(see Gal 5:22; Rom 6:22).12
Following the teaching of Pope Paul VI and other theologians, such as Pope Paul VI, and
other theologians (such as Yves Congar, Karl Rahner, and Edward Schillebeeckx), Pope Francis
later gives deeper reflections on the universal call to holiness by emphasizing the lay faithful’s
role in Jesus’s own threefold mission of priest, prophet, and king, which is inherited in baptism.
Through his sermons and writings, Pope Francis has rejuvenated the present era by emphasizing
common actions and characteristics that all the baptized faithful can practice in their pursuit to
communicate and be transformed by the holiness of God. The Christian actions and attitudes that
Pope Francis calls the faithful community to embrace are the means to holiness that are
enveloped in Christ’s own priestly role. A few of these actions and attitudes are to encounter
God, to submit to the original message of the kerygma as well as the experience of the faithful

11

Wendy M. Wright, Sacred Heart: Gateway to God, (New York: Orbis Books, 2001), 52.
Second Vatican Council, Lumen Gentium [Dogmatic Constitution on the Church], November 21, 1964, 40, The
Basic Sixteen Documents of Vatican II: A Completely Revised Translation in Inclusive Language, edited by Austin
Flannery, O.P. (New York: Costello Publishing Company, 1996), 59.
12
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community, to become vulnerable for the sake of compassion, and to practice everyday gestures
and virtues that are representative of a Christian life.13
Walter Brueggemann, who is one of the leading scholars and theologians of Old
Testament studies, has provided a profound vision of the role of the prophet through his analysis
of Old Testament exegesis. In his book The Prophetic Imagination, Brueggemann explores the
duty of the prophet in biblical history: “The task of prophetic ministry is to nurture, nourish, and
evoke a consciousness and perception alternative to the consciousness and perception of the
dominant culture around us.”14 This proposition expands our awareness of Christ’s own
prophetic role, which all religion teachers are called to practice. Brueggemann’s prophetic role is
concerned with testifying to a culture lost in the ethos of its time. The remedy to this dilemma,
which can be discovered by analyzing the lives of the biblical prophets, is testifying to an
alternative consciousness, which embraces an acceptance of grief brought by a realization of
endings15 and an imagination centered on hope, which is rejuvenated in our memory of the
past.16
Similarly, the role of king among all lay people is succinctly highlighted by Pope John
Paul II in the following words:
They exercise their kingship as Christians, above all in the spiritual combat in which they
seek to overcome in themselves the kingdom of sin, and then to make a gift of themselves
so as to serve, in justice and in charity, Jesus who is himself present in all his brothers
and sisters, above all in the very least. But in particular the lay faithful are called to
restore to creation all its original value.17

13

Pope Francis, The People Wish to See Jesus (New York: Crossroad publishing company, 2014), 3-58.
Walter Brueggemann, The Prophetic Imagination, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1978), 14.
15
Ibid, 47-49.
16
Ibid, 66.
17
Pope John Paul II, Christifideles Laici, 14.
14
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In his book, Tattoos on the Heart, Father Gregory Boyle exemplifies this role of king by
revitalizing a community of gang members. Father Boyle created Homeboys Industry, which is a
business that employs gang-affiliated men and women. The industry is a gang rehabilitation
center that is both a work site and therapeutic community.18 His initiatives liberate these gang
members out from a world of disgrace and engage them in a world of purpose and identity that is
centered on Christ’s own compassion. Father Boyle’s enterprise advances the duties of the kingly
mission by replacing the sense of disgrace, practicing divine compassion, and leading the world
to a sense of kinship.19

All Lay People are Called to be
Instruments of Holiness
through their Role as Priest
The official decrees of Vatican Council II acquainted the lay community of the Catholic
Church with the mysteries of their baptismal right, which is the dignity of being called children
of God as well as a kingdom of priests. In the Dogmatic Constitution on the Church, Vatican II
states, “Christ the Lord, high priest taken from the midst of humanity, made the new people ‘a
kingdom of priests to his God and Father.’”20
By privilege of their baptismal seal, laymen and women give to their ordinary life
situations, decisions, and work an eternal salvific significance by uniting these dimensions of
their lives to the mysteries of the Body of Christ. The announcements of Vatican II reinterpreted
the Church’s mission to emphasize, support, and encourage the layperson’s responsibilities
within the Body of the Church. Laywomen and men were being called to participate in the

18

Gregory Boyle, Tattoos on the Heart: The Power of Boundless Compassion (New York: Free Press, 2010), 8-9.
Ibid, Chapters two, three, and nine.
20
Second Vatican Council, Lumen Gentium, 10.
19
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saving action of Christ’s life, death, and resurrection within the context of their own lives by
being sacraments of holiness. Dr. Doohan explains,
The layperson, who belongs neither to the hierarchy nor to a community of religious, is
here viewed as an active member of the ecclesial people of God [by incarnating oneself]
as sacrament of the world in the specific circumstances of secular life. Through the
layperson’s work, individuals and informal groups, as well as groups and organizations
not directly related to the Church’s control, are placed in contact with the Church’s
saving mission. . . The layperson is not the extension of the hierarchy but has a specific
and exclusively proper mission in a secular situation.21
This statement runs contrary to the religious mindset of laypersons from pre-Vatican II who
perceived the salvific mission of Christ to be exclusively the role of ordained priests or bishops
who themselves were divinely chosen to dispense the mysteries of Christ’s salvific work to the
ordinary church members who were incapable of being instruments of God’s grace. Holiness, as
understood by the common church community, was something that was unattainable in the
normal everyday circumstances of life. Fr. Paul J. Philibert, O.P., who was awarded the honor of
Master of Sacred Theology by the Master General for singular intellectual contributions to the
Church and the Order, reveals the following:
For centuries, the faithful had been dispossessed of their proper role in the Eucharist,
thinking that the Mass was the action of the ordained, which they piously watched from
afar and from which spiritual benefits trickled down to them. They did not fully own
what St. Augustine called “their own mystery” of their unity with Christ their head.22
By the modern era, Pre-conciliar writings revealed the inherent worth of the world, reversing the
historical view that the world was evil and incapable of providing any spiritual value. Fr.
Philibert explains,
The erroneous theological views of matter and world, which had often appeared
throughout Christian history, had been a major block to the development of a theology of
laity. The “world” was often seen as the work of the Evil One or, at best, as an
“occasion” for doing good when “intention” somehow gave a religious value to work that
21

Leonard Doohan, The Lay-Centered Church, 10.
Paul J. Philibert, The Priesthood of the Faithful: Key to a Living Church, (Collegeville, Minnesota: Liturgical
Press, 2005), 60
22
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in itself had no eternal significance. The studies just referred to, however, see the world
as intrinsically good, as the theatre of ecclesial development; work well done is no longer
a means but an end in itself (though a secondary one). […] This reevaluation of the world
has had immense importance in the development of a theology of laity, for it is the laity
who are seen as the bridge between Church and world, the Church’s presence to the
world.23
Dr. Doohan upholds Fr. Philibert’s comments on the progression of thought within the
Church leading up to Vatican II:
The major pre-conciliar works of Yves Congar, Karl Rahner, and Edward Schillebeeckx
became the focal points for the theological evaluation of the specifics of lay life. Their
insights were incorporated into Vatican II’s explanations, and most post-conciliar studies
either developed their thought or reacted against it. […] The basic premise of this
theological understanding is the conviction that earthy and temporal realities have a value
and a goodness of their own, and that the Church is sent precisely into this earthly,
temporal sphere. This view was prepared for the process of secularization, was aided by
the theologies of work and the studies on eschatology and was confirmed by the
Council’s definition of the Church as sacrament of the world.24
In response to the council’s evaluation of the signs of the times and the wisdom of Pope John
XXIII, who evaluated the needs of the earthly Church by saying, “Open some windows in the
Vatican to let in fresh air,”25 the Dogmatic Constitution on the Church (Lumen Gentium)
established that all baptized people of the Church, laymen, religious and consecrated, manifest
Christ’s priestly action on earth. Lumen Gentium states,
The baptized, by regeneration and the anointing of the Holy Spirit, are consecrated as a
spiritual house and a holy priesthood, that through all their Christian activities they may
offer spiritual sacrifices and proclaim the marvels of Him who has called them out of
darkness into his wonderful light. Therefore, all the disciples of Christ, persevering in
prayer and praising God, would present themselves as a sacrifice, living, holy and
pleasing to God. They should everywhere on earth bear witness to Christ and give an
answer to everyone who asks a reason for their hope of eternal life.26
This statement affirmed what Pope John Paul II would later reconfirm in his apostolic
exhortation Christifideles laici, in which he stated the unique character of the laity’s vocation:

23

Paul J. Philibert, The Priesthood of the Faithful, 60.
Leonard Doohan, The Lay-Centered Church, 9.
25
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In giving a response to the question “Who are the faithful,” the Council went beyond
previous interpretations, which were predominantly negative. Instead, it opened itself to a
decidedly positive vision and displayed a basic intention of asserting the full belonging of
the lay faithful to the Church and to its mystery. At the same time, it insisted on the
unique character of their vocation, which is in a special way to seek the Kingdom of God
by engaging in temporal affairs and ordering them according to the plan of God.”27
The enlightenment of the Vatican II decrees on the common role of the Christian baptized
inaugurated a holy vocation that called all baptized men and women to be stewards and priests of
Christ’s holiness among the secular world by immersing themselves in the everyday activities of
the world and bearing witness to Christ’s good news. Pope John Paul II would remind the
baptized faithful that their holy vocation finds its source in Jesus’s own role of priest, prophet,
and king, which is received in baptism and continually exercised in one’s daily association in
temporal affairs: “Through Baptism the lay faithful are made one body with Christ and are
established among the People of God. They are in their own way made sharers in the priestly,
prophetic, and kingly office of Christ.”28
Vatican II distinguishes the priesthood of the faithful from the consecrated priesthood in
the second chapter of Lumen Gentium by stating the following:
Though they differ essentially and not only in degree, the common priesthood of the
faithful and the ministerial or hierarchical priesthood are nonetheless interrelated; each in
its own way sharers in the one priesthood of Christ. The ministerial priest, by the sacred
power that he has, forms and governs the priestly people; in the person of Christ, he
brings about the Eucharistic sacrifice and offers it to God in the name of all the people.
The faithful indeed, by virtue of their royal priesthood, share in the offering of the
Eucharist. They exercise that priesthood, too, by the reception of the sacraments, by
prayer and thanksgiving, by the witness of a holy life, self-denial and active charity.29
The power for lay women and men to be inheritors of the role of priest in the Church, and hence
active members in Jesus’ saving mission, derives from the consecration in the one baptism of the

27

Pope John Paul II, Christifideles Laici, 9.
Ibid.
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Second Vatican Council, Lumen Gentium, 10.
28
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church, which, as stated earlier in Lumen Gentium 10, regenerates and anoints all through the
power of the Holy Spirit.
In his book, Signs of Freedom: Theology of the Christian Sacraments, German Martinez,
graduate professor of systematic theology and sacraments at Fordham University, analyzes
apostolic ministry within biblical history and concludes that original Christian communities are
empowered by the testimony of the spirit-filled witnesses who encounter Christ’s resurrection
and in turn offer this same spiritual experience through the sacramental mystery of baptism. It is
through this same baptism that the first Christians consider themselves to be people of God and
inheritors of a common priesthood which give them the power to minister. Martinez writes,
This Church’s missionary movement of men and women “had its source in the baptism of
the Spirit, the foundation of Church life.” As baptism-initiated Jesus’ spirit-filled
ministry, the paradigmatic model of Christian mission, so the community of believers
was constituted in a common priesthood through the same baptism in the Holy Spirit.
Ministry came from this Spirit of the glorified Lord who endowed the believer with a
priestly dignity: “You are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, God’s own
people” (1 Pet 2:9). […] The community as a whole is priestly and is called, therefore, to
the service of apostolic witness, to evangelization, and to full Eucharistic participation.30
Martinez supports Pope John Paul II’s statement that through the power of the Holy Spirit, the
baptized laity are incorporated into the crucified and glorified body of Christ, which allows all its
members to take part of the church’s mission:
It is the Holy Spirit who constitutes the baptized as Children of God and members of
Christ’s Body. St. Paul reminds the Christians of Corinth of this fact: “for by one Spirit
we are all baptized into one body” (1 Cor 12:13), so that the apostle can say to the lay
faithful: “Now you are the body of Christ and individually members of it” (1 Cor 12:27);
“and because you are sons, God has sent the Spirit of his Son into our hearts (Gal 4:6; cf.
Rom 8:15-16).31
The specific activities that the common priesthood must exercise are explained in Chapter
II of Lumen Gentium, which says, “They [the laity] exercise that priesthood, too, by the reception
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of the sacraments, by prayer and thanksgiving, by the witness of a holy life, self-denial and
active charity.”32 Vatican II’s message on the lay faithful’s mission as sharers of common
priesthood is to become recipients of God’s holiness through participation in the many facets of
the Church’s graces in order to distribute his holiness to the world. Fr. Philibert supports this
statement when he says,
In daily Christian living as in the liturgy of the Eucharist, the “realized mystery” is a
sanctified people who have become “one body, one Spirit in Christ.” This sanctified
people in turn become a sanctifying people. It is here we find the link between the
priesthood of the faithful and their apostolic effervescence.33
Since the lay faithful are active members of the secular world and at the same time incorporated
into the body of Christ through baptism, they are living, holy representations of the actual
Church among the world. Dr. Doohan describes this intrinsic reality by referring to the baptized
faithful as sacraments of the world as referenced above on page 10-11, footnote 19.
Pope Francis also echoes Vatican II’s proclamation on the role of the lay faithful’s call to
be living, holy representations of God on earth:
All of this is important. Yet with this Exhortation, I would like to insist primarily on the
call to holiness that the Lord addresses to each of us, the call that he also addresses,
personally, to you: “Be holy, for I am holy” (Lev 11:44, cf. 1 Pet 1:16). The Second
Vatican Council stated this clearly: “Strengthened by so many and such great means of
salvation, all the faithful, whatever their condition or state are called by the Lord—each
in his or her own way—to that perfect holiness by which the Father himself is perfect.”34
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Pope Francis’ Direction on
How to Practice the Call to
the Priestly Role

In his Apostolic Exhortations, Gaudete et Exsultate and Evangelii Gaudium, and his book
of pastoral sermons, The People Wish to See Jesus, Pope Francis provides pastoral guidance on
the specific actions and attitudes that encapsulate the essence of the common priesthood’s call to
become recipients and transmitters of God’s holiness on earth. In these writings, Pope Francis
reflects on four Christian actions that are related to the common priesthood’s call to be living
sacraments of holiness in the world: to encounter God, to submit to the original message of the
kerygma as well as the experience of the faithful community, to become vulnerable for the sake
of compassion, and to practice everyday gestures and virtues that are representative of a
Christian life.35
Pope Francis reminds the faithful community that in order to be vessels of Christian
holiness and love in the world, one must first have a personal encounter with Christ: “Being a
Christian is not the result of an ethical choice or a lofty idea, but the encounter with an event, a
person, which gives life a new horizon and a decisive direction.”36 This encounter with Christ
must produce an adoration for the Lord that resonates deep in the heart and memory of the
Christian so that they fall deeper in love with God. Pope Francis writes,
To worship is not to empty but to fill our self, to acknowledge and enter into communion
with Love. No one adores one who doesn’t love; no one adores one they do not consider
to be their love. We are lovers! God is love! This certainty is what leads us to worship
with all our heart the one who “loved us first” (1 John 4:10).37
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For Francis, the level of passion that one can gain from the personal encounter with God
is dependent on the humble attitude that one approaches God in worship:
To worship is to prostrate ourselves, to humbly acknowledge the infinite greatness of
God. Only true humility can acknowledge true greatness and recognize something small
trying to appear as something great. Perhaps one of the greatest perversions of our time is
worshipping what is human and ignoring the divine.38
Humility is an approach to worship, which allows the Christian faithful patiently to perceive the
greatness of God’s love through the workings of his Son in salvation history. For Francis,
holiness develops every moment that a Christian faithful humbly contemplates on the totality of
Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection and consciously reproduces this holy life in one’s own secular
reality. Pope Francis writes,
At its core, holiness is experiencing, in union with Christ, the mysteries of his life. It
consists in turning ourselves to the Lord’s death and resurrection in a unique and personal
way, constantly dying and rising anew with him. But it can also entail reproducing in our
own lives various aspects of Jesus’ earthly life: his hidden life, his life in community, his
closeness to the outcast, his poverty and other ways in which he showed his selfsacrificing love.39
Francis’s proclamation that the Christian faithful must constantly “turn themselves” towards
Christ’s mysteries in order to reproduce these same mysteries in a unique way echoes what Pope
John Paul II says: “Pope Paul VI said the Church ‘has an authentic secular dimension, inherent to
her inner nature and mission, which is deeply rooted in the mystery of the Word Incarnate, and
which is realized in different forms through her members.’”40
The call to become recipients and transmitters of God’s holiness is also a call to be
receptors of evangelization. For Pope Francis, the priesthood, whether hierarchical or common,
must become conscious of its need to be rejuvenated by the word of God by submitting to the
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original message of the kerygma. This constant submission to the good news prevents the
Christian community from corrupting the heart of the Christian message. In his Apostolic
Exhortation, Evangelii Gaudium, Pope Francis writes:
In catechesis, too, we have rediscovered the fundamental role of the first announcement
of kerygma, which needs to be the center of all evangelizing activity and all efforts at
Church renewal. […] On the lips of the catechist, the first proclamation must ring out
over and over: Jesus Christ loves you; he gave his life to save you; and now he is living at
your side every day to enlighten, strengthen and free you. This first proclamation is called
“first” not because it exists at the beginning and can then be forgotten or replaced by
other more important things. It is first in a qualitative sense because it is the principal
proclamation, the one which we must hear again and again in different ways, the one
which we must announce one way or another throughout the process of catechesis, at
every level and moment. For this reason, too, “the priest-like every other member of the
Church-ought to grow in awareness that he himself is continually in need of being
evangelized.41
As Archbishop of Buenos Aires in 2005, Pope Francis gives a similar message in his homily
at the EAC (Archdiocesan Catechetical Meeting) to the congregation of catechists in his Church.
In his homily, Francis (then called Archbishop Jorge Mario Bergoglio) says,
Catechists are servants of the Word; they let themselves be educated by it, and in it they
have the serene trust of a fruitfulness that exceeds their own strength. . . Catechists should
take to heart what John Paul II says about the priest: “The priest ought to be the first
‘believer’ in the word, while being fully aware that the words of his ministry are not ‘his,’
but those of the one who sent him. He is not the master of the word, but its servant.”42
Within his homily, Pope Francis brings great warning to those installed in a role of leadership.
He reminds the faithful that the original Christian proclamation, which rests on the notion that
God died for all humanity regardless of status, must be continually announced, or else those in
power will diminish the balance of dignity which is equally distributed among all the baptized.
Francis writes,
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I think it important to insist on this because a subtle temptation of the Evil One is to make
us forget our common belonging that has its source in Baptism. And when we lose our
identity as children, brothers and sisters, and members of the People of God, we occupy
ourselves cultivating an artificial, elitist pseudo-spirituality.43
Similarly, in his Apostolic Exhortation, Gaudete et Exsultate, Pope Francis warns those
with evangelical roles in the church about the dangers of undermining the lay faithful’s
experiences as not being representative of God’s holiness. Instead, Pope Francis elevates the
common experiences of the world as being spiritually valuable. He writes:
In effect, doctrine, or better, our understanding and expression of it, “is not a closed
system, devoid of the dynamic capacity to pose questions, doubts, inquiries. […] The
questions of our people, their suffering, their struggles, their dreams, their trials and their
worries, all possess an interpretational value that we cannot ignore if we want to take the
principle of the incarnation seriously. Their wondering helps us to wonder, their
questions question us.44
For Pope Francis, the Church faithful, who are given specific evangelical roles, must
approach their religious training with caution. He writes that there is a danger in possessing too
much knowledge because it may lead one to gaining feelings of superiority in the Church. He
writes,
We can think that because we know something, or are able to explain it in certain terms,
we are already saints, perfect and better than the “ignorant masses.” Saint John Paul II
warned of the temptation on the part of those in the Church who are more highly
educated “to feel somehow superior to other members of the faithful.”45
Those who have had the opportunity to gain formal Church instruction can also find themselves
narrowing the mysteries of God’s love to the point of excluding the experiences and knowledge
of those less educated. This inclination may also drive those with more education and power to
believe that they can monopolize and control God’s holiness. Francis challenges those in power
to find the holiness of God in all the circumstances of everyday life. He writes:
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When somebody has an answer for every question, it is a sign that they are not on the
right road. They may well be false prophets, who use religion for their own purposes, to
promote their own psychological or intellectual theories. God infinitely transcends us; he
is full of surprises. We are not the ones to determine when and how we will encounter
him; the exact times and places of that encounter are not up to us. Someone who wants
everything to be clear and sure presumes to control God’s transcendence. Nor can we
claim to say where God is not, because God is mysteriously present in the life of every
person, in a way that he himself chooses, and we cannot exclude this by our presumed
certainties. Even when someone’s life appears completely wrecked, even when we see it
devastated by vices or addictions, God is present there. If we let ourselves be guided by
the Spirit rather than our own preconceptions, we can and must try to find the Lord in
every human life.46
As instruments of God’s holiness on earth, Pope Francis also calls all the Christian
faithful to practice vulnerability for the sake of compassion. In the book, The People Wish to See
Jesus, Pope Francis’s 2003 letter is quoted.47 In this letter, Pope Francis reflects on the spiritual
qualities gained through vulnerability. He reminds the Church faithful that an acknowledgement
of one’s shortcoming and failures is a path towards creating communion, even with the stranger,
because we are then more inclined to commiserate with those most bruised and broken and in
need of compassion. Francis writes:
Only those who can acknowledge their vulnerability are capable of solidarity action.
Thus, to be moved by and to sympathize with a person who has fallen on the side of the
road—these are the attitudes of those who know how to recognize in the other their own
image, a mixture of dirt and treasure, and for this reason do not reject it.48
In his 2003 sermon, Pope Francis addresses much of his homily to the topic of “human
messiness.” By this term he means that any human deficiencies which may mark human beings
as worthless can actually be a means better to transmit the message of the kerygma because
God’s presence is most apparent and approachable in our own fragility which in turn makes us
stronger witnesses of his enduring compassion. He says, “Today the Lord invites us to embrace
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our fragility as the source of a great evangelizing treasure. To see ourselves as mud, jar, and path
is also to render worship to the true God.”49 For Francis, this recognition of personal fragility
allows a person to be more receptive to God’s endless love, which then enables us to transmit
this same compassion to others: “How will they be able to acknowledge the mud of others if they
do not accept their own?”50
Father Gregory Boyle has a very similar message on vulnerability and compassion in his
book, Tattoos on the Heart. In his book, Fr. Boyle depicts the lives of gang members (the
majority of whom are of Mexican and Chicano descent) from East Los Angeles, whom he has
pastored for more than twenty years, by analyzing the root of their struggles. Through his
experience of working with these gang members, Father Boyle can provide spiritual reflections,
which serve as universal messages of compassion and kinship. Fr. Boyle illustrates the profound
levels of God’s endless compassion by defining it in the following way:
Compassion is no fleeting occasional emotion rising to the surface like Eros or anger. It’s
full-throttled. Scripture scholars connect the word to the entrails, to the bowels, from the
deepest part of the person. This was how Jesus was moved, from the entirety of his being.
He was “moved with pity” when he saw folks who seemed like “sheep without a
shepherd.” He had room for everybody in his compassion.51
Fr. Boyle digs at the very depths of God’s compassion by concentrating on those gospel stories
that display Jesus walking, talking, forgiving, and healing the most hated men and women of his
time. The action of being compassionate for Fr. Boyle is allowing even the most wretched of
people into the depths of our compassion by allowing ourselves to enter their world and walk
with them. He writes, “But to love the enemy and to find some spaciousness for the victimizer,
as well as the victim, resembles more the expansive compassion of God. That’s why you do it.”52
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This message echoes Wendy M. Wright’s53 own writings, in which she says, “To have a heart
inhabited by God’s heart, we must love specific people in all their idiosyncrasies. We must
practice an energetically engaged love that mucks in the messiness of things.”54
Fr. Boyle depicts a story that personifies the compassion that he is preaching. In 1987,
Boyle is a pastor of Dolores Mission Church in East Los Angeles, and undocumented men from
Mexico and Central America find a safe haven there. After news of this sanctuary reaches social
media, an anonymous person vandalizes the side of the Church by spray painting the words
WETBACK CHURCH. Later, Father Boyle addresses this issue with the congregation of men
and women in the Church. After Father Boyle suggests having the side of the Church cleaned, a
member of the church speaks up and gives a surprising response. Describing that moment, Father
Boyle says:
I arrive at the meeting and tell the gathered women about our hostile visitor during the
night. “I guess I’ll get one of the homies to clean it up later.” Petra Saldana, a normally
quiet member of the group, takes charge. “You will not clean that up. If there are people
in our community who are disparaged and hated and left out because they are mojados
(wetbacks)….” Then she poises herself on the edge of the couch, practically ready to leap
to her feet. “Then we shall be proud to call ourselves a wetback Church.” These women
didn’t just want to serve the less fortunate, they were anchored in some profound oneness
with them and became them.55
Highlighting the true measure of spiritual compassion, Father Boyle demonstrates that the true
essence of Christ’s own compassion is the action of choosing to be with, live with, and associate
oneself with the even the most immoral and reprehensible people to the point of truly identifying
with them.
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In hindsight, Father Boyle’s reflections and Pope Francis’ homilies present an identical
message: vulnerability is the means to true Christian compassion. The most genuine way to
model Jesus’s compassion is not only to serve others but to become one with others to the point
of being identified with them. To be such a witness in turn allows others to enter Christ’s own
holy compassion.
Pope Francis has also encouraged the lay community to seek God’s holy presence
through small, everyday gestures. These actions, in effect, are channels towards God’s eternal
holiness, which transforms the individual into a sacrament of holiness that is shared to the world.
The Pope writes,
This holiness to which the Lord calls you will grow through small gestures. Here is an
example: a woman goes shopping, she meets a neighbor and they begin to speak, and the
gossip starts. But she says in her heart: “No, I will not speak badly of anyone.” This is a
step forward in holiness. Later, at home, one of her children wants to talk to her about his
hopes and dreams, and even though she is tired, she sits down and listens with patience
and love. That is another sacrifice that brings holiness. Later she experiences some
anxiety, but recalling the love of the Virgin Mary, she takes her rosary and prays with
faith. Yet another path of holiness. […] In this way, led by God’s grace, we shape by
many small gestures the holiness God has willed for us, not as men and women sufficient
unto ourselves but rather “as good stewards of the manifold grace of God.56
These words by Pope Francis echo the teachings of St. Francis de Sales. For St. Francis, all
laypersons are stewards of holiness when they practice the vocation that God has graced them
with. St. Francis says,
When he created things, God commanded plants to bring forth their fruits, each one
according to its kind, and in like manner he commands Christians, the living plants of his
Church, to bring forth the fruits of devotion, each according to his position and vocation.
Devotion must be exercised in different ways by the gentleman, the worker, the servant,
the prince, the widow, the young girl, and the married woman. Not only is this true, but
the practice of devotion must also be adapted to the strength, activities, and duties of each
particular person.57
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The common message of the Salesian traditions is that forms of human kindness and the practice
of moral virtues are sacramental actions that bring the light of God’s own holiness to the world
in order to transform it.

Brueggemann’s Message
on the Prophets

Pope John Paul II presents a spiritual guide on the roles of the lay faithful as participants
in Jesus’s roles of priest, prophet, and king. For the role of prophet, Pope John Paul II urges the
baptized faithful to bear witness to the gospel and “[proclaim] it in word and deed, without
hesitating to courageously identify and denounce evil.”58 Pope John Paul II emphasizes the
functions of the role of prophet by inserting the following statement in his document:
They [the laity] are also called to allow the newness and the power of the gospel to shine
out every day in their family and social life, as well as to express patiently and
courageously in the contradictions of the present age their hope of future glory even
“through the framework of their secular life.”59
Pope John Paul’s message to the laity echoes Walter Brueggemann’s thesis on the prophet in his
book, The Prophetic Imagination.
Brueggemann admonishes the American Church’s identity, which has been, “so largely
enculturated to the American ethos of consumerism that it has little power to believe or act.”60
For Brueggemann, this identity crisis in the American Church is the result of neglecting
historical faith traditions that emphasize God’s unique freedom which is extended to all human
beings. If this memory vanishes from the consciousness of the Church, humankind will be
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deprived of this unique freedom. In order to recover from cultural amnesia, the Church must
rejuvenate the ministerial role of the prophet by first comprehending the prophetic task as
presented in biblical history. Brueggemann explains:
It is the task of prophetic ministry to bring the claims of the tradition and the situation of
enculturation into an effective interface. That is, the prophet is called to be a child of the
tradition, one who has taken it seriously in the shaping of his or her own field of
perception and system of language, who is so at home in that memory that the points of
contact and incongruity with the situation of the church in culture can be discerned and
articulated with proper urgency.61
For Brueggemann, it is the task of the prophet to develop and arouse a consciousness that is
alternative to the American ethos, in effect dismantling the contemporary mindset which corrupts
the Church’s faithful traditions.
In his book, Brueggemann identifies the cultural values which oppose the integrity of the
Church’s identity. He establishes evidence that the ideologies of America exhibit the same
patterns of thought as those found with the Egyptian empire in the stories of the Exodus and the
empire of Solomon in the stories of Kings, which he terms, “the royal consciousness.”62
Brueggemann warns that these patterns of thought and customary practices are dangerous
because they minimize the dignity of the person and create a culture of oppression against the
marginalized people, which is the result of the empire’s pursuit of wealth, sustentation of
oppressive social policies, and the enduring perception that the king (or general head of power)
has sole possession of God’s earthly sovereignty. These patterns of the royal consciousness are
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what Brueggemann terms “static triumphalism and the politics of oppression and exploitation.”
Comparing the American model with royal consciousness, Brueggemann says:
It takes little imagination to see ourselves (Americans) in this same royal tradition:
- Ourselves in an economics of affluence in which we are so well off that pain is not
noticed and we can eat our way around it.
- Ourselves in a politics of oppression in which the cries of the marginal are not heard or
are dismissed as the noises of kooks and traitors.
- Ourselves in a religion of immanence and accessibility, in which God is so present to us
that his abrasiveness, his absence, his banishment are not noticed, and the problem is
reduced to psychology.63
The prophetic plan to overturn the royal consciousness resounds the traditions brought
about in Moses’s reign as prophet of the people. Moses’s plan, as God’s own delegate, was to
demolish static triumphalism and the politics of oppression and exploitation by fashioning an age
of compassion and solidarity among all men and women through the establishment of a holy
covenant with God. Brueggemann explains,
Here it is enough to insist that Moses, paradigm for prophet, carried the alternative in
both directions: a religion of God’s freedom as alternative to the static imperial religion
of order and triumph and a politics of justice and compassion as alternative to the
imperial politics of oppression. The point that prophetic imagination must ponder is that
there is no freedom of God without the politics of justice and compassion, and there is no
politics of justice and compassion without a religion of the freedom of God.64
In order to reclaim the “covenantal consciousness,” the community must take on a prophetic
consciousness by listening to the griefs of the oppressed and engaging in what Brueggemann
terms “prophetic criticism.” The second requirement for restoring the covenantal consciousness
is to energize the community into an age of hope. Brueggemann writes,
The task of prophetic ministry is to hold together criticism and energizing, for I should
urge that either by itself is not faithful to our best tradition. Our faith tradition
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understands that it is precisely the dialectic of criticizing and energizing which can let us
be seriously faithful to God.65
Prophetic criticism involves being aware of and experiencing the grief that is caused by the static
empire’s exploitation of human freedom. The prophetic consciousness is an empathetic foresight
that senses the disruption of God’s freedom and voices it, as Brueggemann suggests:
The grieving of Israel, perhaps self-pity and surely complaint but never resignation, is the
beginning of criticism. It is made clear that things are not as they should be, not as they
were promised, and not as they must be and will be. Bringing hurt to public expression is
an important first step in the dismantling criticism that permits a new reality, theological
and social, to emerge.66
The task of the prophet in biblical history is to dismantle the passive empire, which refuses to
feel or respond to the lament of the marginalized community. Therefore, the prophet needs to
reshape the consciousness of the community to disengage with the empire and rest its hopes with
the God of the covenant whose promises of universal freedom are always kept. Quoting
Dorothee Soelle, Brueggemann describes the result of Israel’s social criticism:
By the middle of the plague cycle, Israel has disengaged from the empire, cries no more
to it, expects nothing of it, acknowledges it in no way, knows it cannot keep its promises,
and knows that nothing is either owed it or expected of it. That is the ultimate criticism
which leads to dismantling. In the narrative moves and builds. The grieving cry learns to
turn away from false listeners and turn toward the one who can help. Prophetic criticism
consists in mobilizing people to their real restless grief and in nurturing them away from
cry-hearers, who are inept at listening and indifferent in response.67
The prophetic consciousness also requires that the community confront the royal
consciousness’ need for self-preservation, which is influenced by wealth, prosperity and
domination, by inserting a sense of passion for all marginalized victims. This passion encourages
change, which is only satisfied when the covenantal consciousness influences the framework of
the community, as Brueggemann notes:
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Passion as the capacity and readiness to care, to suffer, to die, and to feel is the enemy of
imperial reality. Imperial economics is designed to keep people satiated so that they do
not notice. Its politics is intended to block out the cries of the denied ones. Its religion is
to be an opiate so that no one discerns misery alive in the heart of God.68
For Brueggemann, this prophetic passion is a disturbance to the royal consciousness because it
challenges the standards of power by demanding that the strength of the empire be measured by a
model of equality established by God that elevates the least of its people. Pope Francis gives a
similar message to lay people in his Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii Gaudium. In this document,
Pope Francis calls lay individuals consciously to sacrifice their natural desire to preserve their
own needs and security in order effectively to evangelize to the world:
I dream of a “missionary option,” that is, a missionary impulse capable of transforming
everything, so that the Church’s customs, ways of doing things, times and schedules,
language and structures can be suitably channeled for the evangelization of today's world
rather than for her self-preservation.69

Energizing the community implies that the prophetic consciousness is invigorated in the
promises of God who has proven Himself through the course of history. Brueggemann echoes a
similar objective:
I propose this hypothesis: The royal consciousness leads people to despair about the
power to new life. It is the task of prophetic imagination and ministry to bring people to
engage the promise of newness that is at work in our history with God.70
Brueggemann makes the point that the royal consciousness impedes any sense of communal
hope because hope is nothing more than a retaliation on the ordering of things. Brueggemann
explains this idea:
The royal consciousness means to overcome history and therefore by design the future
loses its vitality and authority. The present ordering, and by derivation the present
regime, claims to be the full and final ordering. That claim means there can be no future
68
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that either calls the present into question or promises a way out of it. Thus, the fulsome
claim of the present arrangement is premised on hopelessness.71

Those who preach hope are rebels who are a threat to the prosperity and wealth of the kingdom.
This mentality can discourage those who have not gained from the royal consciousness because
“there can be no future that either calls the present into question or promises a way out of it.
Thus, the fulsome claim of the present arrangement is premised of hopelessness.”72
Brueggemann offers three actions found in prophetic history which energize the community to a
state of hope:
1) offering of symbols that are adequate to contradict a situation of hopelessness in
which newness is unthinkable.
2) Bringing to public expression those very hopes and yearnings that have been denied

so long and suppressed so deeply that we no longer know they are there.
3) Speaking metaphorically about hope but concretely about the real newness that comes

to us and redefines our situation.73

Prophetic Actions:
Symbol, Hope, and Metaphor
In the biblical stories, the action of “offering symbols” of hope contradicts the royal
consciousness because it activates the imagination to new possibilities, which challenges the
comfort of the order established by the regime. Brueggemann points out that these symbols of
future hope are imprinted in the stories found in biblical history:
[Hope] means to move back into the deepest memories of this community and activate
those very symbols that have always been the basis for contradicting the regnant
consciousness. Therefore, the symbols of hope cannot be general and universal but must
71
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be those that have been known concretely in this particular history. And when the prophet
returns, with the community, to those deep symbols, they will discern that hope is not a
late, tacked-on hypothesis to serve a crisis but rather the primal dimension of every
memory of this community. The memory of this community begins in God’s promissory
address to the darkness of chaos, to barren Sarah, and to oppressed Egyptian slaves. The
speech of God is first about an alternative future.74
The job of the prophet is to dig up the memory of the past and restore it by enlightening the
consciousness of the community in a manner that can better mobilize the community in
anticipation of the future. Brueggemann also explains that the prophet must educate the
community to identify the language of oppression in order to challenge those behaviors and
mindsets, which counter the memory of the covenantal consciousness. Brueggemann explains:
The prophet is the one who, by use of these tools of hope, contradicts the presumed world
of the kings, showing both that the presumed world does not square with the facts and
that we have been taught a lie and have believed it because the people with the hardware
and the printing press told us it was that way. And so the offering of symbols is a job not
for a timid clerk who simply shares the inventory but for people who know something
different and are prepared out of their own anguish and amazement, to know that the
closed world of managed reality is false.75
Energizing the community also demands that speeches of hope not be phrased in cerebral
explanations but on soulful and passionate expressions. The expressions of hope and yearning
must touch all the despairing in all levels of their life by reminding them that their hope is based
on a personal God who has acted through his promises in the covenant. These promises are an
invitation to become God’s own people and live as He lives, which is an affront to the static
empire. Brueggemann writes:
Hope is the primary prophetic idiom not because of the general dynamic of history or
because of the signs of the times but because the prophet speaks to a people who, willynilly, are God’s people. Hope is what this community must do because it is God’s
community invited to be in God’s pilgrimage. And as Israel is invited to grieve God’s
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grief over the ending, so Israel is now invited to hope in God’s promises. That very act of
hope is the confession that we are not children of the royal consciousness.76
The prophet must also practice speaking metaphorically about the real hope that comes with the
realization that God makes himself accessible and vulnerable even in the darkest experiences of
the grieving community. The covenantal consciousness is assured that God’s obsession with his
own people is proven in His deliberate desire to walk with them. Brueggemann explains,
The prophet must speak not only about the abandonment of Israel by its God but about
the specificity of Babylon. Talk about newness in exile comes not from a happy piety or
from a hatred of Babylon but from the enduring jealousy of Yahweh for his people. This
jealousy, so alien to our perceptual world, includes rejection of his people, which sends
them and even Yahweh himself into exile. It is a jealousy that stays with his people,
making their anguish his anguish and his future their future. The hope that must be
spoken is hope rooted in the assurance that God does not quit even when the evidence
warrants his quitting. The hope is rooted in God’s ability to utilize even the folly of
Israel.77
In his letter, Evangelii Gaudium, Pope Francis also testifies to the real newness that comes from
the hope that God has forged in salvation history. Pope Francis reminds the community that the
hope of the Church relies on the continual remembrance of God’s salvific actions in history
when he writes,
Memory is a dimension of our faith which we might call “Deuteronomic,” not unlike the
memory of Israel itself. Jesus leaves us the Eucharist as the Church’s daily remembrance
of, and deeper sharing in, the event of his Passover (cf. Lk 22:19). The joy of
evangelizing always arises from grateful remembrance: it is a grace which we constantly
need to implore. The apostles never forgot the moment when Jesus touched their hearts:
“It was about four o’clock in the afternoon” (Jn1:39). . . The believer is essentially “one
who remembers.” 78
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Father Gregory Boyle
Witnesses to the
Role of Kingship

Pope John Paul II gives a concise description of the kingly mission in his document,
Christifideles Laici:
Because the lay faithful belong to Christ, Lord and King of the Universe, they share in his
kingly mission and are called by him to spread that kingdom in history. They exercise
their kingship as Christians, above all in the spiritual combat in which they seek to
overcome in themselves the kingdom of sin (cf. Rom 6:12), and then to make a gift of
themselves so as to serve, in justice and in charity, Jesus who is himself present in all his
brothers and sisters, above all in the very least (cf. Mt 25:40). But in particular the lay
faithful are called to restore to creation all its original value. In ordering creation to the
authentic well-being of humanity in an activity governed by the life of grace, they share
in the exercise of the power with which the Risen Christ draws all things to himself and
subjects them along with himself to the Father, so that God might be everything to
everyone (cf. 1 Cor 15:28; Jn 12:32).79
The Pope insistently calls the lay community to practice their role of kingship by “restoring
creation to its original value.” This call is an essential focus in Father Gregory Boyle’s book,
Tattoos on the Heart: The Power of Boundless Compassion. Father Boyle testifies that
unrestricted human compassion can transform the most impoverished and crime ridden
community in East Lost Angeles into a dignified neighborhood that runs its own solid businesses
and holistic centers.
Fr. Boyle’s spiritual and psychological analysis of the gang members with whom he
associates exposes a severe lack of personal value. He offers spiritual guidance centered on the
stories of Christ in order to rouse an empathy that leads to solidarity towards the most
unwelcome and intimidating individuals. Fr. Boyle’s call to compassion and solidarity towards
the Mexican gang members he pastors is also a call to practice Jesus’s role of king. In retrospect,
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Father Boyle’s book offers three themes related to the practice of kingship: refining the sense of
disgrace, practicing divine compassion, and leading the world to a sense of kinship.
Fr. Boyle composes a chapter called “Dis-Grace” in which he examines the psychological
and spiritual diseases that plague the gang members with whom he works. He determines that
disgrace and shame are at the center of the crisis nature of most gang members: “Author John
Bradshaw claims that shame is at the root of all addictions. This would certainly seem to be true
with the gang addictions.”80 In his objective to convince his audience of this truth, Fr. Boyle
shares personal anecdotes that highlight this sense of shame felt by some gang members.
Quoting from letters received from an imprisoned gang member, Boyle illustrates this deep sense
of disgrace:
There is a palpable sense of disgrace strapped like an oxygen tank onto the back of every
homie I know. In a letter from prison, a gang member writes, “People see me like less.”
This is hard to get through and penetrate. “You’re no good.” “You live in the projects.”
“Your mom’s a basehead.” “Your dad’s a tecato.” “You’re wearing the same clothes
today that you wore yesterday.” 81
In another story, Fr. Boyle describes the deep-seated sense of worthlessness by a young child
who identifies his worth with what he wears:
I had a little project kid in my office, who, someone told me, had regularly been late for
school and missing class. So I bring this to his attention. “I hear you’ve been late for
school a lot.” He cries immediately, “I don’t got that much clothes.” He had so
internalized the fact that he didn’t have clean clothes (or enough of them) that it infected
his very sense of self.82
For Father Boyle, this internalized sense of disgrace is formed from the apathetic
attitudes that mainstream culture has of the marginalized. This sense of unworthiness affects the
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gang members to their very core because it rids them of self-acceptance, self-accomplishment,
and self-love with devastating results:
Author and psychiatrist James Gilligan writes that the self cannot survive without love,
and the self, starved of love, dies. The absence of self-love is shame, “just as cold is the
absence of warmth.” Disgrace obscuring the sun. Guilt, of course, is feeling bad about
one’s actions, but shame is feeling bad about oneself. Failure, embarrassment, weakness,
overwhelming worthlessness, and feeling disgracefully “less than”-all permeating the
marrow of the soul.83
This internalized sense of shame is toxic to the soul. Shame slowly convinces the gang member
that he must disassociate himself from the community because he is not worthy even of being
acknowledged. Father Boyle describes this psychological illness: “The toxicity gets so
internalized that it obliterates the ‘me.’ You couldn’t possibly have interest in knowing things
about ‘me.’ ‘Sure you’re not talking about somebody else?’”84
As Father Boyle continues his analysis, he poses the question, “How does one hang in
there with folks, patiently taking from the wreck of a lifetime of internalized shame, a sense that
God finds them (us) wholly acceptable?”85 Although Father Boyle does not expect to have the
ultimate answer to this question, he does, however, offer the hopeful reassurance that God’s
infinite vastness of love is deep enough to restore the human value that is dissolved in shame:
Out of the wreck of our disfigured, misshapen selves, so darkened by shame and
disgrace, indeed the Lord comes to us disguised as ourselves. And we don’t grow into
this—we just learn to pay better attention. The “no matter whatness” of God dissolves the
toxicity of shame and fills us with tender mercy. Favorable, finally, and called by nameby the one your mom uses when she’s not pissed off.86
Boyle’s recognition of the shame of others is also a call to feel involved and in a palpable way
imitate Jesus’s own divine compassion. As Father Boyle explains, Jesus’s remedy is to show the
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unwanted that he or she is worthy enough to recognize. Jesus literally sits and eats with the
outcast and, therefore, renders them acceptable:
If you read Scripture scholar Marcus Borg and go to the index in search of “sinner,” it’ll
say, “see outcast.” This was a social grouping of people who felt wholly unacceptable.
The world had deemed them disgraceful and shameful, and this toxic shame, as I have
mentioned before, was brought inside and given a home in the outcast. Jesus’s strategy is
a simple one: He eats with them. Precisely to those paralyzed in this toxic shame, Jesus
says, “I will eat with you.” He goes where love has not yet arrived, and he “gets his grub
on.” Eating with outcasts rendered them acceptable.87
Sharing a story about the Dolores’s Mission Church’s providing sleeping places to the homeless,
Father Boyle emphasizes the power of perception and mirrors Jesus’s divine compassion. The
Church was allowing the homeless to sleep overnight in their building. A foul odor lingered in
the Church, and during his homily, Father Boyle addresses the smell:
“Excellent. But why does it smell like feet?” “Cuz many homeless men slept here last
night?” says a woman. “Well, why do we let that happen here?” “Es nuestro
compromiso” (It’s what we’ve committed to do), says another. “Well, why would anyone
commit to do that?” “Porque es lo que haria Jesus.” (It is what Jesus would do.) “Well,
then…what’s the church smell like now?” A man stands and bellows, “Huele a nuestro
compromiso” (it smells like commitment). The place cheers. Guadalupe waves her arms
wildly, “Huele a rosas” (smells like roses). The packed church roars with laughter and
newfound kinship that embraced someone else’s odor as their own. The stink in the
church hadn’t changed, only how the folks saw it. The people at Dolores Mission had
come to embody Wendell Berry’s injunction: “You have to be able to imagine lives that
are not yours.”88
Father Boyle determines that the practice of compassion happens when newfound attitudes create
an environment of acceptance and concern for others. Pope Benedict XVI would agree with
Father Boyle’s reflections and would even go on to say that this form of compassion is based on
God’s own divine love, which he would term “agape,” which he describes:
This word expresses the experience of love, which involves a real discovery of the other,
moving beyond the selfish character that prevailed earlier. Love now becomes concern
and care for the other. No longer is it self-seeking, a sinking in the intoxication of
87
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happiness; instead, it seeks the good of the beloved: it becomes renunciation and it is
ready, and even willing, for sacrifice.89
Father Boyle presents compassion as not just a sensation that propels a person to act but as a
deep desire to want to be close to the other. This compassion is rooted in Jesus’s own divine
compassion that all Christians are called to share. As Father Boyle explains,
Compassion isn’t just about feeling the pain of others; it’s about bringing them in toward
yourself. If we love what God loves, then, in compassion, margins get erased. “Be
compassionate as God is compassionate,” means the dismantling of barriers that
exclude.90
Pope Francis gives a very similar message in his Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii Gaudium. In
this document, Pope Francis calls on the faithful community to evangelize to the world by being
immersed in the lives of the people with whom they work with to the point of, metaphorically
speaking, “smelling like them.” Pope Francis writes,
An evangelizing community gets involved by word and deed in people’s daily lives; it
bridges distances; it is willing to abase itself if necessary, and it embraces human life,
touching the suffering flesh of Christ in others. Evangelizers thus take on the smell of the
sheep [emphasis mine] and the sheep are willing to hear their voice. An evangelizing
community is also supportive, standing by people at every step of the way, no matter how
difficult or lengthy this may prove to be.91
Father Boyle presents kinship as the ultimate goal and remedy for the gang members with
whom he works. He describes kinship as the ultimate form of acceptance and love because it
accepts the stranger, even those considered degenerates, as one’s own. On the subject of kinship,
Father Boyle says:
Often we strike the high moral distance that separates “us” from “them,” and yet it is
God’s dream come true when we recognize that there exists no daylight between us.
Serving others is good. It’s a start. But it’s just the hallway that leads to the Grand
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Ballroom. Kinship-not serving the other but being one with the other. Jesus was not “a
man for others”; he was one with them. There is a world of difference in that.92
For Father Boyle, kinship leads to inclusivity. To have an attitude that leads to kinship is to
recognize the barriers that create divisions, which marginalizes people. It requires an acceptance
of the equal human value that everyone possesses because it treats others as one’s own brother or
sister. Therefore, those who chose to live in kinship with others locate themselves with the other,
as Boyle explains:
No daylight to separate us. Only kinship. Inching ourselves closer to creating a
community of kinship such that God might recognize it. Soon we imagine, with God, this
circle of compassion. Then we imagine no one standing outside of that circle, moving
ourselves closer to the margins so that the margins themselves will be erased. We stand
there with those whose dignity has been denied. We locate ourselves with the poor and
the powerless and the voiceless. At the edges, we join the easily despised and the readily
left out. We stand with the demonized so that the demonizing will stop. We situate
ourselves right next to the disposable so that the day will come when we stop throwing
people away.93

Conclusion

The modern Church calls for all the baptized faithful to become aware of the spiritual and
human progress that have been made in reference to the laity’s role as sacraments of God’s
holiness on Earth. The history of the Catholic Church has made great strides in empowering the
lay community in developing their identities as children of God and a kingdom of priests. Rooted
in their baptismal seal, the lay community become what Pope John Paul II identifies as “branches
grafted to the vine who is Jesus” and allows the faith community to participate in Jesus’s role as
priest, prophet, and king.
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Our understanding of Jesus’s roles on Earth, which the baptized faithful inherit as
representatives of God’s holiness in the world, has increased thanks to the writings of modern
Popes, theologians, and spiritual writers. It is the responsibility of the lay community to become
aware of the spiritual insights being shared by writers such as these in order to transform our
attitudes within our ministries so that we can become stronger symbols of God’s enduring love.
Pope Francis has given the Church many writings surrounding the attitudes and actions
necessary to receive and transmit God’s holiness on earth. His pastoral letters serve as guides,
which encourage the lay community better to imagine themselves as sacraments to the world. In
his call, Pope Francis touches upon the actions and attitudes that are representative of the priestly
role of Jesus. Some of these actions and attitudes are encounter God; submit to the original
message of the kerygma as well as the experience of the faithful community; become vulnerable
for the sake of compassion; and practice everyday gestures and virtues, which are representative
of a Christian life. At the core of these themes is the practice of humility. As priest, the lay
community is being asked to put its own wills and sense of superiority aside in order to create
relationships.
Walter Brueggemann has advanced the understanding of the role of the prophet by
concentrating on the level of consciousness to which the prophets call the faithful community. In
his work, Brueggemann portrays the prophet as a person who challenges the consciousness of
her or his age in order to insert a consciousness that best represents God’s own. Taking
Brueggemann’s insights into consideration, the lay community is called to practice its roles as
prophet by nurturing historical faith traditions, confronting royal consciousness, and energizing
the communing by offering symbols, hope, and metaphors.
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Father Gregory Boyle’s many years of experience working with gang members in East
Los Angeles makes him the quintessential model of Christ’s own role as king. His spiritual
vision and tangible examples of compassion summarize the goal of the kingly vocation, which is
to refine the sense of disgrace, practice divine compassion, and lead the world to a sense of
kinship. In essence, Father Boyle has prescribed an attitude of caring which is both
representative of Jesus’s divine holiness and imaginable in the context of the faithful’s own lives.
Having considered the implications of the roles of priest, prophet, and king, the unique
spiritual and cultural identity of Hispanics must be examined. The values and practices of these
communities uniquely actualize the three-fold mission of the Church in their popular religion,
and they should be granted a grander appreciation.

Chapter 2: The Call to
be Priest through the
Latino Perspective
The topics of this section will reveal the spiritual depth of Hispanics in a manner that
considers popular religion as an essential aspect of the Hispanic community’s baptismal call to
be priest. My study is devoted to examining how the Hispanic community intimately connects
the natural and material world with transcendent reality in a fashion that reveals the community’s
spiritual identity as well as God’s eternal holiness. This chapter will define the term Hispanic,
clarify the meaning of the interchangeable labels that are used to categorize Hispanics; give a
brief synopsis of the historical events that play a major role in the establishment and refinement
of popular religious practices among the Hispanic community; expound upon the areas of
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popular religious practices that contribute to the enhancement of the Hispanic communities’
dignity by referencing the works of Roberto S. Goizueta and Orlando O. Espin, who are leading
Hispanic theologians in this field of popular religion; and finally assert the Catholic Church’s
stance on popular religion among Hispanics by citing the United States Bishops in the documents
of the Encuentro. My concluding pages will be dedicated to answering the question, “What are
the attitudes of Hispanic adolescents when it comes to popular religious practices?” By
answering this question, I will be able to continue generating an analysis on what it means to
entregarse.
Interchangeable labels used
to Categorize Hispanics

Before composing a study on the spiritual roots of Catholic Hispanics, it is vital to
explain what the term Hispanic means. The word Hispanic is a label used to identify Latin
Americans who reside in the United States. It is defined in The Pathways of Hope and Faith
among Hispanic Teens in the following way:
The U.S. Census Bureau identifies as “Hispanic” people whose ancestral roots and
cultural heritage can be traced to places where Spanish was or continues to be the
dominant language, regardless of their race. As such, the term “Hispanic” includes people
of many nations. . . Thus, it is possible to be both black and Hispanic, Asian and
Hispanic.94
Although this definition resolves the question of how to categorize a Hispanic, it does not fully
illustrate the many other facets that comprise this culture, especially when we consider that
Spanish is not always the dominant language used among Hispanics. In their book La Vida,
Sacra: Contemporary Hispanic Sacramental Theology, James Empereur, professor of Systematic
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and Liturgical Theology, and Eduardo Fernández, professor of Pastoral Theology and Ministry
shed more light on this concept:
Even a casual acquaintance with Hispanics reveals heterogeneity beyond the
seeming homogeneity of language and skin color. In fact, in the United States the
use of Spanish among Hispanics is vastly diverse. The newly arrived immigrants
(and some not so new) are the ones most likely to speak only Spanish. Those who
have come from a Latin American country and have been in the U.S. for some
time may well be bilingual. The first and second generation born here may also be
bilingual, with English as their first language. A large number of people with
Latino/a surnames speak only English. There is considerable variety within these
cultural and linguistic parameters, each person having their own history regarding
the Spanish tongue. The inconsistent ability to read and write Spanish introduces
a further mix in what is already quite varied phenomenon.95
Although the United States Census Bureau recognizes the term Hispanic, it is not a term
uniformly accepted among native-born people from Latin America who migrate to the United
States. Instead, these groups of people may prefer to be referred to by their nationality. Second
and third generation Hispanics, who strongly identify with their parents’ or grandparents’ nation
of heritage, may also prefer to be recognized by their culture of origin. For example, a third
generation Colombian may prefer to be called Colombian rather than Hispanic. These same
people may also be more open to referring to themselves as Latino instead of Hispanic because it
connects them with their Latin American roots. The Pathways of Hope and Faith (I will
henceforth refer to this reference through the abbreviation TPoHaF) points out:
It should be noted that some people object to the label “Hispanic” because their sense of
ethnic identity is tied to their specific national or cultural origin. For example, some will
say, “I am Cuban, not Hispanic!” They also argue that there is no “Hispanic” culture—
only a collection of many national and regional cultures that happen to share language as
a common element. Many of these people prefer the use of “Latino” or “Latina” (Latino
for short when talking about males and females together) to describe themselves because
it evokes their more recent cultural ties to Latin America over and above their historic
cultural roots in Spain.96
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By the same token, there are also groups of second and third generation Hispanics who best
identify with the term Hispanics given their biological cultural mix:
For the descendants of Spanish-speaking peoples born in the United States, there is a
growing awareness of a “pan-Hispanic” culture that is more central to their identity than
the particular national origin of their ancestors: This is especially true for individuals
whose parents were from different Spanish-speaking countries-for example the child of
Guatemalan mother and a Puerto Rican father. In fact, when given a chance to fill in their
particular Hispanic origin in Census 2000, 12% identified themselves simply as
“Hispanic,” and an additional 1.3% wrote in “Latino.97
Chicano/a is another formal term used by the United States Census Bureau to describe
Mexican Americans who strongly identify themselves as being American with Mexican ancestry.
For many Chicanos, this term represents something much more radical. They are a self-identified
people who have discovered their special place among American culture by rediscovering the
Mexican heritage of their forebears. The uniqueness of Chicanos is that they have redefined
themselves in the process of rediscovering their ancestry. Virgilio Elizondo, a leading scholar
of Liberation and Hispanic Theology, examines this characteristic:
The other major thrust in the early Chicano movement was that of separatism, which
came from the frustration of not being understood. Although the intentions of the
Chicano movement certainly represented a step forward, the effectiveness of the
movement with Mexican-American communities was something else. Many Chicano
leaders adopted language and tactics contrary to the language and tactics of the culture
whose values they were trying to rediscover and revitalize. At that point, the movement
needed to be more self-critical.98
While composing an analysis of popular religious practices among Hispanics, it will be
difficult to avoid generalizing. However, a study on Hispanic religious practices can be
accomplished when one recognizes that there are key fundamental characteristics, prevalent
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among Hispanic groups, that link them. In the document, Encuentro & Mission: A Renewed
Pastoral Framework for Hispanic Ministry, the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops
(USCCB) states,
Hispanics have emerged from the blending of different races and cultures, which has
resulted in a new people. Even though Hispanics find their ancestors in many different
countries, most share a common faith and language, as well as a culture rooted in the
Catholic faith.99
Encuentro & Mission recognizes that there are physical and spiritual commonalities
amongst the spectrum of Hispanics: The Spanish language and their origins in the Catholic faith.
With this in mind, I will be using the terms, Hispanic, Latino, Chicano/a, and the specific
nationalities of Latin America interchangeably with the understanding that these classes of Latin
Americans share a common identity. However, I will do this with an empathetic consciousness
that takes into consideration the world of differences that these groups possess. James Empereur
and Eduardo Fernández have illustrated the type of sensitivity one must take when approaching a
study of this magnitude:
At this point, we as the authors wish to emphasize that we are aware of the great diversity
that exists among Hispanic groups. We are fully cognizant that these differences have a
multitude of causes. We understand that this variety is due to different countries of
origin; different times and individual ages of people’s arrival in the United States and
Canada; different levels of education; being foreign born or native born; the degree of
proficiency in either Spanish or English, . . . Our use of the word Hispanic must be
qualified by all of these factors. We are paying attention to the important differences in
the specific practices of popular religion among Hispanics. Thus, when we give specific
examples of such practices, which often are more specifically Mexican or Southwestern,
it is not to identify those practices as Hispanic in some absolute sense. Our interest is to
explicate the spirituality underlying these practices, a spiritualty that we believe the
different Hispanic groups share in common.100
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I will take the same approach mentioned by Empereur and Fernández. When I refer to specific
popular practices and reference those practices as being Hispanic, I do so with the intent of
explicating the spirituality underlying the practices which Hispanic groups share in common.101

The Conquest of the Americas
Creates an Inferior Identity
among Latino Americans

The Catholic identity of Hispanics cannot be fully appreciated without examining the
historical origins of Latin American. Edward L. Cleary, professor of Political Science and
director of Latin American Studies at Providence College, agrees: “Enrique Dussel and other
Latin American theologians emphasized that history should be used as a primary source of
theology and not just of philosophy.”102 Empereur and Fernández quote Allan Deck in making
the point that the colonization period of Latin America is crucial to understanding the identity of
Latin Americans, which is rooted in oppression and subjugation:
Since all of Latin America was colonized, there are some significant lessons to be learned
about the anthropology of the Hispanic American by studying this colonial period.
Probably the most important is that “the mestizo not only as a racial type but, more
importantly, as a form of humanity, as a culture, literally was forged in this colonial
context.” Therefore, the mestizo culture was born in physical and spiritual violence. Deck
argues that because this origin has been perceived in a negative way (and was in fact
negative to a great degree), there is a tendency to suppress it, creating a kind of cultural
amnesia on the part of Hispanics themselves. The lack of appreciation of these roots can
explain how Mexican Americans often feel about themselves and what kind of selfimages their culture has.103
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Elizabeth A. Johnson, an emerita professor of Theology at Fordham University, agrees
with Empereur and Fernández that the colonization period molded an inferior communal
complex among natives Latin Americans that would affect how they would come to relate to the
message of the gospel. Johnson writes,
On the hunt for gold and riches, Spain placed indigenous population into servitude, killed
their leaders, appropriated their land and natural resources, and broke the backs of their
cultures. Twenty-three million people died in the space of fifty years in Mexico during
the early colonial period. It was in this state of vanquishment that people first heard the
word of Christianity from the missionaries who arrived with the conquistadores.
Experiencing slavery, plunder, rape, and oppression, their suffering gave a particular cast
to the way they heard the “good news.” 104
In his book, Galilean Journey: The Mexican American Promise, Elizondo provides a
thorough examination on the ramifications that emerged after the Spanish conquest on what is
now Mexico. For Elizondo, the conquest of the Americas did more than subjugate the natives; it
annihilated the ethos by which the indigenous people interpreted their lives and identities.
Elizondo writes:
Conquest comes through military power, motivated by economic interests. But once
military conquest takes place, it easily proceeds to total conquest. It imposes not only the
institutions of the conqueror but a new worldview, a basic philosophy of life. The new
worldview disrupts the worldview of the conquered to such an extent that their ways no
longer make sense. The ideas, logic, art, customs, language, and religion of the conqueror
are forced into the life of the conquered. Even if they resist, the ways of the powerful
begin to penetrate their minds and their lifestyle, so that even when political and
economic independence are gained at a later stage, the indigenous culture can never again
return to its preconquest patterns. Beneath the violence of physical conquest there is the
deeper violence of the disruption that destroys the conqueror’s worldview, which gave
cohesion and meaning to their existence.105
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Elizondo goes on to assert that the presence of a Catholic hegemony in the Americas after the
invasions was as brutal as the conquest themselves because it violated the spiritual depth of the
oppressed when missionaries were commissioned to preach Christianity through the use of
religious symbols. He writes,
The introduction of new religious symbols, especially when they are the symbols of a
dominant group, is in effect the ultimate violence. With nonviolent intentions, Catholic
missionaries were the agents of a violence more radical than physical violence. They
attempted to destroy what physical violence could not touch: the soul of the indigenous
people. Despite the missionaries’ opposition to the cruel and bloody ways of the
conquistadores, the introduction of the religious symbols of the Spanish intruders in
effect affirmed and justified the way of the powerful and discredited the way of the
powerless at the deepest level of their existence.106
Anita De Luna, assistant professor of Religious Studies and director of the Women’s
Center at Our Lady of the Lake University in San Antonio, agrees that the Spanish destruction of
indigenous religious sites and symbols was executed with the intention of reshaping the spiritual
ethos of the indigenous community. However, the result of such efforts did not lead to a full
destruction of indigenous symbols and practices; instead, the mixing of cultures (Spanish and
indigenous) blended to form a new people107. De Luna writes,
The Christianization of Mesoamerica required external and internal changes. The
missionaries and the Spanish conquistadores (conquerors) tore down temples in an effort
to modify behaviors by stopping the rituals. They sought to change the internal system of
beliefs and worldview of the Nahua, but most scholars agree that what transpired was a
mestizaje, a mixing of the people and the systems of belief.108
Mexicans were not the only Latin American group to arrive at this fate: the inhabitants of
the Caribbean islands share a similar history. Just like the historical events that created the
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mestizo/a, the racial dynamics of Puerto Ricans are also a testimony to the harsh history of a
conquered and enslaved people. In the 1500s, Ponce de Leon massacred over six thousand Taino
Indians in order to eliminate any rebellions during the conquest of the newly found lands. In
order to balance out the loss of manpower due to genocide, the Spaniards shipped West African
slaves to the island.109 This slave trade led to the intermingling and intermarriages between
Taino Indians, Africans, and Spaniards. This mixing of culture and blood created a new race of
people called Puerto Ricans.
Anita De Luna voices the sentiment that both Mexicans and Puerto Ricans share a
common identity, which is forged in a history of Spanish subjugation. De Luna writes,
Of all the Hispanic groups in the United States, Puerto Ricans can be said to be most
similar to the Mexican Americans. Like Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans are
considered involuntary minorities because both groups have either been colonized or
conquered. Given their common history, these two ethnic groups share an experience of
suffering in the poverty in which they exist. They are similar in the lack of education they
have historically suffered as well as in the resilience they possess through the sense of joy
and celebration evident in the cultural feasts.110
Although the presence of the Christian orders in the colonized world created enmity between the
indigenous and the Spanish, there were many examples of missions that resulted in the
establishment of peaceful Catholic and indigenous communities. Timothy Matovina, a
distinguished professor in the field of Catholic Hispanic History, provides a historical account of
religious missions that were led by Franciscan Friars during the colonization period in his book,
Latino Catholicism: Transformation in America’s Largest Church. Matovina indicates that the
presence of the Christian orders at times exacerbated the tensions felt by natives:
They [the indigenous] were not accustomed to the Spanish work routines and religious
lifestyles, and they also found unacceptable the friars’ demands that they shed their
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traditional ways. Many became resentful and left the missions. In some cases outright
rebellion ensued most famously in 1680 when New Mexico’s Pueblo Indians exploded
into open violence under the leadership of shaman or spiritual leader named Popé, driving
the Spaniards and their loyal indigenous subjects from the region and seeking to purge
their communities of Catholic symbols and everything Spanish.111
At other times, however, these Indigenous people in these communities created societies of faith
based on their admiration for the religious leaders that spoke on their behalf:
On the other hand, a number of Native Americans remained within the world of the
missions, accepted Christianity, and took on Hispanic and Catholic identities. In various
locales, the native peoples revered missionaries for their faith, dedication, and willingness
to advocate for them within the Spanish colonial system. Julio César, who identified
himself as a “pure-blooded Indian” of California, recalled with fondness that as a resident
of Mission San Luís Rey (near San Diego) during his youth, a Padre Francisco was the
priest in charge of the mission, and “the Indians called him ‘Tequedeuma,’ an Indian
word which signified that the padre was very sympathetic and considerate toward the
Indians; in fact, he was very loving and good.”112
Matovina’s research goes on to indicate that numerous factors led to the continued growth and
preservation of the Catholic faith among the Mexican community, the most important being the
recruitment of young locals as Church leaders. In what was previously Spanish territory, New
Mexico is an example of a community that preserved its faith after the relocation of the
Franciscan Friars:
As the Franciscan numbers declined, particularly after Mexican independence, when
many Spanish friars were forcibly exiled or left the new republic out of loyalty to their
native Spain, the diocesan priests increased thanks to recruitment of local youth who
went to seminary in Durango. Between 1823 and 1826 four New Mexicans completed
their training and returned home to begin their ministries. By the end of the 1840s, the
Franciscans had all left or died, and some seventeen or eighteen diocesan priests, most of
them recruited locally, served the spiritual needs of New Mexico’s parish communities.
In the end, the Church’s viability in New Mexico depended on the communities
themselves, including their ability to recruit their youth into the priesthood.113
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Moises Sandoval, author of several books on Hispanics in the United States and longtime
editor of Maryknoll and Revista Maryknoll magazines, gives a historical account of what the
Spanish would consider missionary victories in the new world. In these accounts, the missions
led to the emergence of many dioceses throughout the Americas. Sandoval writes,
By the Spaniards’ own accounts, many of the missions were a great success. In 1606,
Bishop Juan Cabezas Altamirano, the first Catholic prelate to set foot on territories now
in the United States, visited missions in Florida. He was apparently impressed, because
the missions were elevated to a custodia in 1609 and to a province of the Diocese of Cuba
in 1612. By 1634 thirty-four Franciscans worked in Florida, ministering, according to the
Spaniards, to forty thousand Indians. […] The reports from New Mexico were even more
impressive. By 1604 the missions there had been declared a commissary, the basic
organizational unit. By 1616 they had been elevated to custodia. In 1625 fourteen
missionaries worked in the territory; that year the new custodian of the missions, Alonso
de Benavides, brought twelve more. The colony was divided into seven missionary
districts. Churches and chapels were built in the pueblos.114
Although many of the indigenous were accepting of the Christian faith, it was at the cost
of many of the ritual, social, and religious beliefs that had molded their identity. These new
changes would undermine the mestizo/a’s own origin and traditions. The mestizo/a would be
born into the perception that their ancestral roots were meaningless when compared to that of the
superior Europeans. These perceptions dominated the self-image of the mestizo/a community to
the point where it questioned its worth and place among the social/religious structures to which
they adhered. This internalized sense of inadequacy and feelings of exclusion are still sensed
among the bearers of this ancestry. Elizondo testifies to the inferiority complex that continues to
be felt among Mexican Americans today:
The deepest suffering of the mestizo comes from what we might call an “unfinished”
identity or better yet an undefined one. One of the core needs of human beings is
existential knowledge that regardless of who I am socially or morally, I AM. The
knowledge of fundamental belonging—that is, to be French, American, Mexican,
English—is in the present world order one of the deepest needs of the person. When this
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need is met, it is not even thought about as a need, but when it is missing, it is so
confusing and painful that we find it difficult to even conceptualize it or speak about it.
We strive “to be like,” but we are not sure just which one we should be like. As MexicanAmericans, we strive to find our belonging in Mexico or in the United States—only to
discover that we are considered foreign by both. Our Spanish is too anglicized for the
Mexicans and our English is too Mexicanized for the Anglos.115
Ada María Isasi-Díaz makes a similar point in her book, En la Lucha (In the Struggle):
Elaborating a Mujersta Theology; however, her angle derives from a modern United States
Hispanic women’s perspective. Isasi-Díaz writes,
For us Hispanic women, the creation of a new race is a very real part of our daily lives.
Mestizaje is grounded in the fact that we live in-between, at the intersection of our
countries of origin and the U.S.A. In the U.S.A. we are mostly marginalized people
relegated to the outskirts of society, not really fully belonging. Regarding our countries of
origin, we know that even if or when we do return, it is never really possible to go back.
Even for Puerto Rican women, as well as for a certain segment of Mexican-American
Women, many of whom live con un pie en cada lado (with a foot in each place)-the
island and the mainland, or Mexico and the U.S.A- their travels are never a going-back.
“In history there is no returning, because all of history is transformation and novelty.”116

Popular Religious Practices
Contributed to the Enhancement
of the Community’s Dignity

Many Hispanic theological scholars would agree that the vehicle by which the mestizo/a
community advanced in the self-knowledge and self-acceptance of its own cultural identity
transpired through popular religious practices.117 De Luna is one Hispanic scholar who would
agree:
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Samuel Silva-Gotay writes of the similarities between Mexican Americans and Puerto
Ricans, and his descriptions of popular religiosity reflect the needs that this spirituality
meets for the people. His emphasis is on two common issues: the people’s need to belong
and their need to develop an identity. Popular religion, he asserts, is unquestionably a part
of life and a unifying element with moral overtones. Silva-Gotay observes, Religiosity is
a conception of life. Its practices guarantee uprightness and survival while at the same
time offering significance to life’s purpose. Popular religiosity shapes a sense of the
collective identity and thus, a sense of belonging.118
One popular religious image that is celebrated and continues to be central to the development of
self-acceptance among the Latino world is Our Lady of Guadalupe. Through this figure, the
mestizo/a would discover his or her worth and place in a Church, which, at that time, did not
allow them to represent their faith through symbols and practices. Elizondo writes,
In the case of Mexico, it was the mestizo image of Our Lady of Guadalupe who provided
the beginning of the new socio-cultural synthesis. It was not merely an apparition but the
perfect synthesis of the religious iconography of the Iberian peoples with that of native
Mexicans into one coherent image. This marks the cultural birth of a new people. Both
the parents and the child now have one common symbol of ultimate belonging. For the
first time, they can begin to say, “we are.” As the physical birth of Mexicans had come
through the conquest, the cultural birth came through the apparition. It is only after
apparition that those who had wanted to die now wanted to live and to celebrate life. In
and through her, new meanings, myths, and symbols will begin to emerge that will be
truly representative and characteristic of Mexico.119
As Elizondo explained, this momentous event allowed the mestizo/a to classify themselves as a
distinct group that was identified and defined through the eyes of God. Their identity would also
be recognized by their relationship with the Mother of God. This recognition would be the
beginning of a new attitude among Mexicans; one in which they would recognize their worth.
Elizondo makes the following point:
The power of hope offered by the drama of Guadalupe came from the fact that the
unexpected good news of God’s presence was offered to all by someone from whom
nothing special was expected: the conquered Indian, the lowest of the low. Conversion
begins with the poor and marginated; they are the heralds, the prophets, of a new
humanity. The new people of the land would now be the pueblo mestizo, la raza
mestiza… “We are not the children of a violated woman, but children of the unsoiled
118
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Virgin Mother. In Guadalupe we pass from the shame and degradation of illegitimacy to
the grandeur and pride of being pure Mexican.” The events of 1531 marked only the
beginning of what would take centuries to accomplish, self-dignity, equality, freedom, an
identity to be proud of. But it was the all-important beginning. 120
For Hispanics, the image of Our Lady of Guadalupe is celebrated through popular
devotions as a means of recognizing and retaining their identity. The celebrations associated with
the image of Mary across Latin America emphasize a sense of ownership. In other words, by
celebrating the Mother of God in a unique fashion, Hispanics can claim a special relationship
with the Divine Mother of God in a manner that exemplifies their identity as children of God.121
Roberto S. Goizueta, a Hispanic Theologian who holds the Margaret O’Brien Flatley Chair in
Catholic Theology at Boston College, elaborates:
What is common to all forms of U.S. Hispanic popular Catholicism, however, is the
central place of Mary: “It is difficult to find, besides the Crucified Christ, another more
powerful religious symbol.” For historical reasons, however, there is one Mary who
stands out as unique among the Hispanic Marys, and that is la Morenita, Our Lady of
Guadalupe. No other popular religious devotion is as closely linked to a people’s selfidentity, or socio-historical context, as is the Mexican devotion to Our Lady of
Guadalupe; none other is more deeply “ours.” Precisely because the link between popular
religion and self-identity is so strong here, it would be virtually impossible to develop a
U.S. Hispanic theology which did not somehow take seriously, in systematic fashion, the
Mexican devotion to Guadalupe.122
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Latinos find Consolation in
the Crucified Image of Christ

Another popular image among Hispanics, which reveals the identity of Mexicans as a
people who can find transcendent meaning within their suffering, is that of the crucified Jesus.
For Hispanics, the crucified Jesus is depicted in various gruesome scenes as a way of evoking the
drama of life, which Jesus took on himself in his human nature. The devotion attached to these
images, which takes place through processions and prayers, is a reminder that Christ
commiserates with those who are oppressed. Orlando O. Espín examines this phenomenon:
Hispanics give the iconography of the crucifixion a very realistic quality. The crucified
Jesus is painted or sculpted to appear in horrible pain. The crown of thorns, the nails, the
blood, are all made to communicate real suffering, real torture, and real death. The dying
Jesus, however, is not represented only as nailed to a cross. The entire passion is
expressed through numerous and well-known sculptures and paintings of the flagellation,
of the crowning with thorns, of the descent from the cross. Though many of these images
or paintings may have true artistic value in themselves, the religious value is usually
conveyed not by beauty itself but by the work’s ability to elicit feelings of solidarity and
compassion.123
These devotions have much far-reaching value because they manifest Jesus as a historically
present God who walks with his people in their everyday lives. I do not mean that the
iconography used in these devotions are mere symbolic representations of Jesus life story by
which he is spiritually accompanying his people; instead, these devotions are a concrete
manifestation of the actual sufferings of Jesus endured in his passion, which are being publicly
actualized in the present lives of the Hispanic community. Goizueta expounds on this reality:
Jesus is, first of all, a flesh-and-blood human being who is with us today. Ours is a Jesus
who bleeds…which is to say, a Jesus made of flesh-and-blood like us. The blood on his
face, side, hands, and feet are the signs of his humanity; not the abstract “humanity” of
the philosophers and theologians, but the flesh-and-blood humanity of those who dare to
kiss his wounds. There is, in our popular Catholicism, no separation between the
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concrete, particular “Jesus of history” and the spiritual, universal “Christ of faith.” This
Jesus, this Christ, is the same one we accompany today in his suffering, the one whose
feet we kiss and whose face we caress. The body of the cross is no mere statue any more
than the host on the altar is mere bread or the wine mere wine-or any more than an
individual person is a mere voter, a mere consumer, a mere parishioner, or a mere “1.”
Similarly, our desire to touch and kiss the corpse is as much an act of faith in the
concrete, historical reality of Jesus among us today as is our desire to eat the bread and
drink the wine, or to love our neighbor, who is already a constitutive part of us.124
This cultural phenomenon arises from the spirituality of a community that believes that
God is sensed through his son who is in full solidarity with his people125; therefore, it is not
uncommon to witness among Hispanics a live intimate relationship with Christ that is prevalent
in every corner of their lives. De Luna gives more clarity on this fact:
The spirituality, or mistica, of the Hispanic people springs from their faith and
relationship with God. […] This relationship with God grounds the identity of Hispanics
and Latinos and is pervasive and absorbing in every dimension, every circumstance of
life. That is why our altarcitos are central; that is why holy objects hang from rearview
mirrors in cars and around our necks; that is why street kids tattoo Our Lady of
Guadalupe on their arms. That is why mothers take children to the priests for an ensalme,
to be cured from fright by being prayed over with psalms. That is why when we pass in
front of a Catholic Church we bless ourselves. […] It is ordinary to see the picture of Our
Lady of Guadalupe next to the picture of President Kennedy in the homes because
spirituality is about every day. It is a pervasive and as ordinary as waking up and
speaking, as felt an experience as the heat of the sun and as palpable as the consolation of
friends when we suffer. 126
The pervasiveness of Christ in the everyday lives of the people is a concrete spiritual
popular practice that finds its origins in medieval Spanish spirituality, the spirituality of the
indigenous pre-colonization period, and the response of the mestizo/a people to a repressive
Church that would not allow them fully to participate in the liturgy. The emergence of the
Spaniards in the Americas brought with it many religious traditions and devotions from the
grassroots of medieval society. These devotions were based on medieval practices, which were
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accompanied by visuals (which came in the form of statues, relics, and paintings), dramatic
storytelling, and religious dramas.127 The indigenous had a deep-seated sense that the human,
natural, spiritual, and cosmic world was interconnected in a profound way. The amalgamation of
these spiritual practices and philosophies contributed to Latino spirituality128, which De Luna
refers to as mística:
The Hispanic/Latino spirituality mística emerges out of a culturally rich religious preColumbian background. This spirituality in its indigenous roots had a deeply imbedded
presence of the divine, which held that life was sacred and the spiritual was the essence
of the cosmic and human harmony in a life-death cycle. These ancients of Mesoamerica
believed in cyclic destructions and recreations, avoiding chaos by appeasing their gods
and transcending themselves and their universe through sacrifice. An element of suffering
amidst hope could be contextualized in the indigenous spirituality. Spanish Christianity
as a second source adds to Hispanic/Latino spirituality its Christocentric and
Mariological dimensions. The two sources create a mestizo spirituality externalized in
religious rituals and practices.129
Popular religious practices were also the Latino community’s response to the oppressive
structures of the church, which denied them full access to liturgical practices. Hispanic popular
religious practices were shaped by the social/historical circumstances of the mestizo/a culture,
which, as examined earlier, was oppressive in nature. Considered inferior by the Spaniards, the
Hispanic community was restricted from fully participating in the sacred liturgy by not allowing
it to partake in the Eucharistic celebration. In other cases, the Hispanic community was left
without local priests who, as the mestizo/a community understood it, had special access to the
divine. As a response to the need for an interconnection with the divine and a means of
representing its identity as a religious community, popular religion originated. Goizueta
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examines this emergence in his book, Caminemos con Jesús: Toward a Hispanic/Latino
Theology of Accompaniment:
Far from enjoying the support and encouragement of the hierarchy, the indigenous people
of the Americas were “systematically excluded from full participation in the official
religion.” Thus, “while not rejecting the official liturgy and clerical leadership, the poor
and marginalized often developed popular religion as a way of expressing cultural and
religious identity when their access to the holy was denied through ‘official channels.’”
This history helps explain the central role played by popular religion in the U.S. Hispanic
community; the symbols, rituals, and narrative of popular religion are, in the words of
Justo González, “one of the ways-probably the most important way-in which the church
of the dispossessed continues its existence….” Because of its origins in our own
communities, at the margins of society, popular religion thus remains “one of the waysprobably the most important way” in which Latinos and Latinas can maintain our own
identity and history alive in the face of the dominant culture. 130
Empereur and Fernández agree with Goizueta in his description of how Popular Religion
emerged among the margins of the Hispanic community. They would also go on to explain the
disparity between popular religion and devotionalism:
Popular Religion is not to be equated with Roman Catholic devotionalism. The
sociohistorical contexts differ. Catholic devotions as they are frequently understood often
emerged in the nineteenth century as a way of solidifying adherence to the church. They
were usually clergy-led. They were individualistic in character. Popular religion, on the
other hand, had medieval roots although there are indigenous elements from what is now
called the Latina/o world. Passed from generation to generation in the family, the
practices were usually led by clergy. Popular religion is more communal in character.
Popular religious practices were considered marginal by the institutional church, whereas
European devotionalism often displaced the liturgy from the center of Catholic life.
Popular religious practices are intimately bound together. One could say that this is also
true of European devotions in so far as they ensured a certain loyalty to the church. The
difference is that popular religion provides an access to God that the Hispanics could not
find in the normative rites of the church. European devotions often accompanied the
liturgy as a kind of supplement, or they led into the liturgy.131
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For Latinos, the Mystery of the
Sacred is Discovered through
the Natural and Particular

Goizueta has indicated that popular religion should not be understood as being counterclerical or counter-institutional. Instead, popular religion finds its Catholic authenticity from the
people, who through baptism practice their religious vocation:
Popular religion is “popular” because it emerges from and constitutes us as a people. “Its
specificity,” suggests Diego Irarrazaval, “is given by its collective and believing subject,
whose practices are different, though dialectically linked to those of the elites and
ecclesial organizations.” The adjective “popular” does not, then, imply an opposition
between popular religion and “official” or “institutional” religion. González warns that
the U.S. Hispanic understanding of faith ought not to be interpreted as a form of modern
liberal anti-institutionalism: This is not, as it is often thought, a blanket anticlericalism,
after the fashion of the French Revolution. It is rather a statement that only those priests
who live up to their vocation… are believable priests. Authority does not reside in
priesthood in the hierarchical sense but rather in Catholicism-in Catholicism understood
as the faith of the people and not as the monopoly of the hierarchy.132
In his analysis of popular religion, Goizueta makes the point that the practices associated
with popular religion are incarnational in character. By this term, Goizueta means that the
various religious figures that are used in popular religious practices are in themselves a
supernatural embodiment of Jesus, Mary, and other holy members of the Kingdom of God.
When the Hispanic community approaches these images and venerates them with flowers, kisses,
and music, they are physically coming in contact with God’s own holiness. Goizueta provides an
example:
When, at San Fernando, an elderly Mexican woman approaches the Crucified Jesus to
plant a gentle kiss on his feet, or reaches to touch Mary’s veil during a procession, there
is little doubt that, for this elderly woman, Jesus and Mary are truly present here. These
religious statues or figures are not mere representations of a reality completely external to
them, rather they are the concrete embodiment, in time and space, of Jesus and Mary,
these are, in short, sacramental images: natural, particular entities that meditate, embody,
and reveal a supernatural, universal, absolute reality.133
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Goizueta goes on to justify these acts, which may be seen as idolatrous to many mainstream
Catholics, by reminding us that an encounter with the supernatural requires an assent of faith,
which is accompanied by particular objects, which in themselves have intrinsic value. He writes,
Implicit in the definition of sacrament is the presupposition that the concrete, particular
object or entity that embodies the universal reality is in fact historically concrete and
particular. Consequently, an indispensable prerequisite of any sacramental relationship
with a particular entity, i.e. a relationship in which the supernatural Absolute is revealed,
is that one affirms both the particularity and the historical concreteness of that particular
entity. Only then, and only as a “byproduct” or “side-effect” of one’s affirmation of that
particularity and concreteness, does the object or entity reveal its universal significance.
134

The intimate human actions of hugging, kissing and touching, which are visible during popular
religious events, are a human and transcendent mystery of tangible human love coming in full
contact with Jesus and Mary.135 This mystery reveals the sacredness of the particular and the
natural:
The genuine love with which the Mexican woman relates to the crucified Jesus or Mary
is not a universal love of some purely spiritual reality, whether Christ or Mary; it is, on
the contrary, a very particular love of this Jesus, whose feet she is kissing, or this Mary,
whose veil she is holding, Paradoxically, it is the very concreteness, physicality, and
particularity of the statues that make them capable of revealing a spiritual, universal and
absolute reality…. One cannot love the universal and supernatural if one cannot love the
particular and natural-and love these precisely as particular and natural. One cannot love
the Creator if one cannot love the creature-and love him, her or it precisely as creature. 136

As mentioned earlier, popular religion has roots in medieval and baroque practices of
fifteenth and early sixteenth century Spain. The notion of symbols in this time-period differs
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from our modern day understanding of symbols. In his book, Christ Our Companion: Toward a
Theological Aesthetics of Liberation, Goizueta explains:
Medieval Christianity had a unified, profoundly sacramental view of the cosmos; creation
everywhere revealed the abiding presence of its Creator, a living presence that infused all
creation with meaning. In turn, “The kosmos included humans as an integral though
unique part of itself.” As the place where one encountered the living, transcendent God,
all creation was intrinsically symbolic; that is, creation re-presented God, making the
transcendent God present in time and space for us, here and now. That God had not made
the world only to withdraw from it, leaving it to its own devices; rather, the Creator
remained intimately united to creation. All creation was thus assumed to be intrinsically
meaningful and intelligible by virtue of the fact that creation was graced from the
beginning. The sacred would, therefore be encountered, not above or outside creation, but
in and through creation. 137
In his synthesis of popular religion, Goizueta acknowledges that the medieval understanding of
symbols, which was also reflected by Thomas Aquinas, includes an understanding that “the
person was integrally related to the rest of creation and its Creator. Knowledge of reality thus
implied relationship; it is through interpersonal interaction that we could come to know God,
ourselves, other persons, and creation.”138 In Goizueta’s explanation, all humans are sacraments
because they reveal the universal and spiritual realm in and through the relationships that they
have encountered:
The relationship between popular Catholicism and a U.S. Hispanic anthropology now
begins to emerge. If a central aspect of Good Friday and Guadalupe—and, by extension,
other forms of popular Catholicism—is the affirmation of the intrinsic value of the
concrete and particular as a prerequisite for an encounter with the spiritual and universal,
this affirmation reflects an underlying understanding of the human person and human
relationships. To suggest that the particular mediates the universal is to suggest that there
is no such thing as an isolated, individual entity that is not intrinsically related to others:
every human person is a concrete, particular, and unique mediation of the universal. In
other words, every “individual” is a particular, unique mediation of universal humanity,
universal creation, and, in the last analysis, a unique mediation of the Absolute. Each
person (precisely as a person) is defined and constituted by his or her relationships, both
personal and impersonal, natural and supernatural, material and spiritual.139
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For Goizueta, identity is wrapped up in a concrete context that is knitted together by an
abundance of prior and current relationships, which manifests the identity of the individual. For
Hispanics, this common understanding is naturally recognized in the fabric of the culture. James
Empereur and Eduardo Fernández further clarify Goizueta’s writings:
What this leads Goizueta to conclude is that each person is a sacrament because when the
particular mediates the universal, as the cross does with the presence of the resurrected
Christ, then each particular person or thing is related to others. This also means that an
individual person is constituted by his/her relationships “both personal and impersonal,
natural and supernatural, material and spiritual.” The person is a sacrament. The person is
intrinsically related through community. The community too is sacramental. God is
encountered in the material, particular objects of devotion, in the physicality of the
human being, in the concreteness of human community. Personal identity is also
relational. The web of relationships that make up one’s world constitutes one’s
humanity.140
Goizueta also notes that the institutional Church is necessary because through it popular religious
signs, symbols, and practices are transmitted to future generations in an effort to continue
revealing their identity:
The community to which I belong extends beyond me not only spatially but also
temporally: that community includes my ancestors as well as my progeny and their
progeny. The stories, symbols, and rituals of popular religion mediate these
intergenerational bonds, thereby strengthening communal identity and self-identity. This
trans-generational understanding of community also explains why U.S Hispanic popular
Catholicism and culture are not intrinsically anti-institutional. Despite their tendency to
ossification and corruption, institutions, like the family or church, are essentially
structures, which perpetuate a community, its identity, and values over time. Without
some form of institutionalization, that identity and those values would die after one
generation. Thus, an organic anthropology cannot be intrinsically anti-institutional.
Institutions are in constant need of criticism, reformation, and transformation but they
are, at least, a necessary evil; they are by definition an extension of community, a
“patterned way of living together” not only here and now but through time.141
It should be noted that in his document, Evangelization in the Modern World, Pope Paul
VI writes about the value of popular religious practices. In the document, he states that these
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practices contain within them a keen awareness of specific profound attributes associated with
God. Paul VI writes,

Here we touch upon an aspect of evangelization, which cannot leave us insensitive. We
wish to speak about what today is often called popular religiosity. One finds among the
people particular expressions of the search for God and for faith, both in the regions
where the Church has been established for centuries and where she is in the course of
becoming established. These expressions were for a long time regarded as less pure and
were sometimes despised, but today they are almost everywhere being rediscovered…. It
(popular piety) manifests a thirst for God which only the simple and poor can know. It
makes people capable of generosity and sacrifice even to the point of heroism when it is a
question of manifesting belief. It involves an acute awareness of profound attributes of
God: fatherhood, providence, loving and constant presence. It engenders interior attitudes
rarely observed to the same degree elsewhere142: patience, the sense of the cross in daily
life, detachment, openness to others, devotion. By reason of these aspects, we readily call
it “popular piety,” that is, religion of the people, rather than religiosity.143

The Encuentro

The United States Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB) has continued to encourage,
support, and promote popular religious practices among Hispanic Catholics, most evidently
through the National Encuentros. The Encuentros are defined by the USCCB website in the
following way:
Encuentro is a two-year process of missionary activity, consultation, leadership
development and pastoral discernment in parishes, dioceses and episcopal regions that
culminates with a national event. A primary outcome of the Encuentro process is to
discern pastoral practices and priorities to impact the quality of ministry among
Hispanic/Latino Catholics, under the leadership of the U.S. bishops. 144
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Timothy Matovina and Cardinal Seán O’Malley have both expressed the importance of the
Encuentro movements. Matovina writes, “The national Hispanic Pastoral Encuentros were at the
center of a wide-ranging Hispanic ministry movement that is one of the most significant
developments in U.S. Catholicism during the Vatican II era.”145 O’Malley speaks of the specific
significant developments that surfaced from the Encuentros:
The first Encuentro Nacional Hispano de Pastoral took place in Washington, DC, in the
summer of 1972. With the help of Cardinal O’Boyle and many clergy, religious, and
laity, we had recently established the Archdiocese of Washington’s Centro Católico
Hispano, a multi-service pastoral and social service agency for immigrants. It is a
testament to the dedication and commitment of all involved with the founding of the
Centro that to this day it continues the mission of outreach and support, though now in
facilities that are appropriately quite improved from our humble beginnings. All who
were associated with the Centro were encouraged by the first Encuentro and the prospect
of the Hispanic Catholic community achieving greater recognition in the life of the
Church and being lifted up to leadership positions. The themes of unity, responsibility,
and the importance of integrating the social Gospel in the development of a plan for
Hispanic ministry were a source of great hope. Just over ten years later, the third
Encuentro Nacional drew almost ten times the attendees of the inaugural gathering and
produced the framework for a National Pastoral Plan for Hispanic Ministry. The presence
and importance of the Hispanic Catholic community in the United States had been clearly
established.146
The document, Encuentro & Mission: A Renewed Pastoral Framework for Hispanic
Ministry, was developed in 2002 by the Committee on Hispanic Affairs of the United States
Conference of Catholic Bishops, which was influenced by pastoral plans originating from the
Encuentro movements, in order to provide pastoral principles, priorities and suggestions for
developing Hispanic ministry. In the document, the USCCB highlights the values that the Latin
American community contributes to the overall Church, which include popular religious
practices and a strong awareness of relationships, which are central to the spirituality of
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encuentro (encounter). In article two (A Culture Born Catholic), under the section, Remembering
the Past with Gratitude, the document reads:
Since the first Spanish missionaries brought the Catholic faith to the new continent, many
of the gospel values and church traditions became enculturated into the cultures of the
Latin American people. These values include a profound faith in God, a strong sense of
solidarity, an authentic Marian devotion, and a rich popular religiosity. Hispanics have a
profound respect for the human person and value relationships over tasks or possessions.
Personal relationships are at the heart of a spirituality of encuentro and the need to
develop strong family, community, and parish ties. Hispanics understand culture as an
integral part of the human person that should be respected and honored.147

Studies Reveal the Importance
of Popular Religious Practices for
Jóvenes in the U.S.A.

The spirituality and culture of Hispanics reveal the unique way this community has
historically practiced its baptismal call to be priest. As mentioned in chapter one of this
document, Dr. Doohan states that all members of the people of God are called to incarnate
themselves as sacraments of the world in the specific circumstances of secular life. For
Hispanics, intimate family bonds are the context by which individuals find meaning and identity.
Within this cultural frame, Hispanics struggle with an internalized sense of inadequacy and
identity issues, which are perpetuated by historical conditions and political controversies (i.e.
immigration issues). Popular religious practices are the means by which Hispanics preserve and
maintain their cultural and religious identity among the more dominant European beliefs and
practices. Within these popular practices, Hispanics have developed a special relationship with
Christ, which is exhibited in their devotions and tangible forms of affection towards sacred
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images of Jesus and the Virgin de Guadalupe. For Hispanics, these devotional displays of
affection towards objects of devotion, such as the images of Jesus’s passion, manifest the value
of the particular in order to reveal the universal and spiritual dimension. They publicly actualize
the presence of Jesus walking the earth in and through the day-to-day sufferings of the
community. As a baptized community, Hispanics themselves reveal the holiness of God on Earth
through their popular practices while concurrently revealing their own identity in the form of
relationships:
The uniqueness in the Hispanic call to practice the role of priest is that their
vocation is wrapped up in their search for identity and value. It is inconceivable to
think that Catholic Hispanic adolescents can practice their baptismal call of priest
without also practicing their call to be Hispanic. Therefore, any form of
catechesis, towards Hispanic adolescents, must support and promote the cultural
values of that particular group.148

The Pathways of Hope and
Faith Among Hispanic Teens

A few questions that should be asked about Hispanic adolescents and their need to
continue observing the popular religious practices of their ancestry are, “After Hispanic
adolescents become acculturated into the American mainstream, do they wish to continue
practicing popular religious practices?” and “Do Hispanic adolescents find any personal
connection with popular religious practices?” To answer these questions, I will use data
generated by The Institute of Faith and Life (Instituto Fe y Vida). El Instituto Fe y Vida is a
research and resource center that was created in 1994 by the Lasallian Brothers of the Midwest
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District with the mission to serve the Catholic Church by providing reliable information about
the pastoral needs of Catholic jóvenes (Hispanic youth and young adults) and in essence also to
use that information when pastoring to jóvenes. It is also noteworthy to mention that for the last
two decades, El Instituto Fe y Vida has received recognition as being a leading publisher and
formation institute for ministry with Latino youth, adolescents, and young adults. Fe y Vida has
also published a series of books that provide a solid foundation for pastoral leadership in all
dioceses across the nation. Instituto Fe y Vida is a distinguished center of research that has made
a reputation for its credible research. The book Pathways of Hope and Faith Among Hispanic
Teens: Pastoral Reflections and Strategies Inspired by the National Study of Youth and Religion
is a national study developed by El Instituto Fe y Vida in 2007. The data in this study was
formed through questionnaires and interviews of Hispanic adolescents encompassing Catholic as
well as Protestant adolescents.
After analyzing the documents of Instituto Fe y Vida, I discovered that a significant
amount of Catholic adolescent Hispanics cherish the popular religious practices of their parents,
even if they are considered disengaged from the liturgy of the Church. The Pathways of Hope
and Faith states,
The phrase “popular Catholicism” is used to describe a variety of devotional practices
that are common among Catholics of Latin American heritage but which are not part of
the official liturgy of the Catholic Church. These practices include novenas (nine-day
prayer rituals), rosaries, pilgrimages, lighting candles, wearing scapulars or religious
medals, the use of holy water, the blessing of homes and cars, and many others. The
NSYR survey included questions about four such practices, but they were only asked of
the adolescents who identified themselves as Catholic. Since these devotional practices
are generally conducted as a family or in small groups, the results of the survey indicate
that Latino families in the U.S. continue cultivating practices of popular Catholicism.
Among religiously “committed” Hispanic teens, the devotions are especially popular, and
the level of participation decreases progressively with decreased religious involvement.
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Nevertheless, the practices are still alive in the homes of even the religiously “sporadic”
and “disengaged” teens, most of whom do not go to church. 149
This study also discovered that although many jóvenes practice a variety of popular religious
devotions, a good majority of these same adolescents do not necessarily know the meaning of the
practices:
The NSYR personal interviews suggest that many Latino/a adolescents do not really
know the meaning of these practices; only four of the 16 Catholic Hispanics interviewed
actually spoke about rosaries, holy water, or other devotional practices when they were
asked in general about their religious practices, and one of them only mentioned the
rosary to say she does not use it.150
The studies in TPoHaF also indicate that jóvenes are more likely than their white peers to
practice popular religious practices in their homes. These studies also mention that the most
popular religious practice among jóvenes is prayer:
In studying the individual interviews with Hispanic teens…. Popular religiosity has
maintained itself alive in many households-even among families that do not regularly
attend church. Too often, the teens do not know the significance of these practices, but
they hold on to them as manifestations of faith. Among Catholic teens, Hispanics are
15% more likely than their white peers to have sacred images or altars in their homes.
Other popular devotions include praying rosaries, lighting of candles, and listening to
religious music or radio programs. However, personal prayer was by far the most
common response when the teens were asked to describe their personal religious
practices in the interviews. Among Hispanic Catholics, 68% said that they pray at least
once a week, and for Hispanic Protestants it was 76%. Even some who claimed not to be
religious admitted that they pray.151
Data generated from these studies also demonstrated that Hispanic families continue to make
prayer a constant priority in the households even if Church attendance or other forms of religious
obligations are not observed. The surveys used in these studies also indicate that the typical
form of praying among Hispanic adolescents is not performed by reciting formal prayers, such as
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the Our Father or Hail Mary. Instead, prayer life for these adolescents is typically personalized
by coming in the form of conversations with God:
When asked to describe their prayer, the most common answers were “a conversation,”
“asking for blessings or things,” and “asking for forgiveness.” This suggests that,
especially for young Hispanic Catholics, the experience of prayer has become much more
relational and personal, and less formulaic than it might have been in prior generationsthere was very little mention of reciting formal prayers that they had been taught to
memorize or repeating ritual prayers that they did not understand. Also largely absent
from these descriptions were the practices of meditative prayer and praising God in
prayer. All things considered, the fact that so many of today’s young Hispanics are in
relationship with God through prayer is good news for parents and youth ministers alikeyet as always, there is much more that could be done to enhance their spiritual lives. 152
TPoHaF has also established that culture and family identity is a vital reason why many
Catholic Hispanic adolescents associate themselves with the Catholic religion. The studies find
that these adolescents recognize that their relationships also describe where their religious
allegiance lies even when they do not fully understand or accept particular areas of the faith:
As with the religious practices at home, attendance at worship services was far more
frequent among Latino/a Protestants than it was among Latino/a Catholics. In fact, 32%
of the Hispanic Catholic teens said they went to Church a few times a year or never,
compared to just 15% for their Protestant peers. Does this mean that Catholic families are
less serious about their faith than Protestant families? The answer to this question is: yes
and no. With nearly three times as many Hispanic Catholics as Hispanic Protestants in
the survey, there were far more religiously “engaged” and “committed” Catholics than
Protestants among the Hispanic teens surveyed. Because Catholicism has been the
dominant form of Christianity in Latin America for 500 years, there are many Hispanic
families that identify themselves as Catholic out of a sense of cultural or family identity
that only manifests itself minimally in their lives. With no cultural inertia reinforcing a
Protestant identity, Latino/a teens who were raised in non-practicing Protestant families
tend to say that they are simply not religious.153
The theme of religious devotion was also examined in TPoHaF. These studies came to a
few conclusions about the devotional life of the Catholic Hispanic adolescent. The first is that
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participation in youth groups does not always equate with how religiously devoted these
adolescents are. The research reads,
Among Catholic teens, participation in a religious youth group is often not a very good
indication of religious devotion…. It is sufficient to note that, in an analysis done by Ken
Johnson-Mondragón on the same NSYR data being studied in this book, it was found that
some of the most devout Hispanic Catholics may be choosing not to participate in their
parish’s youth group because it is not religious enough for them.154
TPoHaF explains why Hispanic Catholic adolescents should not be compared to Hispanic
Protestants, who have been described as more devotional by the studies brought forth from the
findings of the National Study of Youth and Religion:
It has already been shown that Catholics are less likely than Protestants to engage in
Scripture study. While this may not be the ideal that Catholic pastors and youth ministers
would like to see in teens today, there are historical and cultural reasons that have led
Catholics to express their religious devotion in other ways. The cumulative impact of
these historical and cultural differences between Protestants and Catholics is still evident
in the spiritual lives of teens’ religious devotion according to criteria that reflect a
historically and culturally Protestant expression of religious practice. 155
These studies have also concluded that it would be unfair to measure Catholic Hispanic
adolescents’ level of devotion by asking them about their personal commitments to prayer or
scripture study or even questioning them on their personal relationship with God, because these
adolescents tend to relate religious devotion and identity with family and community interaction,
which are demonstrated in communal celebrations.
For devoted Catholics, prayer and religious celebrations are family and community
activities. Religious identity is formed simultaneously with family, cultural, and national
identity, and there is usually very little emphasis on personal prayer, personal Scripture
study, or in some cases even on a “personal” relationship with Jesus or God. The devoted
Hispanic Catholic may have a rich prayer life and may read (or at least listen to) the
Scriptures or other religious materials many times each week but may not participate in
either of these activities alone.156
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Considering all the data that have been documented in TPoHaF, I made the following
conclusions about the spiritual and devotional lives of Catholic jóvenes:
1) Many jóvenes are familiar with and are involved in the popular religious practices of
their ancestors; however, they may not always understand their purpose or meaning.
2) Jóvenes are more likely than their Catholic white counterparts to have sacred images
at home and practice daily prayer.
3) The daily prayer life of jóvenes tends to be based on conversation with God instead of
being based on recitation of traditional prayers.
4) Jóvenes tend to associate themselves as Catholic out of a sense of culture or family
identity.
5) Not participating in Church youth groups or scripture classes does not mean that
Catholic jóvenes are less religiously devoted to their faith.
6) Jóvenes relate their devotional life and identity with family and community
interaction. These interactions come in the form of group celebrations.
What can be interpreted from these studies is that for Catholic jóvenes, human
relationships coincide with spiritual relationships. Prayer life, for instance, is a spiritual
awareness that God is constantly embarking on their daily journeys.157 He hears them,
acknowledges them, and commiserates with them. These practices become more vibrant when
the family practices daily prayer together. Just as importantly, an exchange of dialog between
parents and children about spiritual experience fosters spiritual growth, not just from parent to
child but also from child to parent. As I noted earlier, Goizueta says that every human being is a
“concrete, particular, and unique mediation of the universal.”158 Even more, he says, “Each
person is defined and constituted by his or her relationships, both personal and impersonal,
natural and supernatural, material and spiritual.”159 If an exchange of persons (through dialogue)
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is present among the Hispanic family, then both the parents and children become living
sacraments to each other. Dialog infers that the parties who are communicating recognize the
inherent value of the other. When conversations surrounding faith experiences take place among
family members, each individual becomes aware that her or his life is charged with God’s own
grace in a manner that spiritually elevates the other into greater opportunities for holiness. This
self-awareness is a recognition of God’s enduring presence in their lives, which ignites their
sense of responsibility to bring God’s holiness to the world.
These studies are a reminder that cerebral knowledge of the faith does not alone measure
the altitude of grace one receives in baptism and through experience. All those entrusted with the
care of Hispanic adolescents must be reminded that all who are baptized into the person of Christ
have a share in His divine holiness. As adopted children of God who have become partakers of
Jesus’s divine nature, every baptized jóven offers a glimpse into the holiness of God. Due to their
cultural make up, which is influenced by tradition, jóvenes carry new elements and pathways to
God’s holiness that may challenge an orthodox mindset. The religious educator’s vocational call
is to practice humility and vulnerability when approaching jóvenes in order to create a climate of
dialog. Traditional styles of teaching, including direct teaching approaches, must be minimized
in order to support dialog. However, the religious educators should not diminish teaching into
nothing more than circles of conversations; instead, teachers are assigned the role of refiners.
Elizondo gives a similar point when he speaks about bicultural education:
In my opinion, the key emphasis in bicultural education should not be to try to place a
young person within two cultures, but to help everyone within the multicultural context to
appreciate the birth of a new culture, a new people. The task should be to see, critically
and unemotionally, with insight and respect, what is truly humanizing and dehumanizing
in each cultural tradition and try to shape the new cultural identity by pulling together the
best elements of each and reducing the harmful elements of each. It is the traditionally
dominant group that will have to have the greater humility to face itself openly and admit
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that it has much to receive, much to learn, from the groups it has previously considered
inferior. There is no question of one group “winning” over the other, but of all groups
being willing to die a bit to their own egotism and ethnocentrism for the sake of the new
creation.160
The research from TPoHaF also demonstrates that the identity of jóvenes becomes
evident when one looks at the human and spiritual relationships that they have encountered. As
mentioned earlier, according to the data from TPoHaF, there are many Hispanic families that
identify themselves as Catholic out of a sense of cultural or family identity. This cultural
mentality springs from the understanding that identity originates from community, which is why
the self-identity of the jóven is bound together with popular religious practices. Therefore,
jóvenes will tend to correlate popular religious participation, which are observed through and
with a community of family and friends, as the central indicator of one’s own religious and
spiritual identity. James Emereur and Eduardo Fernández agree with this statement:
If it were possible to establish the absence of faith in the celebration of a sacrament, one
would have to say that such a celebration has no religious significance. The issue takes on
singular poignancy in the Hispanic communities because of the widespread attitude
which can be summed up in the expression “Soy católico, pero no practicante.” The
persons identify themselves as Catholic, but they do not go to church or receive the
sacraments regularly…. Clearly, many Hispanics do not go to church or receive the
sacraments regularly. Yet, they can be very insistent on having their children baptized in
church. Again, pastoral ministers have wondered what kind of faith is present in the
celebration of some Quinceañeras where there is little evidence that this is any more than
a social event. Hispanics also want to be married by a priest and they want to be buried
from the church. But these same Hispanics do not want the obligation of public religious
practice. In outward appearance they may be no different than their non-Hispanic
neighbors. The difference lies in that the Hispanic may feel that they are still connected
with religion. For many non-Hispanics, nonparticipation in church life is tantamount to
the loss of faith, or at least to an indifference to church doctrine and moral teaching.161
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Summarizing the Observations
Made in this Chapter

I would conclude by first re-stating the examination that was made in chapter one:
through the sacrament of baptism, every Catholic person has inherited the privilege of being
Jesus’s representatives of His holiness on Earth by practicing Jesus’ role of priest. As Pope
Francis has stated in his writings, in order to become an instrument of holiness, one must have a
special encounter with God, submit to the original message of the kerygma as the experience of
the faithful community, become vulnerable for the sake of compassion, and practice everyday
gestures and virtues which are representative of a Christian life.
Religion teachers are specifically called in a formal manner to foster holiness in their
students. As baptized leaders of the Church, they must be reminded of Pope Francis’s message
that “priests should be shepherds living with the smell of their sheep.” To live with the smell of
the sheep means to immerse oneself in the everyday lives of the sheep. When it comes to the
ethnicity of one’s students, teachers are being called to immerse themselves not only in the
current life of the student but also in the cultural origins of the student. Pope Francis testifies to
this necessity when he says,
In these first two Christian millennia, countless peoples have received the grace of faith,
brought it to flower in their daily lives and handed it on in the language of their own
culture. Whenever a community receives the message of salvation, the Holy Spirit
enriches its culture with the transforming power of the Gospel. The history of the Church
shows that Christianity does not have simply one cultural expression, but rather,
“remaining completely true to itself, with unswerving fidelity to the proclamation of the
Gospel and the tradition of the Church, it will also reflect the different faces of the
cultures and peoples in which it is received and takes root.” In the diversity of peoples
who experience the gift of God, each in accordance with its own culture, the Church
expresses her genuine catholicity and shows forth the “beauty of her varied face.” In the
Christian customs of an evangelized people, the Holy Spirit adorns the Church, showing
her new aspects of revelation and giving her a new face. Through enculturation, the
Church “introduces peoples, together with their cultures, into her own community,” for
“every culture offers positive values and forms which can enrich the way the Gospel is
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preached, understood and lived.” In this way, the Church takes up the values of different
cultures and becomes sponsa ornate monilibus suis, “the bride bedecked with her jewels”
(cfr. IS 61:10).162
For jóvenes, culture accompanies and gives meaning to their identity. To understand
Hispanic religious history and spirituality is to understand what stimulates religious life for a
Hispanic adolescent. Even more, when an educator delves deeper into the depths of Hispanic
spirituality, she or he can discover the source of a jóven’s unique cultural priestly mission to
sanctify the world. Hispanic spirituality, in its own way, has the awesome pleasure of bringing
focus to the universal and supernatural through the concrete and particular.
The popular practices associated with the Hispanic culture are reciprocally valuable to the
religious educator who is called to have a special encounter with God, submit to the original
message of the kerygma as the experience of the faithful community, become vulnerable for the
sake of compassion, and practice everyday gestures and virtues which are representative of a
Christian life. The vitality of the Hispanic community provides a special encounter with God
through its popular religious practices, which highlight the intrinsic value of the natural and
particular as a preparation for the universal and supernatural. The history of the Hispanic
community gives testimony to the enduring love of God under insurmountable moments of
oppression, which is a manifestation of the original message of the kerygma.
As noted in the data from TPoHaF, Hispanic adolescents are more inclined to identify
with their Catholic faith when they can turn their prayer life into a conversation with God. These
practices are uplifted when parents “engage with them [Hispanic adolescents] in open dialog
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about spiritual experiences, doubts of faith, and Jesus’s life, mission, and teachings, rather than
telling them what to do and what to believe in a dogmatic fashion.”163 This engagement with
Hispanic adolescents requires that parents reveal their human weaknesses as moments when God
most intercedes when He walks with them in their suffering. By engaging with Hispanic students
at this level, educators can practice their call to practice vulnerability for the sake of compassion.
As mentioned earlier, Catholic Hispanic adolescents’ spiritual relationship is dependent
on the human relationships they are raised in and encounter. Consistent day-to-day interaction
with Hispanic adolescents in a manner that exhibits Christian gestures and virtues gives value
and esteem to a culture that has historically felt a sense of shame and inferiority.
The vocation to form the faith of Catholic Hispanic adolescents is also a call to live up to
one’s priestly role. This mission also requires the fostering of the priestly vocation of the
adolescent by immersing oneself in the culture’s priestly mission. The next chapter will present
the life of the Hispanic community in a manner that will reveal the culture’s unique call to
practice the prophetic role. The themes associated with this vocation will include:
accompañamiento (accompaniment), lucha (struggle) and fiesta (party). These topics will
generate suggestions for how to support the moral life of Catholic Hispanic adolescents.
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Chapter 3: The Call to
Be Prophet through the
Latino Perspective
The previous chapter determined that human relationships are a significant component in
the increase of a jóven’s spiritual maturity. The cultural makeup of Catholic Hispanics is one that
identifies with their faith by way of cultural or family identity. The faith of jóvenes deepens
when they surround themselves with a community that reveres their ethnic identity as a pathway
to God’s holiness. As baptized Catholics, it is imperative that Catholic educators live up to their
call to be priest by submerging themselves into the history and culture of the Hispanic
community. This chapter will consider the baptismal role of prophet as an essential function in
empowering a jóven to practice her or his own prophetic vocation.
In his book The Prophetic Imagination, Walter Brueggemann emphasizes the burdens
associated with the call to a prophetic lifestyle when he states that a prophet is “concerned with
criticizing [the royal consciousness]and energizing [the faithful community who are being
oppressed].”164 He underscores the role of prophecy as one that recognizes the despairs of the
underprivileged masses, exposes the static triumphalism and politics of oppression, and
energizes the consciousness of the suffering community by resurfacing symbols of hope that
affirm the freedom bestowed by God.165 I would summarize Brueggemann’s analysis by saying
that a prophet’s identity is one which stubbornly insists that human justice is at the core of our
religious past. For prophets to be successful in living up to their vocation, they must emphasize
God’s unique freedom while confronting the royal consciousness, engage in the despairing
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realities of a hopeless community, and ignite the consciousness of the people by offering
symbols and metaphors of hope which promote and encourage human freedom.
The current chapter will consider Brueggemann’s interpretation of the prophetic mindset
when making the case that the baptismal role of prophet, among those who work with Hispanic
adolescents, is to stubbornly insist on God’s call for human justice against those forces which
have historically enforced static politics of oppression which have distorted the American
public’s perception of the Latino. Further, I will reason that the primary job of baptized religious
educators is to ignite the consciousness of the jóvenes they work with by embracing a prophetic
mindset, which recognizes and admires the burdens that jóvenes carry,166 promotes the religious
customs that kindle the community against obstacles of oppression,167 and advocates for those
they teach by reminding the students of their culture’s inherent value,168.
I will begin my study by first presenting facts that indicate that the plight of many Hispanics
originated in large part from the dominating influence of the United States over Latin American
affairs which affected the social, political, and economic livelihood of those who would
immigrate to the United States. It will also be established that discriminatory sentiments towards
Latin Americans induced political decisions that would affect and dominate the Hispanic psyche.
I will also maintain that the awareness of cultural location (which includes such themes as
accompañamiento, lucha, and fiesta) is the hinge that maintains a resilient faithful attitude and a
strong Latino identity, which are necessary in forming jóvenes in their faith. Afterwards, I will
contend, as does Brueggemann’s book, The Prophetic Imagination, that the crisis among the
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Catholic Hispanic youth is that their rich religious heritage, which nourishes and sustains
identity, is in danger of becoming overshadowed by prevailing American standards that focus on
individual freedom and achievements as opposed to loyalty and reciprocity. I will also add that
the crisis for the Hispanic community in regaining its religious heritage is much more
challenging when one considers that the Catholic Hispanic community’s prophetic voice is being
drowned out by the prevailing Catholic American standards. Finally, I will introduce a prophetic
mindset among religious teachers that enhances the spiritual customs among jóvenes, which
resist higher forces that challenge and degrade their cultural identity.

Latin Americans
Treated as Other
Timothy Matovina’s book, Latino Catholicism, emphasizes that the historical accuracy of
Catholicism in the United States is tainted by the disregard for the Spanish and Latin American
influence. The failure of historical textbooks in not acknowledging, for example, that the first
Thanksgiving experience (by this I mean the first celebrated feast by European settlers and the
indigenous which also included a Catholic Mass during its festivities) occurred not at Plymouth,
Massachusetts but in New Mexico169 is proof that the Euro-American ethos devalues the
accomplishments made by Latin Americans. Matovina discloses this controversial moment in
history:
Contemporary Latinos acclaim the foundational role of their ancestors in various ways.
El Paso residents maintain that members of the Juan de Oñate expedition celebrated the
“first Thanksgiving” in the United States on April 30, 1598, in gratitude for surviving
their trek across the Chihuahuan Desert. The Oñate expedition festivities included a
Timothy Matovina, Latino Catholicism: Transformation in America’s Largest Church, (Princeton, New Jersey:
Princeton University Press, 2012), 7-8.
169
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Catholic Mass and a meal for which the Spaniards provided game and natives from the
region supplied fish.170
Both Miguel A. De La Torre, professor of Social Ethics at Iliff School of Theology, and Edwin
David Aponte, religious studies scholar and contributor to the development of Hispanic and
Latino/a theology in the United States, would agree that Latin American achievements are
discounted among the dominant Euro American culture:
To [the dominant culture], all Mexicans are aliens, which is hardly the full reality of the
Mexican American experience. Not all Mexicans in the United States are recent arrivals.
Many Mexican Americans can trace their connection to what was to become the United
States through their Spanish ancestors by more than five centuries….These historical
facts are problematic and often ignored by the dominant culture, for how can Latinos/as
be viewed solely as recent aliens when their presence here precedes the arrival of
Anglos? […] By constructing all Mexicans as aliens, the power and privilege of the
dominant culture are preserved and legitimized while masking the historical reality that
Mexican territory once included Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, California, Nevada, and
Colorado.171
De La Torre and Aponte would also indicate that the ideologies associated with Manifest
Destiny, a philosophical attitude that advanced 19th-century United States territorial expansion
by promoting that God destined the expansion of its authority and politics across the entire North
American continent, would further increase the sovereignty held by Euro-Americans in the face
of Latino-Americans. The beliefs associated with Manifest Destiny dissolved any empathy
towards the natives, as the Euro-Americans saw themselves as primary mediators of God’s holy
reign on Earth who were called to bring the Kingdom of God to all reaches of North America.
With a free conscience, Euro-Americans expanded the boundaries of North America by
aggressively swindling Mexicans of their territories and then replacing it with their own
civilization. This expansion would be most detrimental to original North American Mexicans,
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who would become second-class citizens in the process. Moises Sandoval provides a more
exhaustive account of the annexation of Mexico:
The United States annexed half of Mexico’s territory, including Texas, whose
independence had not been recognized by Mexico, but which the United States had
admitted as a state in 1845. These territories contained, in addition to 180,000 to 250,000
Indians, between 75,000 and 100,000 inhabitants with at least partial Hispanic heritage.
Most of them, about 60,000, lived in New Mexico. Of the remainder, about 8,000 lived in
California, 2,000 in Arizona, and the rest in Texas. Through the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo, signed in 1848, they became citizens of the United States, with specific
guarantees of their civil rights and land titles. It soon became evident, however, that the
provisions of the treaty would not be honored. Anglo Americans refused to accept the
Hispanics as equals. Many agreed with the political philosopher John C. Calhoun that
only the “free white race” should be added to the union.172
Manifest Destiny also brought with it an ethos that conditioned the attitudes that the
Euro-Americans would have towards Latino-Americans, more specifically, Latinos with distinct
ethnic features. These physical features would be the mark Euro-Americans would use to
distinguish foreigners, regardless of their original ties to native lands to suppress their cultural
and religious influence in the New World. De La Torre and Aponte make the following point:
To be seen as an alien means one is always a foreigner even though the person is born
within the artificial boundaries of the United States. Yet being an “alien” has little to do
with where one is born and where one migrates. Instead, it has everything to do with how
one looks or sounds. Any Hispanic whose appearance demonstrates the physical
mestizaje of her or his roots or speaks with a “funny accent” is automatically seen as an
alien.”173
To this day, the doctrine of Manifest Destiny has left a long-standing prejudice against
the Latino American community, which has even affected political decisions. The current
standing president, Donald Trump, ran a campaign full of racist diatribe against the Latino
community that galvanized many Americans into starting a crusade against undocumented
Latinos. President Trump’s lobbyists promoted a biased system of thought, which demonized the
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majority of undocumented Latinos by implying that they are rapist, thieves, and murderers.174
The president even went as far as referring to Mexicans as “bad hombres” (bad men).175 These
biases have led to political actions, such as creating missions by ICE (Immigration and Customs
Enforcement), which concentrate its forces on the Mexican immigrant community that are
propelled by a similar mindset as that of Manifest Destiny.
Even as the Hispanic population grows (the Pew Center of Study states that the Hispanic
population is responsible for 18% of America’s population increase since 2000176), members of
the Euro-American majority have questioned its status as true Americans. In essence, depending
on their social/historical narrative, Latinos are tagged with the mark of exiles, aliens, or
outsiders. De La Torre and Aponte write,
Hispanics are viewed in the United Sates as a people who do not belong. Some are here
due to conquest (Mexicans and Puerto Ricans); others, as a result of gunboat diplomacy
(Central Americans and Caribbeans). Still others are the victims of geopolitical struggles
played out in their homelands (Chileans and Argentines). Mexicans or Puerto Ricans,
whose presence is a direct consequence of United States territorial expansion, are
foreigners in their own lands.177
A vast number of these Latino communities have a common historical experience of feeling
displaced, segregated, and discriminated against.
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The Treatment of
Puerto Ricans by Americans

Similar to Mexicans, Puerto Ricans have had encounters with United States forces
throughout their history that have penetrated their internal sense of worth and dignity. For
example, after the Spanish American War, the Treaty of Paris was signed between Spain and the
United States. The treaty ceded Spain’s colonial powers over Guam and Puerto Rico to the
United States. The language of the treaty specified the limits of equality that Puerto Ricans
would have, while later Supreme Court rulings, such as the Insular Cases, would use language
that would degrade Puerto Ricans by referring to them as an “alien race” [who] were not ready
for “the blessings of a free government under the Constitution extended to them.”178 The
devastation and exploitation felt by the Puerto Rican nation at the hands of the United States are
well articulated in the writings of Pedro Albizu Campos, who was a Puerto Rican lawyer, a
politician, and a prominent figure in the Puerto Rican independence movement. Campos writes,
The result of this pitiless exploitation and the abuses perpetrated against our nation are
made evident through the universal poverty, the illnesses and the elevated mortality rates
of our population, the highest in the Americas. Seventy-Six percent of our national
wealth is in the hands of a few North American corporations for whose benefit alone the
present military government is maintained. A stupid assault has been made on our
Christian social order in a brutal effort to dissolve our family structure and destroy the
morality of a noble race, imposing via governmental agencies the spread of prostitution
under the deceitful banner of birth control; the ridiculous effort to destroy our Hispanic
civilization with a system of public education used in the United States to enslave the
masses; the mad arrogance of claiming to spiritually guide a nation whose soul was
forged in the purest Christianity: these are our most serious complaints.179
In 1917, Puerto Ricans were allowed United States citizenship with the adoption of the
Jones Act through the ordinances of the Congress. This act, however, would not initiate a sense
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of mutuality between Puerto Ricans living in the United States and Euro-American citizens. De
La Torre and Aponte use the term “outsider” to describe Puerto Ricans because, although they
were granted particular residential rights that other Latin American countries do not have, they
have encountered similar forms of discrimination among Americans communities. Their
experience is that of an outsider because their cultural identity, physical makeup, and language
distinctions are in contrast to that of a Euro-American. De La Torre and Aponte concur with
these statements: “Although Puerto Ricans have been citizens of the United States since 1917, in
practice their reality has been of second-class citizens.”180
Thirty-five years later, in 1952, Puerto Rico was named a “commonwealth” by the United
States legislature, which meant that Puerto Rico would become a self-governing nation in
association with the United States. This policy implemented by the United States, however,
would not end Puerto Rico’s second-class political, social, and economic status. The U.S. would
grant Puerto Ricans citizenship status in return for full and total constitutional power over all
political affairs on the island. Jose Luis Morín, Professor at John Jay College of Criminal Justice
(CUNY) and Chairperson of the Latin American and Latina/o Studies (LLS) Department, makes
the following claim:
Puerto Ricans do not share equal rights with U.S. citizens in the United States: They
serve and die in U.S. wars, but cannot vote for the President who can send them into
battle; U.S. laws apply to Puerto Rico without the consent of Puerto Ricans; Puerto
Ricans have no say in treaties and foreign affairs that affect them; Puerto Ricans have no
voting representation in the U.S. Congress; trade, maritime, immigration, and monetary
policies in Puerto Rico are all controlled by the United States; the U.S. Federal Court is
present in Puerto Rico and operates in English, rather than in the native language of
Puerto Rico; and the “commonwealth” status continues out of compliance with United
Nations decolonization requirements.181
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Morín goes on to explain the benefits that the United States acquires from a “commonwealth”
partnership with Puerto Rico:
Net Profits from Puerto Rico to U.S. corporations surpass the profits of all other
industrial countries, including the United Kingdom, Germany and Japan. Puerto Rico
serves as a captive market for U.S. goods; its population is a source of low-wage labor;
14 percent of the land is used for U.S. military bases; and Puerto Ricans can be readily
drafted or they volunteer to serve and fight in the U.S. military. Contrary to popular
belief, Puerto Rico is not an example of U.S. magnanimity or a model for third World
development. Puerto Rico is an impoverished nation with 60 percent of its people living
below the poverty line…. The outcome of continuing U.S. colonial rule over Puerto
Rico, masked under the guise of a “commonwealth, “is that it retains the economic
benefits for U.S. corporate interests, while simultaneously maintaining the Puerto Rican
population as a source of cheap and exploitable labor.182
This abuse of power183, which has affected the financial status and living conditions for
many Puerto Ricans, has also been transmitted into the public life of Puerto Ricans in the United
States. Because of the high rates of poverty, many Puerto Ricans have fled to the United States
with citizen status only to be exploited by Americans. In his book The Circle of Guilt, Fredric
Wertham, a German American Psychologist and author, explores the misconstrued stories,
myths, and slander that have created a nation of bigotry towards Puerto Ricans and an apathetic
attitude towards their well-being. Wertham gives an example, written in the 1950s, that explains
the deplorable living conditions of Puerto Ricans in New York:
If you want to look behind the rosy scene painted by some public officials, you can make
your own investigation in a “hot bed” section. There are grocery stores open to the public
into the early hours of the morning. Why do so many Puerto Ricans buy groceries there at
two a.m.? For many of them the reason is that they live in a “hot bed.” That means that
the landlord has cut up the apartments into small rooms and rents a room for eight hours.
After that time is up tenants have to go, leaving their things there, and someone else
comes to sleep who in turn has to leave after his eight hours to make room for a third
eight-hour tenant. They buy groceries for only one meal-at a time decided by which is
their eight-hour shift-because it is not practicable to leave food when their time is up.
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Pushing my own investigations, a little further, I found that the people who own these
buildings with “hot beds” are not fly-by-night operators, but pillars of the community.184
When compared to other Latino people who reside in the United States, Puerto Ricans
are, in fact, more likely to earn higher levels of education and have a higher income. The Pew
Center of Study indicates that “Some 18% of Puerto Ricans ages 25 and older—compared with
14% of all U.S. Hispanics and 30% among the U.S. population—have obtained at least a
bachelor’s degree.”185 However, when compared to Euro-Americans, Puerto Ricans fall behind
in both education and annual income. The Pew Center of Study states, “The median annual
personal earnings for Puerto Ricans aged 16 and older was $25,000 in the year prior to the
survey—higher than the median earnings for all U.S. Hispanics ($21,900) but lower than the
median earnings for the United States population ($30,000).”186 These are dispiriting numbers
for a people who earned United States citizenship over sixty years ago. This demonstrates that
the United States bureaucracy’s continual lack of concern for the disgraceful conditions that
Puerto Rican Americans endure in the modern era. Morín provides evidence of the government’s
apathetic attitude by citing a case in which New York Puerto Ricans, among other minorities,
were the victims of passive attitude in regard to injustice in public education:
In recent years, the focus on the problem of severe disparities in educational funding has
shifted to the state level. In 2003, the highest court in New York State, the Court of
Appeals, found the State of New York in violation of article XI, section 1, of the state’s
constitution which requires that the state legislature “provide for the maintenance and
support of a system of free common schools, wherein all the children of the state may be
educated.” The original trial court not only found the state in violation of the state
constitution in this regard, but also held that the state was directly responsible for
discrimination against students of color because the state’s public school financing
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system had an adverse and disparate impact on New York City’s public school children,
in violation of title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1963(1964, sic), 42 USC S2000d.187

Similar Injustices
among Salvadorians
The history of maltreatment among Latino Americans brought about by United States’
political edicts is not exclusive to Puerto Ricans. Salvadorians, for example, have borne the brunt
of the United States’ economic interests. In 1979, a civil war raged between the Salvadorian
government and its lower-class citizens over land ownership. Between the years 1881 and 1980,
the Salvadorian regime installed policies that would strip the land from indigenous owners in
order to allow coffee tycoons to solidify their holdings. By the year 1980, it was projected that
sixty-five percent of peasants were landless.188 As the civil strife between both sides ensued, the
United States took precautions in protecting its own global interests by contributing military and
economic aid to the Salvadorian government. These American benefits would serve to be
advantageous to the Salvadorian government as it slaughtered the insurgents and massacred
innocent men and women. Morín recounts the horrifying details:
In El Salvador, the Salvadoran military engaged in bloody counterinsurgency operations
backed by the U.S. government. Its mission to eliminate government oppositions resulted
in innumerable deaths, including the assassinations of three U.S. nuns, a Catholic
layperson, and Archbishop Oscar Romero in 1980; the massacre at El Mozote, where
hundreds of men, women, and children were slaughtered in 1981; and the murder of six
Jesuit scholars, their housekeeper and her daughter in El Salvador in 1989…In lieu of
sending its own troops to protect U.S. interest in the region, the U.S. government
preferred a policy that allowed local armed forces to assume the role of assassins,
saboteurs, and terrorists.189
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Ironically, during the civil wars of the 1970s-1980s, Salvadorian families fled to the
United States for refuge. The Pew Center of Study has reported that Salvadorians are
responsible, along with Guatemalans and Hondurans (which are referred to as the northern
triangle of Central America), for twenty-five percent of the United States’ immigrant
population.190 These same studies have indicated that the primary reasons for the growth of
immigration among Salvadorians are extreme forms of poverty and widespread violence.191
As immigrants in America, Salvadorians have experienced similar repressive factors as
Puerto Ricans. De La Torre and Aponte point out that “As these Salvadoran families settled in
the United States, their children, born in this country, grew to adulthood experiencing the pain of
being treated like outsiders.192 It is furthered believed that the economic hardships and
overwhelming forms of discrimination were the forces that developed the most notorious gang
affiliation in America, MS-13.193

Theology from the
Hispanic Margins

The identity of many Hispanics has been conditioned by inferior treatment, which EuroAmericans have shown towards them since the time their ancestors migrated to the United
States. Regardless of their entry story, Hispanics have been identified as unwelcome visitors
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whose language, features, and culture are undesirable. Even Cubans, who have largely white
features and are more economically stable then their Hispanic counterparts, have expressed a
sense of being displaced and disconnected from their Cuban island.194 De La Torre and Aponte
have used the detrimental labels of exile, alien, and outsider to describe the social treatment that
various Hispanics encounter. This sense of being “other” has profoundly shaped the way
Hispanics theologize in the world. Since they have no real sense of having a home of their own,
considering that they have a geographic foot in America and a cultural foot in Latin America,
their scope of theology is grounded in their own reality. De La Torre and Aponte address this
point:
Because they exist beyond the center of U.S. culture, they [Hispanics] construct their
theological perspectives from within this disenfranchised space, making a conscious
effort to avoid “importing” their perspectives from Latin America or transplanting them
from Eurocentric theologies. Instead, Latinos/as attempt to forge theologies from the faith
and life experience of Latinas/os themselves. Until recently, a Euro American male hand
has written their history, defined their theology, and shaped their identity. Yet as
Hispanics grow in number, they have begun to write their own stories, a process that
consequently makes their perspectives subversive to the dominant theological
discourse.195
In his book Latina/o Social Ethics, De la Torre contrasts the manner in which Euro
Americans and Latinos theologize ethics and morality. De La Torre makes the point that Euro
Americans who are, “a culture that is dominantly rights oriented, impersonal, individualistic, and
radically private,”196 tend to lean on abstractions when theologizing Christian ethics and
morality. On the other hand, the Latino culture, which is “dominantly justice oriented, relational,
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liberationist, and radically communal,”197 primarily contextualizes ethics and morality198. The
latter form of theologizing recognizes that the core of ethics and morals is not based on abstract
individualism but, instead, on culturally imbedded experience. For De La Torre, it is only in the
everyday moral dilemmas and good fortunes faced by Hispanic communities that Latinos/as can
understand God:
Hispanic religious thought, to be Latino/a, bases itself on a commitment to justice that
serves as a critical reflection of the lived experiences of disenfranchised comunidades
emboldened in the struggle for social change. This scholarship stems from a need to
articulate liberative responses to moral dilemmas faced by Hispanic communities,
responses that would contribute significantly to bringing about justice…. We can say first
and foremost, and most Latina/os would agree, that all religious thought, including moral
reasoning, is contextual. For any Hispanic-based ethics to be relevant, it must reflect the
social location of the Latina/o community, specifically its faith and practices.199

God Interacts in the
Daily life of Hispanics

De La Torre also makes the point that the core of Christian ethics and morality is found
in how God interacts and intervenes in the daily lives of Hispanics. This is the central
understanding of the concept of acompañamiento200. For Hispanics, the divine presence of God
constantly accompanies the community in every aspect of its life. However, it is in the daily
sufferings of the community that God most intercedes. For Latinos, the incarnation was God’s
way of accompanying his people in their ultimate struggles. Roberto S. Goizueta explains the
concept of acompañamiento in the following way:
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The fundamental practical significance of the Crucified is that, no matter what, God
accompanies us. This is the sine qua non of all interpretations of the cross: if God is
Love, then, like any true love, this Love desires to become completely one with the
beloved, sharing with and accompanying the beloved in everything. Our own human
experience of love bears this out; whether parent and child, husband and wife, or close
friends, the lover desires to be totally one with the beloved, to share fully in the life of the
beloved. Indeed, this desire becomes particularly acute precisely at those times when the
beloved is undergoing struggle, pain, and suffering. At those times the father desires to
take upon himself the pain his prematurely terminally ill child, or the wife the pain of her
laid-off husband or the friend the struggles of the despondent friend. The incarnation and,
especially, the passion and crucifixion of Christ are thus the manifestation of a Love that
can only desire to share fully in our humanness, a Love that refuses to remain at arm’s
length in the face of human powerlessness and death.201
For Goizueta, the God that accompanies his community is found most “en la lucha” or in the
“everyday struggles” of life. The term lucha translates (more or less) to “be in the middle of a
struggle.” This term is often used when greeting another Hispanic. It is a word that expresses a
shared sense of community struggle, which has arisen from an encounter with the same
oppressive forces. It is a word that also stresses an active search for liberation in the backdrop of
an oppressive society. Ada Maria Isasi-Diaz makes the following commentary on what luchar
means:
Of course, the centrality of struggle as a constitutive element of the everyday lives of
Latinas [Hispanics], of Latinas’ self-construction, can be understood and grasped only
against a background of oppression due to specific historical injustices that are the cause
of great suffering. But in listening carefully to grassroot Latinas, one finds that what
locates us in life is not suffering but la lucha to survive. To consider suffering as what
locates us would mean that we understand ourselves not as a moral subject but as one
acted upon by the oppressors202.203
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The concept of accompañamiento (God accompanying his people) en la lucha (in their
struggles), is best portrayed in a Hispanic spiritual tradition called Via Crucis. De La Torre
describes the event:
La comunidad (the community) gathers for a reenactment of the passion narrative, to
walk with Jesus on his way to Calvary. This act of solidarity reaffirms the community’s
bond with a God who suffers and struggles alongside them. In spite of the hopelessness
of Good Friday, this bond serves as a glimmer of a resurrected hope that can become the
strength to continue la lucha, and, dare we say it, a hope of bringing change to the
overarching structures that cause death. To do ethics is to be acompañado (accompanied)
by Jesus and, in turn, to imitate Jesus by accompanying our neighbors, specifically our
neighbors who are disenfranchised.204

Celebrating God’s
Enduring Love

This shared sense of struggle is balanced with a shared sense of fiesta (celebration). This
concept of fiesta is an experience that recognizes God’s everlasting love of his community even
in the midst of struggle. For Latinos/as, fiestas are not always held to observe a national or
religious event nor are they always to commemorate individual accomplishments. As Elizabeth
A. Johnson explains, “It is a collective mystical experience that celebrates life.”205 In other
words, these moments of celebration, which may occur with no particular theme in mind, are
grounded in the communal awareness of the blessedness of life. By being in the presence of
compañía (company), Latinos/as are immersed in treasurable moments with the awareness of
their hardships206. Fiesta has deeper implications in the Christian life of a Latino/a because it
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acknowledges God’s continual gift of life. Elizondo shares his sentiments on fiesta by stating the
following:
It is in our fiestas that our legitimate identity and destiny are experienced. They are not
just parties; in fact, they are the very opposite. They are the joyful, spontaneous, and
collective celebrations of what has already begun in us even if it is not recognized by
others or verbalized even by ourselves. It is the celebration of the beginning of the
ultimate eschatological identity where there will be differences but not division.207
In all, the Hispanic concepts of accompañamiento, lucha, and fiesta are understood in the
context of communal suffering208. Simply put, Hispanic Catholics become witnesses to the
overwhelming desire to worship Christ and acknowledge his ever-loving presence even in the
bleakest of moments that threaten their identity.

Jóvenes Share in Their Parents’
Sense of “Other” as Well as their
Parents’ Sense of God

Similar to their parents, jóvenes have also exhibited a common feeling of being
unwelcome in their country. The majority of these jovenes are children or grandchildren of
immigrants who have endured the strain of discriminatory acts initiated by the government as
well as the religious community.209 They have also undergone scrutiny in school and other social
gatherings, which has affected their will to be interested or enthused in higher forms of learning.
It has been reported by Pathways of Hope and Faith (TPoHaF hereafter) that the greatest
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personal conflict that jóvenes deal with is self-esteem. TPoHaF presents the consequences of
how this struggle with identity can result in catastrophic choices:
Without proper support, they tend to busy themselves with immediate-gratification
activities such as listening to music, dancing, driving flashy cars, gossiping, and watching
television or movies. During this time, they are neglecting their studies and their
preparation for the future. They may even develop a culture of resistance to the
mainstream ideals of education, hard work, and individual achievement, such that they
will criticize their peers for working too hard in school or being too involved in church
activities. As their self-esteem deteriorates, they may become involved in self-destructive
behaviors such as drug or alcohol abuse, promiscuous sexual activity, or suicidal
thoughts. When their hope diminishes to the point of despair, they may turn to life in a
gang, criminal activity, or even suicide as a final escape.210
In response to these facts, numerous organizations have been attentive to the conflicts
that are caused by the identity issues that jóvenes endure as members of an ethnic group that
feels rejected by society. One such group is called La Cultura Cura. This organization believes
that assimilation into the mainstream American culture does, in fact, affect and disrupt the
identity of young Latinos because it challenges the values and traditions of their own family and
ancestry211. Further, La Cultura Cura supposes that injustices experienced by the community
also affect the dignity of the community, which can cause adolescents to lash out and show
frustration. The goal of La Cultura Cura is to create opportunities for the Latino youth to come
into contact with their cultural identity as a means of restoring self-worth and cultural pride.
Frank de Jesus Acosta and Jerry Tello describe the program:
La Cultura Cura, or Culture-Based Healing, is a method for healing and healthy
development, which is inextricably linked to restoring one's true cultural identity as the
foundation of well-being for individuals, families, communities, and society alike. It
employs a multigenerational process of learning and/or remembering one’s true and
positive cultural values, principles, customs and traditions.212
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Although jóvenes share in their parents’ identification as “other,” they also share, when
guided properly, in their parents’ faith affiliation. The Pathways of Hope and Faith has reported
that although the mainstream does significantly influence their children’s religious imagination,
the parents and grandparents of these jóvenes can be more impactful in the formation of their
children’s/grandchildren’s religious life when they are properly mentored by their loved ones.
TPoHaF states,
Contrary to popular misguided cultural stereotypes and frequent parental misperceptions,
we believe that the evidence clearly shows that the single most important social influence
on the religious and spiritual lives of adolescents is their parents. Grandparents and other
relatives, mentors, and youth workers can be very influential as well, but normally,
parents are most important in forming their children’s religious and spiritual lives.
Teenagers do not seem very reflective about or appreciative of this fact. But that does not
change the reality that the best social predictor, although not a guarantee, of what the
religious and spiritual lives of youth will look like is what the religious and spiritual lives
of their parents do look like.213
Studies from TPoHaF have also indicated that a large percentage of jóvenes join their
parents in accepting that God is both concerned and active in their everyday lives. This mindset
joins alongside their parents/grandparents’ sense of God as one who acompaña (accompanies),
lucha (struggles with), y celebra (and celebrates with) the Hispanic community. TPoHaF asserts
the following, “According to the NSYR data, belief in God as a personal being involved in the
lives of people today was upheld by 78% of the Hispanic Catholic teens as well as 90% of the
Hispanic Protestant teens.”214 It should also be mentioned that, of the children interviewed in
this study, 15% of Hispanic Catholics and 4% of Protestants do not believe that God intervenes
in their lives in any shape or form.215
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The effectiveness of parents in passing on their faith to their children is established
primarily during adolescents’ childhood years. The manner in which the faith is passed on
generally happens through the language of the immigrated parents, which is predominately in
Spanish. The results of the data acquired in Pathways of Hope and Faith indicate that Spanish
plays a great part in the reception of the faith by jóvenes, especially by those who have
experienced their faith as children in their parents’ country of origin. TPoHaF explains,
For teens who have learned English as a second language, the emotional and cognitive
associations with an event that occurred in early childhood are expressed much more
powerfully in the language in which they were experienced, and they lose their flavor and
their emotional impact when translated or declared in another language.216
Another important customary concept to recognize when understanding how the Catholic
religion is transmitted to jóvenes is termed familismo. The term familismo is described as “an
allocentric cultural value that stresses attachments, reciprocity, and loyalty to family members
beyond the boundaries of the nuclear family.”217 It is not abnormal, especially in Latin American
Countries, for jóvenes to be raised in the same household with their aunts, uncles, grandparents,
cousins or even godparents (padrinos). These types of living arrangements contribute to a shared
sense of responsibility and interdependence. Familismo also embodies the idea of family unity
and support. This unity and support are a protective element against the struggles one confronts
in life as well as a source of identity and a sense of belonging. The needs of the family are
always put over the individual´s needs, and decisions are made as a family unit. When it comes
to Latino parents who have immigrated to the United States, the concept of familismo is a way in
which the customs and religion of the family can stay intact. TPoHaF reports:
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Studies have shown that Hispanic families tend to retain a strong sense of familismo even
after they have assimilated in many other respects. In addition, family pride and cohesion
often serve as buffers against some of the negative effect of acculturation for Latino/a
adolescents. Latino/as are much more likely than non-Hispanic white people to live near
other family members or maintain frequent contact with family members in their country
of origin, so the teens are exposed to the values, traditions, beliefs, experiences, and
customs of the family in a variety of ways. Members of the extended family consider it
their duty to cooperate with parents in passing the family’s values and traditions to the
next generation.218

Barriers to the
Life of a Jóven

As articulated in Chapter 1 of this dissertation, Brueggemann claims that the American
Church has been widely absorbed by the American ethos of consumerism to the point of
neglecting its historical faith traditions, which in effect endangers the consciousness of the
faithful in recognizing their access to God’s unique freedom, which can only be manifested when
a politics of human justice is established by the governing nation. This unique freedom fades in
the background of society when the “royal consciousness” prevails as the normative mode of
reality. As a response to this tendency, Brueggemann suggests that it is the task of a prophet to
promote and energize a consciousness that dismantles the contemporary mindset that corrupts the
Church’s faithful heritage and tradition in order to establish a politics of justice and
compassion.219
In contrast to the barriers that the Hispanic community faces in its search for valued
identity in the face of a society with a royal consciousness, Hispanic theology is founded by
those on the margins who have a resounding prophetic voice that reminds them that God has a
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preferential option for them as he accompanies them, struggles with them, and celebrates with
them in their popular religious practices. This mindset is extended to the children of Hispanic
immigrants when their parents become increasingly involved in the religious formation of their
children. However, there are many obstacles that jóvenes face in light of being enculturated into
a world whose policies and philosophies favor a royal consciousness.
As previously mentioned, the effectiveness of passing on the values and traditions that
form jóvenes in their identity in the face of enculturation depends on the jóvenes’ ability to
articulate their religious passion in their original language of expression against the backdrop of
Euro-American sovereignty, which has a history of maltreatment towards foreigners with
peculiar dialects. The authors of TPoHaF agree:
For immigrant teens with clear memories of participating in the religious celebrations of
their family and community in their country of origin, it can be especially difficult to
adjust to the different language and cultural expressions of the faith in the United
States…Many young immigrant Latino/as have become completely fluent in English, but
they continue to long for the spiritual nourishment of the symbolic and cultural religious
expressions of their childhood. When placed in a group that does not respond to their
language of faith, Hispanic teens tend to become confused and frustrated. 220
Another challenge that jóvenes face happens when the sense of familismo is confronted
with new cultural customs. Immigrant Latino parents who derived meaning, sustenance,
aspirations, and values from the relationships they formed in their country of origin are faced with
the realization that their children will be deprived of those same religious rituals, values, and
community gatherings that provide a framework for identity. The authors of TPoHaF put it the
following way:
Among other things, religious rituals and values serve as a protective cocoon and as a
bonding process that provide community members with a sense of security and identity.
When a family leaves the culture that has birthed it, everyone experiences disorientation
from the loss of community values that provided boundaries and moral direction. Parents
220
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often struggle to understand how to utilize the values of the host culture as a guide for
their children-if they are even aware of what those values are. The result is a diminished
ability to pass on values that make sense in the context of the new culture, which can be
disempowering to the new generation.221

This challenge becomes even more complex if the parents lack linguistic and cultural
competency in the traditions of the host country. Jóvenes, especially during their young teenage
years, assimilate to the customs and traditions of their new host country, which tend to contradict
with Latino American customs and language:
Many [jóvenes] choose to fully embrace the worldview of the host culture and abandon
their ethnic community and language. Others retain a degree of competence in their
parents’ language and culture, but they feel most comfortable in the host culture and
language.222

Many jóvenes who do begin to assimilate to the customs of their host country may even
develop feelings of embarrassment towards the customs, rituals, and language of their parents.
The family roles that once established a sense of identity and reciprocity may now conflict with
the jóven’s new role in a new country. For example, a role reversal takes place between the jóven
and the parents when the jóven is asked to translate for the parent at school or in other social
settings. The adult’s lack of knowledge of the host country’s language creates the image that the
jóven is more competent, and, therefore, has a more vital role in the family. The jóven may
misinterpret these moments as meaning that he or she no longer needs to depend on the parents
for support, but it is the parents that need support from the jóven. This conception of new roles in
a host country is a threat to the value of familismo, especially if the parents no longer feel as
though they are the authority figures.
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The religious life, which inspires the dignity of a jóven’s identity, is centered on a web of
connections between family, extended family, and friends. The challenges that jóvenes face when
it comes to growing in the religious/moral life depend on whether the family or the community to
which they are connected is life-nurturing or life-oppressing. If the community is life nurturing,
then the jóven will harbor asense of inner value and peace. However, if the community is life
oppressing, then the jóven will feel rejected by the world and, in effect, feel dissuaded from living
a faith-filled life. The authors of TPoHaF state it in the following way:
As a result of the socioeconomic environment in many inner cities where large numbers
of young Latino/as live, and the low social and economic capital of their families, many
Latino/a teens are exposed to violence, discrimination, and seemingly insurmountable
obstacles on a daily basis. In their struggle for a sense of identity and purpose in life, they
need people who can help them deal constructively with their solitude, anxiety, fear,
frustration, anger, sadness, and confusion. Youth ministry is called to give hope to those
who have lost it, and to open new horizons of opportunity so that they may discover the
strength and comfort of God’s loving presence. 223

The Church as an
Impediment to God’s
Unique Freedom

The Christian Church for Brueggemann is a victim of oppressive politics due to mainstream
cultural influence that recognize an economics of affluence. The rigid systems that perpetuate
these politics affect the very identity of the community by ridding it of its faith traditions. For
Brueggemann, it is a call back to those religious traditions by prophets that revitalizes the justice
and compassion that is owed to all human beings in the sight of God.
De La Torre would agree with Brueggemann that the Church is influenced by the ethos of
consumerism; however, he would make the case that the social location of the Euro-American
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Empire, which informs and instructs its worldview, is one of power and privilege that favors a
Eurocentric culture even when intentionally seeking the justice of all cultures. De La Torre
writes,
Almost all the best-known ethicists of the twentieth century were white males….
Regardless of how progressive we wish to consider these ethicists, they remain a product
of the empire to which they belong, reflecting the racism and ethnic discrimination of
their time that continues to make empire possible. True, they may have challenged the
empire, critiqued the empire, and even called for profound reform, but in the final
analysis, they contributed to the undergirding racial and ethnic assumptions that provided
justification for the empire because they failed to recognize their complicity with the
overarching power structures that make empire possible. They call for justice without
challenging the dominant culture’s retention of its power and privilege. The end result is
a “kinder, gentler” form of oppression.224
For De la Torre, the Euro-American Church does in fact rationalize through a royal conscious
consciousness, not so much in its pursuit of wealth but because it creates a culture of oppression
against the Hispanic community that is caused by a need to sustain social policies that grant the
privileged sole possession of God’s earthly sovereignty, which Brueggemann termed “static
triumphalism.” This causes a barrier for the Hispanic community in recognizing God’s unique
gift of freedom.
De La Torre’s perception of the Euro-American Church is very critical. At the very least, it
can be justified to say that the history of the Euro-American Church in its interactions with the
Hispanic Community has proven to be steeped in its own culture so that when it acts towards the
Hispanic community, it fails to realize that many of its decisions create obstructions between the
Hispanic community and God’s gift of freedom. It can further be said that the Euro-American
Church’s approach to youth evangelizing can be an impediment to a jóven’s search for the
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unique freedom that Brueggemann speaks of because it acts in a consciousness that parallels the
royal consciousness.
For De La Torre, the Euro-American Church is unable to promote compassion and justice for
the Latino community because it is unsympathetic when it comes to recognizing and relating to
the struggles jóvenes face with discrimination. Furthermore, they may be unwilling to challenge
the structures and policies that cause a hindrance to the faith formation of a jóven in order to
keep traditional structures in place. The authors of TPoHaF show evidence of this very fact:
Mainstream youth ministers generally feel inadequately prepared for ministry with teens
of other cultures, and few take the initiatives to serve them for a variety of reasons…. As
the roots of the word “responsibility” imply, being responsible for something presupposes
the “ability” to “respond” to that particular situation. History has shown that mainstream
structures have not had the ability to respond to the complexities of youth ministry with
Latino/a teens, and that Hispanic initiatives have been blocked or inadequately supported,
leaving no structures really “responsible” for youth ministry among Hispanics.225
There are even apathetic attitudes across formation programs that make assumptions that jóvenes
will eventually pick up the English language as they enculturate themselves into the American
mainstream. A lack of consideration and cultural education leads faith formation leaders to the
conclusion that jóvenes are better off participating in faith formation classes that are spoken in
English. A thorough study has been documented in TPoHaF that demonstrates that these decisions
are detrimental to the spiritual life of jóvenes:
Although it is true that the vast majority of Hispanic teens can speak English, it is also true
that millions of youth Latino/as received their early religious education at home in Spanishand in many cases at church as well. When these children are suddenly asked to participate
in youth ministry programs in English as adolescents, they often find that it does not relate
to the spiritual and psychocultural ethos of their religious upbringing. Furthermore, their
parents may have difficulty understanding and supporting what is happening in the
program. 226
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Realistically, formation programs may not have the staff or means by which they can develop a
separate Spanish formation program that accommodates the linguistic needs of jóvenes. Studies
have shown, however, that a mindful bilingual approach to formation programs can work just as
well as a full Spanish program:
Depending on the demographic makeup of the adolescents in the community and the
experience of the youth ministry team, it may not always be necessary to provide youth
ministry programs in Spanish. In some cases, it is enough to incorporate a bilingual
approach in which teens are able to form small discussion groups in English and Spanish,
especially if the leaders are prepared to incorporate the religious traditions, prayers, and
music of the local Latino community into the program.227
In the Church’s attempt to destroy segregation and discrimination, it has taken decisive
steps to unite all cultures by enforcing formation programs that harmonize. Many parish
programs, let alone Christian schools, would never consider allowing jóvenes to create their own
unique formation program apart from the established programs. This gesture fails to consider the
complexities of a jóvenes’ battle in discovering their identity especially when they are caught in
between two cultural realities. TPoHaF brings more light to the matter:
Many kinds of differences can make harmonious human relationships difficult-language,
educational levels, experiences of prejudice and discrimination, social class, culture, and
even spirituality itself, to name a few. In a utopia, people of every race, class, culture, and
language would come together in love to grow in faith, hope, and charity. For a diverse
group of particularly mature adults, such an experience may even be possible, assuming
they share a common language. However, for adolescents who are trying to understand
themselves and find out where they fit in a world marked by clear religious, social, and
cultural boundaries, asking them to do this as a prerequisite to participation in the parish
youth ministry is asking more than many can give.228
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The Call to Practice
the Role of Prophet
In Brueggemann’s analysis of the prophet, he emphasizes that the prophetic imagination
is the force by which the American Church is reawakened to its historical faith traditions, which
maintain God’s unique freedom of compassion and justice for all. It is therefore the task of the
prophet to function as an empathizer, critic, and inspirer in the face of the royal consciousness by
doing the following:
1) Sensing the grief that is caused by the disruption of God’s freedom, which is
perpetuated by the static empire’s exploitation of human freedom.
2) Resisting and opposing the royal consciousness’ need for self-preservation, which
is affected by its efforts to preserve its own prosperity and domination by
implanting a sense of zeal for justice towards marginalized victims.
3) Reshaping the consciousness of the marginalized community by encouraging it to
place its hopes towards the promises made by God in His eternal covenant.
As partakers of Jesus’s mission to be prophets, baptized religious educators are called to
grieve with the marginalized students they encounter, resist and oppose the royal consciousness,
and reshape the consciousness of their students. These responsibilities are incumbent upon the
educator, especially when the dignity of the marginalized students they come in contact with
have been impaired by a power structure that demands conformity to its consciousness.
The fundamental undertaking of grieving with marginalized students that is required to
practice the role of prophet corresponds with the responsibilities held in the role of priest. As
stated in Chapter 1 of this dissertation, to be an instrument of holiness one must:
1) Have a special encounter with God
2) Submit to the original message of the kerygma as the experience of the faith
community.
3) Become vulnerable for the sake of compassion by practicing gestures and
virtues that are representative of a Christian life.
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The call to the priestly mission is a call to find the sanctity of God’s enduring presence in the
tangible reality of the community by submitting to the original message of the kerygma. To
practice the role of prophet, one must find evidence of God’s abiding love in the existing
circumstances of everyday life by sympathizing with those who have been deprived of freedom.
This can only happen when one becomes aware of the realistic everyday struggles of a particular
people. Individual testimonies that propel faith in others are avenues to enhancing one’s own
encounter with God’s love; however, the awareness of a particular community’s common
struggle and determined faith in God’s ever present love is a better opportunity to enhance the
call to be prophet because it enables the continual participation with that community and,
therefore, mirrors the life of Christ. Goizueta would agree:
Of its very essence, then, the truth of Christ’s claims (and the claims of Christians
through the ages) is an embodied truth-namely, that of the crucified and risen Lord who
continues to accompany us today. The Christian faith is an inherently sacramental faith; it
exists only in embodied, incarnate form. The paradigm of that embodiment is the Christ
who presented himself to his disciples after the resurrection, wounded yet glorified…. To
know the truth is to become a participant in the life of the crucified and risen Christ,
which in turn implies a participation in the lives of those peoples who are themselves
crucified victims, those whose wounded bodies are the mirrors of our souls. 229
In grieving with the community, baptized Christian religious educators live out their
priestly230 and prophetic231 missions. Both roles are a call to grow in faith by observing the heavy
burdens that create strong faith in the life of believers. This can only occur by becoming
emotionally, sometimes physically, vulnerable to the burdens of a particular community’s
situation so that a sense of awe and compassion can occur. Father Gregory Boyle treats this
philosophy as a fundamental aspect of his ministry: “Here is what we seek: a compassion that
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can stand in awe at what the poor have to carry rather than stand in judgment at how they carry
it.”232
Once emotionally tied to a particular people, the prophet is called to oppose the royal
consciousness by promoting a sense of fervor for justice towards marginalized victims. Oscar
Romero was an example of a Christian figure who lived a life in accordance with this prophetic
mission. As Archbishop of El Salvador, Romero was initially tagged as being conservative and
cautious233, which are virtues that tend to be opposed to the identity of a prophet. Romero would
eventually allow himself to grieve and sympathize with the plight of the lower-class
Salvadorians to the point where he would resist a status quo that caused a breach of justice
against the freedom of the most vulnerable. In Oscar Romero: Reflections on His Life and
Writings, by Marie Dennis, Renny Golden, and Scott Wright, the authors write,
Romero was profoundly affected by the suffering of the poor, especially by the plight of
those who worked on coffee plantations in his diocese. He opened the rectory and
diocesan buildings to shelter people in need; he condemned the injustice with which they
were treated. Slowly, the impoverished and violated people of his diocese led him to a
better understanding of the reality they lived. Moved by compassion, he began to feel the
fire of righteous anger stir in his soul and to distance himself from the powerful ones who
maintained the status quo.234
Romero, who is also depicted as a mystic due to his profound spiritual depth and
expressions of God’s gracious love235, came to a recognition of the prophetic and introspective
dimensions of spirituality, which considered the poor and persecuted to be the historically
tangible emulation of the paschal mystery. The poor were, in fact, Jesus in the sense that they
were innocent victims who took on the brunt of sin that led to their suffering. They would be the
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embodiment of the innocent lamb slaughtered and crucified by the sins of an established order
merely for being poor. Jon Sobrino, a Jesuit priest known for his works on Liberation Theology,
amplifies this mystery:
The deaths of [the poor El Salvadorians] are more expressive of historical innocence,
because they had done nothing to “deserve” death except to be poor. They had made no
bitter prophetic denunciations, for instance, and they are more expressive of
defenselessness, because they had no physical way of avoiding death. Above all, they are
the best expression of the fact that these majorities are unjustly bearing the burden of the
sin that destroyed them bit by bit in life, and wiped them out forever in death…These
majorities, oppressed in life and massacred in death, are the best expression of the
overwhelming suffering of the world. It is they who, without intending it and without
knowing it, are completing in their flesh “what is lacking in Christ’s afflictions.”236
For Romero, this spiritual truth was heightened while encountering the horrifying realities of
kidnappings and massacres which were perpetrated by the status quo and ignored by the Church
hierarchy. Romero’s willingness to accompany the poor in their condition gave him a living
context in which he both proclaimed the good news and became the good news.237 As a member
of the poor of El Salvador, he denounced the power structures that wielded injustice and called
for their conversion, and this would eventually lead to a shared fate in martyrdom.
A baptized prophet is also called to reshape the consciousness of the marginalized
community by promoting the promises made by God in his eternal covenant. This mission is
accomplished by offering religious symbols that are adequate to contradict a situation of
hopelessness and bringing expressions of hope that have been suppressed by the elite. The
symbols are based on the religious historical memory of God’s enduring love. For Christians, the
Eucharistic celebration is a prime symbolic reminder of the ontological and concrete presence of
God’s life-giving promises. Eliseo Pérez Álvarez, Associate Professor of Contextual Theology
and Praxis at the Lutheran Seminary Program, shares his insight on the deeper symbolic meaning
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of the Eucharist by specifying the message of kinship238 as the cornerstone of Jesus’s command
to practice this ritual in remembrance of Him. In this message, Álvarez reveals a motivating truth
for those most marginalized that springs forth from this ritual: Jesus unifies what evil forces
divide and reminds his people that in order to engage these evils, the faithful must join as a
community of prophets that resists the structures that cause injustices. Alvarez explains:
Jesus was a people person who advocated familism over individualism. Furthermore, in
his effort to strengthen the community, the Eucharistic Jesus of the Table expanded
family ties to a new community of interdependence. The Eucharistic Jesus, like the hen
cuddling her chicks under her wings, and as head of this new community, continues to
unite what is often divided by the self-interest of the ruling sectors of society. The
Hispanic perspective on the Eucharistic Jesus is that Jesus is also the family person who
goes beyond the blood ties that bind people to each other through the compadrazgo
(compaternity). The Eucharistic Jesus reminds us of the hen and her chicks and the
importance of being related to a community of support for resisting the evil forces of the
dominant sectors of society that systematically try to divide us. 239
Álvarez also makes the point that the Eucharist supper is a moment of discernment in
which one recognizes one’s place of honor in the presence of Christ. To be honorable in the eyes
of Christ, one must give preference to the less respectable members of society by surrendering
one’s most cherished possessions. This action echoes the sentiment that Christ gives the
marginalized a special place in his kingdom240. Álvarez illustrates this point:
The Table is the grand theme of the New Testament…it is precisely at the Table that
Christians must discern the real presence of Christ by giving preference to the weaker,
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less honorable, less respectable members of the body, and by sharing their material
possessions in the task of building a more compassionate society.241
The Eucharistic celebration highlights the symbolic expressions of hope that the weaker
members of society are embraced and acknowledged as the instruments of God’s grace in the
world. This is but one of many deeply imbedded Christian signs and symbols that recognize the
message of hope and justice in a world where static triumphalism and politics of oppression
reign.

Reflections on the
Role of Prophet as a
Religious Educator

Allan Figueroa Deck, a Distinguished Scholar in Pastoral Theology and Latino Studies
who holds a dual appointment as Lecturer in the Departments of Theological Studies and
Chicano/Latino/a Studies at Loyola Marymount University, makes a valid point about
inculturation:
Inculturation occurs when people become sensitively aware of their own culture, its
values and disvalues, when they relativize their absolutes and see Christian faith as
incarnated in flesh and blood in a diversity of ways that may be puzzling or appear
threatening at first.242
The call to be both a baptized prophet and religious educator for jóvenes is also a call to be
inculturated. To be inculturated means to discover the incarnation of the Good News through
culture. The baptized prophet draws deeper into the incarnate body of Christ when she or he
recognizes the resemblance of Jesus’s victimhood in a particular community or culture and both
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grieves and demands justice against the forces that oppress it. To be both prophet and educator
means to accept the invitation to draw deeper into the crucified body of Christ by accompanying
the jóvenes in their lucha in order celebrate how they carry their burdens.
Educating oneself in another culture is a step towards practicing the roles of prophet and
religious educator, but it is not the full essence of the call. If this were the case, practicing the
role of prophet and religious educator would mean only an inclination to infiltrate a culture for
the sake of practicing good pedagogy. An educator’s attitude, however, is one that recognizes
that one’s mission is an invitation to participate in a mystical experience, which is incarnated in
the very lives of the people he or she encounters. Educating oneself in the culture of a jóven,
whose history is plagued by injustices, requires a willingness to accompany this community in
their present luchas with the understanding that they are walking in the presence of Christ’s own
victimhood. Romero’s prophetic journey attested to this very truth as he willingly accompanied
the marginalized people of El Salvador:
Archbishop Romero put it this way: “You are the image of the divine victim ‘pierced for
our offenses,’ of whom the first reading speaks to us this morning.” You are Christ today,
suffering in history, he told them. And in another homily, given toward the end of 1979,
which I also remember very well, again speaking of the Servant of Yahweh, Archbishop
Romero said that our liberator, Jesus Christ, so “identified with the people that scripture
scholars do not know whether the Servant of Yahweh in Isaiah is the suffering people or
Christ come to redeem us.” To tell afflicted campesino that they are Christ today in
history, and to tell them that sincerely, is the most radical way a Christian has of restoring
to them at least their dignity, and of helping them maintain their hope.243
Many books have been written about the necessity of being culturally sensitive when
engaging ethnic youths; however, cultural sensitivity does not fully capture the full approach of
the baptized prophet. Cultural sensitivity implies that distinctiveness and similarities exist
between cultures and that no culture is better than any other culture regardless of what one
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values. Although prophet/educators approach a culture with sensitivity in a manner in which they
are willing to oppose the power structures within their own culture which violate the
marginalized cultures, they are also aware that no one culture fully represents the entire
mysteries of the incarnate gospel. They are conscious that static triumphalism and politics of
oppression are visible in every culture.
Prophet/educators firmly immerse themselves into the role of priest. A prophet discovers
the holiness in others, especially those who are disvalued, and helps to recover God’s own justice
by challenging those forces that oppose them. They reshape the consciousness of the
marginalized by pointing them back to the bedrocks of their religious customs, which are
reminders of God’s holy covenant.

Conclusion
America’s power structure, as my research has demonstrated, undermines and
undervalues the nature and history of Hispanics. This structure creates an ethos that disturbs and
complicates a jóven’s sense of freedom, which is wrapped up in their search for communal and
religious identity. These are the factors that religious educators must work against, or they will
not be successful in developing the faith of jóvenes.
Organizations like La Cultura Cura, which are aware of the barriers to adolescent
growth, have taken on the approach of revitalizing the cultural pride of each child by resurfacing
the customs and traditions that are cherished in order to instill cultural acceptance and positive
self-identity. La Cultura Cura sees its mission as the remedy against the cultural wounds that
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have been caused by the American ethos. The Catholic Church must take these same approaches
if it is serious in its approach to enliven the young Catholic Hispanic community. The leadership
of the Church must not shy away from demanding that its adolescent educators take a prophetic
approach with the Hispanic adolescent community. To do so, educators must spend time
informing themselves and reflecting on the historical injustices that have plagued and damaged
the psyche of the culture. Without a serious grasp of the barriers that stand in the way of spiritual
nourishment, faith formation among jóvenes is problematic. Brueggemann describes the prophet
as the champion who holds the keys to creating an atmosphere of hope and vitality for
communities who live on the margins of society. To be successful with jóvenes, religious
educators must realize the full essence of their call as prophet and the demands placed on them.
They must be able to nurture the historical faith traditions of jóvenes, confront the royal
consciousness, and energize the community by offering symbols, hope, and metaphors. The
following chapter will shed more light on the dynamics of entregarse by exploring the
characteristics of the kingly role. The gospel of John will be examined as a reference in
uncovering the charisms of Jesus’s own role as king.

Chapter 4: The call to be
King through the
Latino Perspective
The traditional role of a king was to maintain the culture of those who dwell in his realm.
Although monarchs, in most places, are a thing of the past, the power to preserve a cultural
identity and the ideologies that come along with it have been distributed to all members of
society through the democratic process. The masses are now the ones that contribute to the
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identity of a whole society by infusing their own culture into their country’s identity.
Realistically, however, the white American culture significantly dominates in its cultural
influence to the point of marginalizing those minority groups that seem less valuable. As I have
indicated in the last few chapters, history has proven that Latinos fall into the category of those
marginalized.
The kingship of Jesus represents a position of power that cultivates and maintains a
culture. Jesus’s stature as king is a paradox when compared to those in positions of power that
prevailed during His time. The Johannine text exposes Jesus as the light of the world that shines
in the center of an oppressive, dark empire (Rome). Through an intentionally designed use of
synonyms, the authors of the Johannine text reveal Jesus as an exceptional king who wishes to
decolonize and harmonize the marginalized Johannine community in order for them to revive its
identity and transform the world. Religious educators who teach jóvenes are called to be
entregado a los estudiantes (devoted to the students) by imitating the Johannine image of Jesus
as king.
In this chapter, I will use Sehyun Kim’s book, The Kingship of Jesus in the Gospel of
John, in order to unfold the language used in the Johannine text that identifies Jesus’s role as
King. Kim’s analysis of the gospel will shed light on what it means to entregarse. In my study, I
will also demonstrate that the La Salle Brothers of the Christian Schools are the ideal example on
how to practice the kingly role in a manner that brings dignity and value to a jóven. Finally,
through the works of Parker Palmer, I will illustrate the fears that create barriers that prevent
religious educators from being fully committed to their baptismal call to be king to a jóven.
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How Sehyun Kim’s Study Contributes
to a Hispanic Perspective on the
Kinship of Christ

Sehyun Kim, Lecturer of New Testament at the Sydney College of Divinity Korean
School of Theology and the senior pastor of In Christ Presbyterian Church of Sydney, provides
an elaborate analysis on the Johannine writings in which he adopts post-colonial theory to
examine the various royal Christological titles depicted in the text. Kim describes the word
“post-colonial” in the following way:
The adjective, postcolonial, is defined as the frame of mind “that problematizes the
imperial/colonial phenomenon as a whole, and in so doing, attains a sense of
conscientization which pursues independence from imperialism.” Therefore, a
postcolonial focus encompasses not only the discourses of imposition and domination but
also the anti-discourses of opposition and resistance.244
The case is made, by Kim, that John’s gospel was written during the post-colonial world when
those on the margins suffered from “oppression, exploitation, and poverty.”245 Kim would
indicate that it is through the kingship of Jesus that those on the margins would discover a new
world or new order on which they could set their hopes 246. He further emphasizes that the
authorship of John methodically uses a variety of Christological terms in order to engage its
community, which consists of various multicultural backgrounds, and to reveal the unique
Kingship247 of Christ. Kim writes,
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Accordingly, the author’s unique way of narrative description, particularly with regard to
the Christological titles, creates the unique Johannine Jesus. In other words, John might
know that the Johannine readers could, at first, understand the Christological titles in
relation to the meaning they already knew. However, he might also use them in his own
way to uniquely depict the Johannine Jesus. Thus, in the Gospel, the concepts of the
Christological terms were adapted and arranged to portray Jesus as a unique character. In
short, the author places them elaborately into the narratives so that when they read the
Gospel repeatedly and deeply, his readers could find a new understanding of Jesus, that
is, Jesus as King.248
Kim’s work on the Johannine writings is useful to this dissertation for two reasons. First,
his scholarly work on the Christological terms unravels the mysteries of Jesus’s role as a king
who decolonizes and harmonizes a world whose center of authority has oppressed and
marginalized the community. By recognizing the uniqueness of Jesus’s kingship, baptized
Christians can discover the extraordinary responsibility of decolonizing and harmonizing the
communities they work with that have experienced forms of oppression. (For example, Mother
Teresa, who is considered by many to be a modern saint, exemplifies her baptismal call of
kingship when she founds the Missionaries of Charity. This is a religious congregation that
“shares in the charism of Mother Teresa to satiate God’s thirst for love by personal holiness and
by working for the salvation and sanctification of the poorest of the poor).”249 Second, in
demonstrating that John’s gospel was written in a hybridized society for hybridized readers,
Christians can fully come to appreciate the kingship of Jesus as the unifying presence that, as
Kim explains it, “could unite all the differences of the colonial world into one harmonious
whole.”250 Acknowledging Jesus’s kingship as the unifying presence among a blended mix of
people, Christians can better understand their own role as king among the various Latinos that
we educate.
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The Christological
Titles in John

Kim points out that the Christological titles that the author of John employs, such as
Messiah, Christ, the Son of God, The Son of Man, the Savior of the World, The Lord, etc., are
purposeful in reaching the various multifaceted backgrounds in recognizing Jesus’s kingship.251
At the same time, these titles are skillfully arranged and synonymous with one another in order
to reveal a new status to Jesus’s character, one that would present the unprecedented kingship of
Jesus. S. Kim explains,
In this sense, “John creates synonyms” in the Johannine semantic field. In addition,
although the Johannine Jesus was characterized by the common and general meanings of
the terms in the first century, the unique Johannine use of various Christological titles and
their sequence in the narratives created a different, distinctive and unique identity of
Jesus: Jesus as king.252
Since Kim has indicated that the context in which the Gospel of John was written was
during a post-colonial setting, the authors of the gospel would reveal a unique role that Jesus
assumed which would galvanize the marginalized community to a hopeful future. The authors
did so by utilizing a unique literary style that displayed Rome as the center of evil and Jesus as
the unique king who would play the role of decolonizer.253 In other words, Jesus as the universal
king challenges the forces of the colonizer (Rome) who compelled the Johannine community
(colonized) to bow to its imperial will and give homage to its emperor.254 The territory over
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which Rome has authority represents a world of darkness that exploits and oppresses. It is within
this world that Jesus confronts the darkness by illuminating it with his light.255 Kim explains,
As we read John’s Gospel, we see Rome as belonging to the center of the darkness or the
collaborator with the darkness, because the Gospel shows a conflict between the light (the
Johannine Jesus) and the darkness (the world, which includes the Jewish leaders and their
groups, and a hostile Roman governor, Pilate). The Gospel of John implies that the
darkness is the major opponent of Jesus. The darkness is in the world…. After the
creation of the universe, the Logos appears/shines in the world but the world in the
darkness does not comprehend it. The Gospel shows that the tendency of the world in the
darkness is to reject its creator.256
For John, Jesus’s kingship becomes an obstacle for the center of society because his kingly
magnificence is a paradox to the world’s vision of King. Jesus demonstrates himself as a lowly
king who wishes to decolonize the world from the imperialistic powers of domination through
his sacrifice257. His earthly ministry, which is a manifestation of his kingly reign, is to locate
himself with those on the margins in order to serve them.258 This mission counters the
philosophy that the margins need to serve those in the center. Kim writes,
The episode of foot washing clearly shows an example of humility by the king, the king
of service (service by the center to the margins). In doing this, Jesus leaves an example to
all his followers to encourage them to serve in the same way. This ideology is totally the
reverse of that of this world. In this world, the only reason for the existence of the
margins is to serve the center, but the converse is true in the new world where Jesus
reigns as king; the center is for the margins, and the masters serve the disciples. Thus, the
only way of accomplishing the healing of a society driven apart by conflict is by
following the teaching of the Johannine Jesus i.e., the margins are being served by the
center instead of vice versa.259
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Harmonizer

In the gospel of John, Kim describes Jesus as a harmonizer. John’s audience was made up
of sub groups that included people of various ethnicities, genders, classes, political backgrounds,
etc. The Johannine Jesus pursues harmony and coexistence among this wide spectrum of readers
who represented a complex mix of hybridized people by providing a sacred space in which he
reigns as king. In this space, no one is restrained by his power; instead, everyone is emancipated
from the center of darkness through His sacrificial love. Kim explains how the Johannine Jesus
welcomes diversity in his kingdom:
Is it then possible to attempt to find a common place, where inner groups of the
Johannine community consisting of different origins and background and other groups
outside of the community could stand together with one vision? One possible place might
be found in John’s concern for the universal space in which Jesus reigns as king. For this,
the Johannine Gospel opens its narrative in a way designed to show the Johannine new
world as an open space which receives those who accept Jesus’s name/title as members
without any restrictions. Since Jesus is also the gateway to the Johannine New World,
i.e., to the Father for his followers, every other group can also come there, i.e., to God
through this one true door. 260
Within this sacred space, territorial boundaries are eliminated so that no exclusive group can
restrict others from entering. Those that center themselves in this sacred space must practice the
same loving qualities that are enacted by Christ.
The Johannine Jesus, then, is an exceptional king who reigns in the center of the universe
as a decolonizer in order to allow those on the margins to flourish. He provides a sacred space in
which His kingdom reigns and invites all persons from every background to take part. In this
space, Jesus demonstrates service, liberty, peace, forgiveness, reconciliation, and love.
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The Kingship of Christ is a
Remedy for the Catholic
Religious Latino Community

As demonstrated in Chapters 2 and 3 of this document, in the course of Latino history,
the vast majority of Latino Americans have suffered cruelly by the political decisions, social
treatment, and religious neglect of White-Americans261. Latinos have undergone social and
spiritual turmoil that have disrupted many aspects of their identity, including their selfknowledge, self-acceptance, and self-worth. Although there are many secular organizations, such
as La Cultura Cura, that are aware of the ongoing conflicts that plague Hispanic adolescents and
provide methods for healing and healthy development, the Catholic Church has yet to
demonstrate the same level of priority for jóvenes. The authors of Pathways of Hope and Faith
among Hispanic Teens (TPoHaF) write,
The data from the NSYR has confirmed my experience and concern about the situation of
the Latino/a teens in our Church. As adolescents, my own children eventually gave up
trying to “fit in” in our parish’s youth ministry program. The lack of alternative
opportunities suitable for them, the frustration of trying to help Hispanic parents deal
with their teenage children without church structures to support them, the lack of
professional youth ministers capable of producing programs and resources for Latino/a
teenagers…all are reflected in the statistical charts and excerpts from the interviews with
Hispanic Catholic adolescents in the preceding chapters.262
At the center of a jóven’s self-understanding is the everyday reality that they have and
continue to live at the margins of society and that their religious customs are not cherished263. As
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a defensive response, jóvenes tend to consolidate their religious backgrounds and customs with
that of Euro-American beliefs in order to fit in. TPoHaF states,
Because the vast majority of Latino/a teens in the U.S. today are either immigrants
themselves or the children of immigrants, their acculturation pattern plays a prominent
role in their religious formation. In most cases, the language and cultural expressions of
the faith in Latin America are quite distinct from those in the United States, even though
the religious tradition may nominally be the same. Part of the challenge of cultural
transition for Latino/a adolescents is to negotiate the differences within their religious
tradition and faith community.264
Referencing Kim’s work, I would say that jóvenes experienced similar levels of hardships and
conflicts as those of the Johannine community. Both groups experienced forms of oppression
that led to an identity crisis. S. Kim explains the crisis among the Johannine community:
The Roman Empire was persecuting Christians for several reasons. One of them seems to
be related to Emperor-worship. The Roman Emperors were worshipped as supra human
beings or gods. It is also probable that the Johannine community needed to consolidate
itself with strong faith in order to prevent apostasy and to confront and overcome
persecution…. It is probable, therefore, that the Fourth Gospel was, at least, written to
consolidate faith in the era of persecution for the Johannine community or the Christians,
who experienced both estrangement from the Synagogue and harsh persecution from
Roman rule.265
In order to restore the dignity of jóvenes and create a system in the Church that helps
them thrive in both their faith and moral life, the Church must promote the role of kingship
among the teachers that minister to jóvenes, just as the authors of John have encouraged those
amongst their own community. To promote the baptismal call to be King means to encourage the
practice of decolonizer (by locating themselves with the jóvenes they teach) and harmonizer (by
creating a sacred space where jóvenes can feel accepted and appreciated). This baptismal role is
the extension of God’s grace that restores dignity and worth to those whose have struggled with
identity and worth.
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Decolonizing the World by
Standing with the Marginalized

As stated earlier, Kim illustrates Jesus as a king whose mission was to decolonize the
universal world by centering Himself among the marginalized members of society. Jesus’s
mission was recognized as an absurdity among the elite because His philosophies threatened the
culture that supported its dominance: “This ideology (love, freedom, forgiveness, service and
peace) is different from that of the contemporary world of the Johannine community, the
ideology of the darkness (oppression, exploitation, slavery, and so on).”266 Jesus’s mission as
universal king was to serve those at the margins by standing alongside them in their misery and
despair. His presence among the poor would liberate the marginalized from shame and sorrow by
reminding them of their eternal worth.
Jesus’s kingly mission was not a singular one. As the Johannine community has
established, Jesus’ role as king was extended to them in order to create a new world in which
masters would serve their servants: “The Fourth Gospel shows that in the Johannine new world
where Jesus reigns as king, the new ruling ideology applies, and invites the readers to enter this
new world in order to apply this new ideology themselves.”267 This gospel news has been taken
to heart by Father Gregory Boyle and many of the staff members at Home Boy Industries.268 In
his latest book, Barking to the Choir: The Power of Radical Kinship, Fr. Boyle has applied the
gospel message of Jesus’s own kingship into his ministerial practices by standing alongside the
gang members of East Los Angeles under even the most dangerous circumstances.269 Fr. Boyle
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maintains that at the heart of his ministry is the desire to practice Jesus’s authentic mission,
which is to draw oneself closer to those least attractive:
That pure, simple, loving outlook is why we, the Choir, are drawn to the original
program. It’s not a liberal or conservative view; it is a holy, radical take, precisely
because it takes seriously what Jesus took seriously: inclusion, nonviolence,
unconditionally compassionate loving-kindness, and acceptance. The Choir finds itself
drawn like moths to the flame of its authenticity. What we discover when we embrace it
is that true spirituality ought not end in the privacy of our soul but in real kinship with the
poor. If we can find ourselves in this salvific relationship to those on the margins, we see
as never before, and it becomes our passageway.270
For Father Boyle, the practice of Jesus’s kingship involves being intimately close with the poor
to the point of treating them as kin. It is a fanatical concern for the poor which leads to a desire to
locate oneself with them until the poor feel accepted, admired, and loved.
Fr. Boyle’s approach with the downtrodden gang members to whom he minister is to
awaken them to the reality that Jesus situates Himself among them as king who will reign for
eternity. His reign as King among them demonstrates that salvation is interwoven within the
circumstances of their everyday lives. The entirety of their lives matters to Him. Jesus’s reign as
king goes contrary to our worldly understanding of what it means to be royalty; therefore, His
primary role as king is not to expect praise from the marginalized members of society but to
experience joy and elation at His presence as he bestows significance and honor back to them.271
Jesus’s paradoxical role as king means that He situates himself with the marginalized in all
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matters of their lives no matter how bleak or hopeless they may be272. Fr. Boyle gives witness to
this very reality when he shares a homeboy’s story:
I was once saying mass at the San Fernando Juvenile Hall. With nearly three hundred
detained minors-mostly gang members-a homie reads from Psalm 138. I’m seated,
vested, eyes closed, choosing to listen to this kids’ proclamation, rather than follow along
in the liturgical sheet that rests on my lap. He reads, with an overabundance of
confidence, “The Lord… is EXHAUSTED.” What the hell? I open my eyes and hurriedly
refer to my sheet. It says, “The Lord is exalted,” but I think “exhausted” is way better.
I’m not sure I want to spend eternity with a God who wants to be exalted, who longs to
be recognized and made a big deal of. I rather hope for a humble God who gets exhausted
in delighting over and loving us. That is a better God than the one we have. All of us
have had conversations with friends in which we ask how they’re doing and they
respond, “I’m so tired.” “But it’s a good tired.” Then they will tell you how they spend
the day helping a friend move into her apartment or the weekend watching their
grandkids. It’s a “good” tired because it was spent in extension to another. The exhausted
God is always greater than the exalted one.273
The sense that Christ will reside among those most poor “no matter what” is an expression that
the coworkers in Homeboys Industries would endorse274. Here is a testimony from a homeboy, as
narrated by Fr. Boyle, which gives claim that Jesus is constantly present even in the most
miserable moments of his life:
Chuy is texting me. He needs help getting a refrigerator. For a long time, he had been a
big, bad gang member and drug dealer. “I was disguised as that guy,” he told me once.
He began in our program as all do, in janitorial services, then he worked in our tattoo
removal department. After his eighteen months were up, he moved beyond us, having
found a good-paying job with the help of our employment services department. On his
last day at Homeboy he asked to address the gathered at our morning meeting. He
directed his remarks to the trainee’s present. “All of you,” he began, “are diamonds
covered in dust.” He choked up a bit. “You…can wipe your dust off here[…] I drive
Chuy home and as we pull up in front of his East Side apartment, he tells me that lately
he’s “been having one-on-ones with…you know…God.” “I don’t understand it,” he says
as he turns and looks at me. “The Dude shows up.” I find this pretty charming and
chuckle at first. Then I see that Chuy is as serious as can be. “I mean…why would he do
that?” he asks, allowing his tears free passage. “After all the shit and bad I’ve done, why
would he show up?”275
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Kingship is a deep-seated obligation to dwell among the helpless in their most desperate
and miserable situations. To acknowledge the profound bond that Christ has with those most
marginalized is also to acknowledge that Jesus’s own life-giving spirit cannot be separated from
the neediest members of society; therefore, it is precise to say that a Christian’s salvation is
wrapped in the closeness they share with the poor. Fr. Boyle offers a reflection on this point:
Another great Jesuit, Dean Brackley276, who died too young, once spoke movingly of
meeting his hero, Dorothy Day, when he was in his twenties and studying to be a priest.
When he asked her how to live the gospel, she simply replied: “Stay close to the poor.”
She could have said, I suppose, help the poor, rescue the poor, save the poor. But no-stay
close to the poor. The invitation is not to romanticize the poor but to recognize that some
essential piece of our own salvation is tied up in our proximity to those on the outskirts.
Jesuit theologian Jon Sobrino suggests as much in his provocatively titled book, No
Salvation Outside the Poor.277
Roberto S. Goizueta would certainly agree with Fr. Boyle’s reflection. In his book, Christ
Our Companion: Toward a Theological Aesthetics of Liberation, Goizeuta expresses the notion
that Jesus’s own mercy is tangibly extended to the world through the poor. Goizeuta states,
The preferential option for the poor is nothing other than the assertion that the crucified
people of history are the privileged mediators of God’s mercy in the church and the
world. The crucified people are the privileged historical mediation of the crucified and
risen Christ in the world. When they extend mercy, they embody Christ’s own offer to
the apostles after the resurrection: “Peace be with you.” It is a mercy that judges and
demands justice even as it makes reconciliation possible: indeed, it makes reconciliation
possible precisely because it judges. Yet, in doing so, the crucified people embody the
good news that “there is another way to live.”278
Both Fr. Boyle and Goizueta would agree that the victimhood of Christ is tangibly present
amongst those most crucified in society today. If Christ’s victimhood is present amongst the
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poor, so is Christ’s endless salvific grace, which leads to eternal community with Him and with
those in His reign. This same philosophy is inherent in Fr. Boyle’s approach to the members of
his community. Fr. Boyle suggests:
The original covenantal relationship in the Hebrew Bible (the original program) went like
this: “As I have loved you, so must you have a special, preferential, favored love for the
widow, orphan, and stranger.” God knows that these folks know what it’s like to be cut
off. And because they know this particular suffering, God finds them trustworthy to lead
and guide the rest of us to the birth of a new inclusion, to the exquisite mutuality of
kinship: God’s dream come true.279
To become aware of Jesus’s place among the poor is to acknowledge the palpable
presence of Jesus’s gift of mercy and salvation, which in effect fosters the temperament
Christians need when approaching those on the margins. Religious educators’ job is to be like
Christ in the sense that they must exist in the moments of their students’ lives: not as persons
who only wish to change their lives for the better but as people who wish to be immersed in their
reality as figures of love, acceptance, and hope. Fr. Boyle agrees as he references Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.:
When the gospel connects with our hearts and we find ourselves on the “outskirts,” those
on the margins may wonder what we’re doing there. They aren’t accustomed to our
presence in their space. In the end, though, the measure of our compassion with what
Martin Luther King calls “the last, the least, and the lost” lies less in our service of those
on the margins, and more in our willingness to see ourselves in kinship with them. It
speaks of a kinship so mutually rich that even the dividing line of service provider/service
recipient is erased. We are sent to the margins NOT to make a difference but so that the
folks on the margins will make us different.280
The key to living out the life of Jesus’s kingship is, as Fr. Boyle described it, to see
ourselves in kinship with those on the margins. The baptismal richness of living out the unique
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nature of kingship is that it leads to kinship.281 This is the relationship that every educator should
strive for when teaching jóvenes. A jóven’s life has been infected with notions of inferiority that
have plagued her or his human makeup. The response to this crisis is to promote mutuality
among the students. Religious educators must reassure jóvenes that they are both participants of
and contributors to our faithful communities by allowing them to take on the attitude of knowing
that their presence is mutually necessary and invigorating.

Kinship and mutuality
among the Brothers
of the Christian Schools

In the course of Christian history, the Lasallian Brothers of the Christian Schools have
been pioneers in the educational movement that favored the practice of kinship as a means of
educating their children over the stringent regulations practiced by school masters in the 1700s
that promoted punitive punishment as the only means of civilizing a juvenile. John Baptist de La
Salle, who is both the founder of the La Salle Brothers of the Christian Schools and the patron
saint of teachers, viewed the student as being identifiable with Jesus. For La Salle, the student
(whom he called “disciple”) was an imminent incarnation of Jesus and should be treated as such.
By referring to these students as disciples, La Salle was marking these children with an inherent
value that needed to be protected and directed in order that they meet their full spiritual and
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human potential. George Van Grieken, F.S.C., coordinator of Lasallian Research and Resources
for the Institute of the Brothers of the Christian Schools, writes,
Throughout his meditations, De La Salle rarely uses the term “students” for the children
that came to the schools, but he most often uses the term “disciple.” While this referred
directly to the mission or vocation of the teacher to make these children disciples of Jesus
Christ, it also informed the relationship between teacher and pupil…. By describing them
as disciples, De La Salle not only established a fundamentally religious component in the
relationship between teacher and pupil but also introduced an element of responsibility
that gave students a central place in the educational enterprise. De La Salle highlights the
value that children in the schools have by articulating the nature of their religious
identity. “[L]ook upon the children God has entrusted to you as the children to God
himself” (M 133.2). For De La Salle, all students were a proximate incarnation of Jesus
Christ. “Recognize Jesus beneath the poor rags of the children of whom you have to
instruct. Adore him in them” (m96.3) […] [The students’] “vocation” is to grow into the
mature fulfillment of who they are, and they do so in concert with their educational
progress and with the guidance of “older brothers,” their teachers.282
La Salle, who would also refer to the children as “abandoned orphans” or “weary and
exhausted travelers,” recognized the startling and discouraging lifestyle that these children lived
and realized how these realities disturbed their ability to act appropriately both in and out of
school. Therefore, La Salle trained his teachers both to recognize the realities that these children
live and to zealously accept the teachers’ vocation as instrumental in the salvation of the child.
This vocation demanded that these teachers regard themselves as older brothers who are
intimately involved in the lives of these children. Luke Salm, F.S.C., concurs:
The teachers in De La Salle’s schools, through their lifestyle, association, and religious
commitment, participated in an endeavor whereby one looked solidly both at and through
the realities of children’s lives. Rather than viewing children with a sentimental or
distorted perspective, these “older brothers” were likely to be the first adults who
considered them with more serious attention than they had previously encountered in
either their families or society, a care and attention from teachers who saw themselves as
fully and finally responsible. “Consider that the account you will have to give to God will
not be inconsequential, because it concerns the salvation of the souls of children who
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God has entrusted to your care, for on the day of judgement, you will answer for them as
much as for yourself.”283
Furthermore, La Salle expected his teachers to enhance the students’ sense that they belong to
the world around them as equals. It was, therefore, imperative that the teachers treat these
children with mutuality. Greken writes, “Children have a vocation to see themselves part of the
world around them, and they have a God-given right to be treated with a respect that reaches
beyond their years, drawing them forward to life into the deeper version of their vocation as a
child of God.”284
In order to prepare his teachers to become “older brothers” who are responsible for the
spiritual and human formation of their younger brothers, La Salle ministered to them through
retreats in which he would “urge the Brothers to view their ministry to the children as one with
their love of God: the two are inseparable.”285 Through these retreats, La Salle tied the teachers’
ministry with their spirituality. Their ministry was a call to civilize and sanctify their “younger
brothers” by practicing the charisms that La Salle promoted through his retreats. By adhering to
their vocational call as “older brothers,” the teachers exercised the will of God which in effect
enhanced their own sanctification. This is an element of Lasallian spirituality that recognizes the
relationship between “older brothers” and “younger brothers” as being mutually beneficial, as it
promotes reciprocal redemption.
In the modern era, the La Salle Brothers of the Christian Schools no longer refer to the
students as disciples; however, the practice of regarding the student as “younger brother”
remains a constant tradition among Lasallian educators. This practice reinforces La Salle’s vision
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of the educator’s demonstrating a sense of mutuality with the student. Furthermore, DENA
(District of Eastern North America), which is a community of 250 La Salle Brothers of the
Christian Schools and over 5,000 Lasallian partners and associates in more than 30 ministries,
uses language within its Directional Statements that asserts a sense of reciprocity among staff
members and those they serve. The Directional Statement, under “Service with the Poor through
Education,” reads as follows: “The ministries and stakeholders of DENA, faithful to the
Lasallian mission and values of service of and with the poor, will, together and by association,
deliver sustainable models for education and treatment and advocate for those we accompany
and support, especially the poor, that they “may have life and have it in its fullest (John
10:10).”286 The statements, “with the poor,” “together and by association,” and “we accompany
and support,” invokes the language of kinship which recognizes Lasallian ministry as one that
encourages reciprocity. When this philosophy is applied by educators towards their students, as
the Lasallian schools dynamically encourage, religious educators can recognize their human and
spiritual dependence to whom they minister.
The Lasallian standards of teaching encourage the baptismal roles of priest and king
simultaneously. As previously explained, the La Salle Brothers of the Christian Schools believe
that their ministry to teach is involved in their spirituality. The role of priest is exercised among
those baptized when they sanctify the world around them through their vocational role. In the
case of the Lasallian Brothers, their vocation to sanctify the world occurs when they practice
their ministry in providing a human and spiritual education for those most in need by helping
them to encounter Christ, bringing them the Good News, and being vulnerable to them. For the
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La Salle Brothers of the Christian Schools, however, their role as educators occurs in the context
of kinship. In other words, to be a Lasallian educator requires that one first be a brother to all.
Evidence of sanctification between “younger brother” and “older brother” takes place when the
“brotherly” relationship between teacher and student is solidified. When a student feels
welcomed, admired, cherished, and valued as a brother, the virtues that derive from those
feelings nourish the human and spiritual development of that student.

Entregarse and Kinship
The La Salle Brothers of the Christian School’s teaching philosophy of providing a
human and spiritual education in the context of kinship echoes the concept of entregarse. An
educator who is entregado a sus estudiantes is a person who is devoted to jóvenes in a manner
that forms a type of familial relationship that is still considered formal. Strong unique bonds such
as this are not abnormal among Latino families, who typically extend their notion of family
beyond the immediate family. Hosffman Ospino, professor of Theology and Religious Education
at Boston College, affirms this fact:
The family plays a very important role in the development of human relations and the
stability of the community. While the concept of traditional family-father, mother, and
children-is central to the experience of community among Hispanics, familia more
frequently includes other immediate blood relatives, in-laws, padrinos, madrinas,
compadres and close friends.287
The distinctive component between the Lasallian philosophies of teaching and the
concept of entregarse is found in the bonds created through culture. Entregarse means that an
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educator develops kinship with the student through an immersion in the other’s culture. For
Latinos, relationships and culture are conjoined. One cannot have a familia relationship with a
Latino without also being immersed in that person’s culture. It is not uncommon for Latinos to
submerge their acquaintances into their world of food, music, dancing, and humor as the
relationship strengthens. Ospino writes,
What was the racial-cultural identity of Jesus? What did others think of when they first
saw or heard of him… before they even heard him speak or saw his actions? These are
all-important questions for we know from the New Testament itself that it is in the human
face and heart of Jesus that God has been self-revealed to us. It is through the full
humanity of Jesus that God has allowed us to see God in a human way.288
Elizondo also reminds his readers that Jesus’s cultural makeup was that of a Galilean.
Elizondo highlights Jesus’s Galilean roots and illustrates how this historical truth has theological
significance. Some important truths to be noted by Elizondo on the nature of a Galilean are as
follows:
The full human signification of the kenosis of the Son of God becomes evident when we
look at the image of Galilee in Jesus’ time…. It was an outer region, far from the center
of Judaism in Jerusalem of Judea and a crossroads of the great caravan routes of the
world. It was a region of mixed peoples and languages. In Galilee, the Jews were looked
down upon and despised by the others as they were in the rest of the world. They were
considered to be stubborn, backward, superstitious, clannish, and all the negative
stereotypes one could think of. Furthermore, the Jews of Judea looked down upon the
Galilean Jews, for they considered them ignorant of the law and the rules of the temple,
contaminated in many ways by their daily contacts with pagans, not capable of speaking
correct Greek, for their language was being corrupted by admixture with the other
languages of the region. In short, their own Jewish relatives despised them as inferior and
impure. Because of their mixture with others, they were marginated by their own
people.289
This synopsis of a Galilean portrays Jesus as an underprivileged, undignified, inferior Jewish
citizen. By all accounts, as Elizondo examines, Jesus was a minority who experienced the many
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disadvantages and hardships that many of our contemporary minorities, living in first world
countries, experience. As a minority, Jesus experienced a true sense of oppression because of his
ethnicity, class, language, and immigration status. According to Elizondo’s research, Jesus was
born into a state of emotional and social challenges that would require him to struggle for dignity
and acceptance. It can be determined, through Elizondo’s analysis of Jesus’s historical culture,
that Jesus was the crucified victim of society before he was the crucified victim of the cross.
Also, through Biblical analysis, that Jesus did not seek power or prestige by being accepted by
the elite classes of the time. Instead, as Elizondo explains, Jesus’s identification with the most
rejected of society and His love for them is one of the greatest constants of His ministry: it
appears throughout the gospels and continues in the tradition of the church. As a Galilean and
Son of God, Jesus accepted his state of poverty, embraced it, and even came to identify with
others through it.
I would further add that Jesus’s goal is not to free Himself from poverty but to enter ever
deeper into it. Jesus, who, as the Gospel of John describes, is king enters into kinship with the
Galileans by becoming one of them. He enters into their racial-cultural identity and enters into
their poverty and shame. Through this mission, Jesus personifies the true image of kingly
divinity through the mysteries of the Incarnation. This fact becomes a stumbling block most for
imperialistic figures who stand at the center of society to be serviced by those on the margins.
The biggest mystery of the incarnation for these imperialist figures is not that God became one of
them, for this principle of faith reinforces their own right to be treated as an absolute; instead, it
is in the preposterous notion that God would identify his sovereignty with the outcasts. Jesus’s
true role as king is to identify with the poor in order to restore their dignity.
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How to practice the Kingly
Role among Jóvenes
The Incarnation was God’s divine salvific strategy to take on the racial-cultural makeup
of Galileans who share an identity with the impoverished, marginalized, and disparaged
members of human society. His kingly role was the human strategy for creating bonds of kinship
between the center and marginalized members of society. Practicing the notions of entregarse is
the Hispanic/Latino strategy in developing formal/familial bonds between jóvenes and their
religious educators. In this section, I will provide a few recommendations for youth ministers on
how to practice entregarse a los estudiantes:
1) Develop a formal/familial bond with Hispanic families;
2) Allow humor to unite the distinct worlds that are present in the classroom.
For religious educators, progress with jóvenes depends highly on educators’ ability to become
culturally aware. This objective can be achieved by developing a formal/familial bond with
Hispanic families. It is through those bonds that religious educators can come to realize the
intricate religious dynamics that are present within the multifaceted world of Latinos. TPoHaF
speaks about the challenges that parish youth groups face when they disconnect themselves from
the jóvenes’ religious cultural background:
For the Hispanic Catholic children, whose parents are charismatic or very traditional in
their religious devotions, especially those who are accustomed to attending prayer
meetings with their parents, there is the additional risk that they will find the parish youth
group to be too secular. Unless the youth ministry team is very aware of the cultural
differences in religious expression, spirituality, values, and worldview, the youth ministry
programs likely will not support or connect with the religious formation the teens have
received from their parents…. Even in areas that are predominantly Hispanic, the
linguistic and cultural differences between recent immigrants and U.S.-born Latino/as can
be problematic.290
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Religious educators also have the heavy duty of initiating and maintaining contact with
the parents of their students. This task does not begin and end with the educator informing the
parent about logistics associated with the class or achievements that the child has reached. The
religious educator is called to create a sense of solidarity and partnership with the parents so that
both groups become affiliates in their campaign to form the faith and morals of jóvenes. This
goal requires both the educators and parents to submerse themselves in dynamic forms of
cultural exchange. Both parties are responsible for implementing creative and strategic cultural
immersion exercises among each other in order for the educators and parents to better understand
and serve jóvenes.
As I have pointed out in my previous passages and chapters, jóvenes are comprised of a
collection of distinct identities which are determined by a range of circumstances. They include
but are not limited to Latino origin, sociological, cultural, political, economic, and religious
factors. It would be a mistake to presume that all Hispanic parents share in the same social milieu
that conditions their children. The process of integration into America vastly increases the
chances that a jóven may veer from her or his cultural and religious upbringing in order to adjust
to American norms. This tendency causes a problem for the parents of jóvenes who refuse to
integrate into the mainstream American culture. James Empereur and Eduardo Fernàndez make
this very point:
Although U.S. Hispanic families have many of the good qualities as well as many of the
defects of the Latin American families, they have the added issue of integration into the
larger American culture. Beyond the usual issues of lack of communication in all families
generationally, American Hispanic families experience misunderstandings and suffering
because children adjust more quickly than their parents. In first generation families there
is also the barrier of language. The problems are different for second and third generation
families. Two authors of the Christian Family Movement make the telling observation
that when parents have been educated but cannot find work they may be more unwilling
to take any kind of job. This causes a conflict between their feeling urged to assimilate to
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the dominant culture or to remain more isolated from it to maintain their family values
and traditions. The young people may move away from such a family situation and even
feel ashamed of their home.291
I would advise that for both parents and educators to have a better encounter with jóvenes, they
must first reciprocate in sharing their cultural experiences. This reciprocity happens when both
parties practice their call to kingship by practicing kinship. For example, parents and educators
can make it a priority to attend masses in the other’s language as a gesture of solidarity. Small
gestures, such as this one, allow the educator and the parent to immerse themselves in the jóven’s
world. The interactions between the educator and the parent are also strategies in practicing
one’s priestly mission, as both parties are searching for ways to live with “the smell of [their]
sheep,” i.e. jóvenes.
Another important factor that I would propose in practicing the notions of entregarse is to
allow for an atmosphere that welcomes and allows humor in the classroom. As mentioned in
chapter 3, the Hispanic community’s prophetic voice is being drowned out by the prevailing
Catholic American standards. The Catholic American Church has demonstrated a history of
unyielding decisions conditioned by European principles of thought and, in effect, has created
obstructions to a jóven’s search for unique freedom. In order to remedy this prevailing issue,
especially in the classroom atmospheres, Catholic American educators need to become cognizant
of their own conditioned biases that demand conformity. Humor is one universal tactic that calls
into question our fundamental beliefs in a manner that is not unpleasing to the ego. When a
group is suffocated in its own cultural realities, it is difficult to elevate itself into a kingly
mindset that leads to cultural reciprocity. Any sense that fundamental principles are being
undermined can lead to resistance. Humor, however, has a way of alleviating the mental
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unpleasantness of being wrong. In a way humor cancels out the unpleasantness caused by
confronting evidence that undermines existing beliefs. Humor allows people to see how
ridiculous our customs may be at times without feeling attacked. Religious educators should be
able to use humor in a manner that does not ridicule their most sacred beliefs but does allow
educators to relax those cultural perspectives that may hinder the spiritual and psychocultural
ethos of a jóven’s upbringing.
Jóvenes also identify good attitude with humor. Religious educator who are humorous
with their students demonstrate that they are delighted to be with them. This tactic creates an
ambience that is familial. Fr. Boyle provides his perspective on how humor creates unity among
the gang members he employs:
One day, I overheard a homie who was giving a tour of our headquarters say to his group,
“Here at Homeboy, we laugh from the stomach.” This is no small thing. The laughter
comes from the deepest place. Nothing fake or superficial. As the world has its
occasionally grim realities to contend with and everyone carries more than their share of
woes, laughing form the stomach ensures our survival. Homeboy Industries is held
together, truly, by its humor, “self-defecating” and otherwise. It is how a community
achieves a oneness as it holds folks through truly difficult times. Silliness, I have learned,
has its place in the sacred and in the oneness of the Choir.292
Being silly with los estudiantes is a result of delighting in their being. This happens when
one practices her or his baptismal role of King. In my many years of teaching, I have witnessed
that jóvenes who have teachers who show signs of being humorous, playful, or fun-loving tend to
demonstrate a sense of comfort with their own identity (even if their identity clashes with the
normative rules of the classroom). Jóvenes are not comfortable with their identity only when
teachers demonstrate these characteristics, but humor is conducive in reassuring jóvenes that they
are welcome to be themselves.
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A Sacred Space for Jóvenes

As mentioned earlier, Sehyun Kim recognizes Jesus as a harmonizer among a community
of hybridized people who identify with distinctive classes of society. By placing himself among
this mixed group, Jesus eliminates territorial boundaries and creates a sacred place of inclusion
in which he reigns as King. Those who are admitted in this place must practice those qualities
enacted by Jesus, which allow for communal identity to flourish as well as be transformed. The
call to Jesus’s kingly role is an invitation to practice those qualities that create a universal
kingdom in which God delights.
Religious educator who work among jóvenes must recognize that their classroom is an
intermixed Latino microcosm regardless of whether those religious educators exclusively work
with the Latino community or with a mix of races that includes Latinos. The rich mysterious
identities of jóvenes are created from an infusion of mezcladas culturas (mixed cultures), which
are further transformed through generational conditions and encounters. James Empereur and
Eduardo Fernàndez shed light on this reality:
Pastoral ministers, while having great respect for popular religious practices, should not
readily assume that Hispanics know their traditions…Growing generational differences
make difficult this already complicated situation in North America and Canada. In the
same community, often the same household, there are 1) los viejitos, the older people
who are still in touch with their traditions; 2) the first generation, who probably married
in their own culture and who can still live out of their experience of their parents; and 3)
the second and third generations, which can best be described as mixed. These Hispanics
encompass a wide variety of groups. There are the Mexican-Americans, who should not
be confused with Mexicans or other Latinas/os from other Latin American countries.
There are those Hispanics who have often intermarried with white people of European
descent, African Americans, and Asians. It is becoming impossible to make
generalizations regarding these groups whether it be knowledge of Spanish, the practice
of popular religion, an understanding of the Latino culture, or a commitment to the
religion of their parents.293
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The realities of a jóven’s backdrop should not deter religious educators from ignoring all the
significant themes that encompass a large majority of Latinos such as popular religion and social
justice topics; however, educators should be conscious that their audience, who most likely will
identify as being Latino/Hispanic/Chicano, will differentiate themselves from their own
classmates. The position of educating such a unique group must be embraced as an opportunity
to practice the call of kingship/harmonizer. In order to do so, religious educators must: 1)
Recognize the fears they face as a harmonizer in order to be a presence of unity and respect and
2) Create an atmosphere that resembles the civic model in which educators and students unite to
sustain their identities as Catholics by sharing the values of their cultural-religious heritage.
As harmonizers, religious educators are being asked to practice cultural reciprocity by
recalling their audience’s ancestral past. As mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3, the history of jóvenes
is plagued by moments when the condescending powers of Church authority belittled those
practices associated with the identity of the Latino people. The mandates created by EuroAmerican Church officials did not allow for the religious cultural identity of Latinos to surface
alongside the white Catholic American Church. These rules favored a white Catholic society that
conditioned future generations into believing that the truest form of religious piety is one that
heightens personal communion with God through self-reflection and self-examination by means
of silence, reading, and individualistic prayer. The Latino population, however, is one that tends
to practice communion with God through passionate and public communal expressions that are
accompanied by loud music, singing, and dancing. During sacred ritual celebrations, such as the
Good Friday processions, devoted parishioners walk through the streets (rain or shine) and
portray the story of Jesus in a very graphic and morbid manner. The volunteer portraying Jesus is
whipped repeatedly as he walks through the open streets. At the end of the procession, he
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exhibits Jesus’s final moments on the cross by stripping down to his underwear and wailing with
agony; all the while the faithful laypersons playing the women who stay with Jesus cry
vociferously. These public acts of devotions can be quite uncomfortable to a large majority of
white Catholic Americans.
The first challenge that religious educators may have with practicing the role of
harmonizer is confronting uncomfortable rituals or uncommon character traits that run counter to
their own religious identities, which may make it difficult for them to welcome a spirit of
reciprocation. For many white Catholic Americans, sentimental moments that are excessively
displayed can be perceived as boisterous distractions that should be tempered by a more
composed attitude. These contrasting cultural religious attitudes may be perceived by white
American educators as inferior to their understanding of how laypersons should conduct
themselves. However, as I have illustrated in chapter 2, the Latino community displays dynamic
forms of holiness, which have been elevated through the generations as a response to the
despairing conditions that they encounter. Their story is one that imitates the crucified life of
Christ in all aspects of his human identity. Elizondo reminds us of this reality when he says,
Culturally and linguistically speaking, Jesus was certainly a mestizo between Judaism
and the other cultures that flourished throughout Galilee….What I am saying is that in his
human appearance, as viewed by those who knew him only in a worldly way and not
through the eyes of faith, he certainly appeared to be of mixed origins. The New
Testament itself gives clear evidence that nothing good was expected to come out of
Galilee.294
The baptismal call to be a harmonizer brings with it the fear of diminishing or devaluing one’s
own cultural convictions and expectations. This concern can be quite terrifying for Catholic
Christians, especially when they realize that their religious upbringing was largely formed
through cultural traditions.
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Parker Palmer, a highly respected writer, lecturer, teacher, and activist, has devoted his
life to contemplating the interior struggles that arrive when taking on the role of teacher. In his
writings, Palmer elucidates the apprehensions that teachers have when asked to set aside their
subject material and instead allow for a “live encounter” with the students. By “live encounter,”
Palmer means those opportunities to allow for mutual exchange between teacher and student.
Palmer mentions four types of fears that are barriers to a “live encounter:”
1) The fear of diversity, 2) The fear that the live encounter is a contest, 3) The fear of losing
identity and 4) The fear of change. This point becomes clearer through Palmer’s perspective of
these concerns:
This fear of the live encounter is actually a sequence of fears that begins in the fear of
diversity. As long as we inhabit a universe made homogeneous by our refusal to admit
otherness, we can maintain the illusion that we possess the truth about ourselves and the
world-after all, there is no “other” to challenge us! But as soon as we admit pluralism, we
are forced to admit that ours is not the only standpoint, the only experience, the only,
way, and the truths we have built our lives on begin to feel fragile.295
Palmer suggests that the fear of diversity resonates in our need to be on the side that has
always been right. Palmer describes the second fear as coming from a false impression that an
encounter between diverse truths means that there must be a victor who will, as Palmer says,
leave the other defeated and ashamed. The third fear is that of losing one’s own sense of self,
especially if one loses the so-called battle. The final fear is presented by Palmer in the following
excerpt:
If we embrace the promise of diversity, of creative conflict, and of “losing” in order to
“win,” we still face one final fear-the fear that a live encounter with otherness will
challenge or even compel us to change our lives. This is not paranoia: the world really is
out to get us! Otherness, taken seriously, always invites transformation, calling us not
only to new facts and theories and values but also to new ways of living our lives-and
that is the most daunting threat of all.296
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The fears that Palmer so eloquently illustrates are common reactions among religious
educators especially because of the demands placed on that role. Religious educators have been
accustomed to believing that their primary task is to serve as beacons of truth who transmit the
deposits of faith in a manner that does not undermine the faith or Church structure. Apostolicam
Actuositatem (The Decree on the Apostolate of the Laity) encourages this very sentiment: “In the
Church there is a diversity of ministry but a oneness of mission. Christ conferred on the Apostles
and their successors the duty of teaching, sanctifying, and ruling in His name and power.”297
Since the Church has entrusted religious educators with the power to teach, then the four
fears mentioned by Parker Palmer are a legitimate response to their obligation to maintain the
traditions of the Church. The fears of diversity, the live encounter, losing identity, or change is
also a fear that religious educators are welcoming unfamiliar practices that may endanger the
foundation of their Christian identity.
These fears, however, can be overcome if educators are reminded that there is a two-fold
commission set forth by the Church. The very next line of Apostolicam Actuositatem states, “But
the laity likewise share in the priestly, prophetic, and royal office of Christ and therefore have
their own share in the mission of the whole people of God in the Church and in the world.”298
The fears specified by Parker Palmer can be alleviated knowing that the laity’s task is not the
same as that of the magisterium. The Lay educators must live out their duties by upholding their
baptized roles as priest, prophet, and king. When an educator esta entregado they live out the
obligations of their priestly duties when they allow jóvenes to be the entrance by which they
come in contact with la sacrada cultura de los latinos (the sacred culture of Latinos) and
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discover the mysteries of the universal and supernatural through the concrete and particular. This
contact with the divine through the cultural is established by way of educators’ role as king. It is
when they develop relationships with jóvenes and their family members that we can gain a
deeper sense of the Almighty. By allowing the holiness of the Latino culture to resonate in their
classroom, religious educators will practice their role as harmonizer.
To be a harmonizer, the religious educator must, as mentioned earlier, establish a
formal/familial relationship with her/his audience. I do not mean that the educator must practice
what Parker Palmer would mention as the therapeutic model. This model rests on the ideology
that intimate relationships are more valuable than other virtues. Rather, harmonizers desire to
associate themselves in a close and personal relationship with the other, in this case, with the
student. Palmer points out the dangers of the therapeutic model:
But conventional applications of therapeutic community to education are neither as subtle
nor as apt as that motto. On the contrary, they threaten teaching and learning with the
assumption that intimacy is the best and most important thing that can happen between
people-an assumption that sometimes becomes shrill and insistent manifesting itself in
the pseudo-communal ethos of “share or die!” sometimes found in the human potential
movement. Of course, we cannot demand intimacy of each other-and when we try, we
only drive each other off, as many failed communal experiments have shown. But the
educational liabilities of therapeutic model run deeper still: when all our relationships are
judged by the norm of intimacy, our world shrinks to a vanishing point.299
I would agree with Parker Palmer and say that this model is not the “best and most important
thing that can happen between people” for the reasons he mentions but also for the following two
reasons: 1) It is realistically impossible to have an intimate encounter with every student one
encounters. 2) Due to the many Church sex abuse scandals that have been reported this century,
educators are less inclined to form intimate relationships with their students.
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Palmer does offer a substitute for the therapeutic model, which he calls the civic model.
In this model, the community actively bonds by engaging in common work. He writes,
The civic model of community offers an important corrective to the therapeutic. Here, the
norm is not a narrow band of intimate encounters but rather the wide range of relations
among strangers that make for a healthy body politic. The community envisioned by the
civic model is one of public mutuality rather than personal vulnerability—a community
where people who do not and cannot experience intimacy with each other nonetheless
learn to share a common territory and common resources, to resolve mutual conflicts and
mutual problems. In civic community, we may not learn what is on each other’s hearts,
but we learn that if we do not hang together, we will hang separately.300
To be a harmonizer, the religious educator must create an atmosphere that resembles the civic
model in the sense that the educator and students unite in their attempt to secure their identities
as brothers and sisters in the body of Christ by reciprocally sharing the values of their culturalreligious heritage.

Conclusion

The identity of Jesus as king is a well-investigated topic by Kim. In his writings, Kim
highlights the royal Christological titles, which were embraced by the Johannine community
during a time period when the marginalized society endured maltreatment at the hands of
imperial forces. In order to engage the community with a message of hope, Kim determines that
the Johannine community revealed the status of Jesus’s kingship in a unique and paradoxical
way. Jesus is depicted as a king who wishes to decolonize the Johannine community by
becoming a lowly king who locates Himself with those on the margins in order to serve them. In
this sense, the identity of Jesus’s kingship is identical with His mission to create kinship. Kim

Parker Palmer, The Courage to Teach, 94. An alternative is the model of “hospitality”—which allows space for
the other to enter, but also to leave.
300
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also identifies Jesus as a harmonizer who seeks unity and peace among a complex mix of
hybridized people. As a harmonizer, Jesus asserts His presence among the community in order to
create an atmosphere where identities can thrive and transform the other.
Just like the mix hybridized community in the Johannine text who has experienced
identity confusion through its encounters with the tyrannical powers of Rome, jóvenes come
from a historically mezclada nación (mixed nation) with the burden of mattering among a
dominantly white Church that identifies with the Euro American culture. The discouragement of
not feeling culturally and religiously valued runs deep among jóvenes. As a response to these
grievances, jóvenes look for a Cristo Rey (Christ the King) figure who can champion their cause
to contribute to the overall image of Christ’s kingdom.
Religious educators must be reminded that they are called to be more than messengers of
divine truth. As Apostolicam Actuositatem decrees, the lay faithful must adhere to their roles as
priest, prophet, and king. As I have been demonstrating, the vocation of educating jóvenes are
best exercised when one accepts the sentiments that go along with the dynamics of entregarse.
Jesus’s kingship is a call to enhance the identity of the jóvenes by being kin to them, by
respecting the sacredness of their culture, by not being afraid of a jóvenes’ cultural-religious
practices and by relaxing those cultural traditions that are not central to the message of Christ’s
salvation but create impediments that push jóvenes away from being fully involved in the
Church. The kingdom of God becomes more visible when religious educators live up to their call
to be kings. In the next chapter, I will apply the dynamics of entregarse into a classroom setting
by developing classroom lessons that encourage all the characteristics of the baptismal call to be
priest, prophet, and king.
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Chapter 5: From Theory to
Practice: Applying the Dynamics
of Entregarse into a Classroom Setting
At this point of my study, I have developed and expounded on the dynamics of
entregarse and have interpreted the characterization of Jesus as priest, prophet, and king.
Through the theological lens of Latino spirituality, I have brought awareness to Hispanic cultural
and religious particularities which affect how jóvenes learn and practice their Catholic faith. My
research is accompanied with pedagogical teaching strategies that emphasize the philosophies
associated with my theory on Hispanic religious education.
In this chapter, I will contribute to the field of Catholic Hispanic education by
demonstrating how my insights can be practically applied within a classroom setting. I will
devise two distinct units of Catholic education. These units will be arranged and organized
through a lesson plan model that reinforces the reflections I have proposed on the
Hispanic/Latino concept of priest, prophet, and king. I will also deliberately shape my units for a
classroom setting in which the class is composed entirely of jóvenes. In my final chapter, I will
expand my practical application by going beyond a Hispanic audience and creating two units of
Catholic education for a class that includes adolescents of other nationalities.
My units are founded on informed research as well as my own personal discoveries as a
Hispanic religion teacher of fifteen years. It is appropriate here to note that I have spent nine
years of my educational career as a high school teacher in schools with student bodies that were
predominantly Hispanic and African American. I have also spent six years as a university teacher
in a program specifically created for Latinos whose first language is Spanish301 and two years as
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a co-director of Hispanic ministry in the Archdiocese of Philadelphia, where I spent a good deal
of my time observing and studying Catholic Hispanic adolescents in Church-related functions.
I begin this chapter using the format I adopt for the lesson plans by listing and then
describing the various components that contribute to this model. Afterward, I provide
recommendations that enhance these lessons. Finally, I provide two units of Catholic religious
education.

Lesson Plan Format

The dynamics of entregarse create effective theological notions concerning education for
jóvenes that are demonstrated by the following two proposed units designed for use in Catholic
religious education. These units follow a lesson plan format of eleven components. The eleven
components are: Theme(s), Time Allotted, Instructional Objectives, Activity Description,
Teaching Methods, Homework Assignments, Instruction Procedures, Relation to the Dynamics
of entregarse, Technologies Incorporated, Assessment, and Personal Observations. The
following is a list and description of those eleven components:
1) Themes: This component lists the theme(s) that are covered during the lessons302. The
themes that are covered in the two units fall under the Bishop of the Archdiocese of
Philadelphia’s framework for secondary school curriculum with which I am familiar
since my teaching experience has taken place within these boundaries.
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2) Time Allotted: This component provides a calculated prediction as to the amount of
time it will take to complete the lesson. Each activity carries an approximate amount
of time to complete (which is highlighted in parenthesis at the end of each activity).
Due to so many unexpected variables, educators are encouraged to spend as little or
as much time as they feel is necessary on each step of the lesson.
3) Instructional Objectives: This area highlights the overall intention of the lesson by
describing what the students will be able to do when they have completed the lesson.
4) Activity Description: This area includes a concise phrase or label that distinguishes
this activity from other classroom activities.
5) Teaching Methods: There are several teaching approaches that create a classroom
environment where the dynamics of entregarse are effectively practiced. This section
lists the various teaching methods that are used during the lesson.
I would also note that my units are centered on Project-Based learning. I maintain that
this teaching method is most appropriate when practicing the dynamics of entregarse
because it is a strategic response to a few of the suggestions made by Pathways of
Hope and Faith among Hispanic Teens303 and it also allows students to:
1) Think critically about their culture and community.
2) Work on projects that are relevant to their culture and personal lives.
3) Create a project that is displayed, examined and reviewed.
4) Collaborate with other students and adult mentors.
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5) Reflect on their work throughout the process of their project.

6) Homework: This component is designed to provide home assignments that will
prepare the students for the classroom lessons. Homework will come in the form of
reading, reflective questioning, projects, or videos.
7) Instructional Procedure: This section of the lesson plan provides a chronological set
of instructions to guide the teacher in the implementation of the lesson. The steps of
the instructions are very detailed and serve as an ideal classroom plan for the educator
to use. However, educators should recognize that because their work environment is
made up of adolescents, students’ behaviors are always unpredictable. Educators
should be attentive to the attitudes and responses of the students as they implement
the procedures of the lesson. Educators should apply their discretion to the classroom
setting, as they implement the steps of the lesson and be willing to adapt to the
unexpected circumstances that may occur.
8) Relation to the Dynamics of entregarse: This section of the lesson plan relates to the
outcome of the instructional objectives with the principles of entregarse. This section
will answer the question, “How well does this lesson implement the priestly role, the
prophet role and the kingly role?" For reference, the following is a list of points that I
previously made about strategies that should be implemented when practicing these
baptismal roles:
Priest:
•

In order for educators to practice their baptismal vocation they must, as Pope
Francis has stated in his writings, encounter God, submit to the original message
of the kerygma as well as the experience of the faithful community, become
vulnerable for the sake of compassion, and practice everyday gestures and virtues
which are representative of a Christian life.
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•

All those entrusted to the care of Hispanic adolescents must be reminded that all
who are baptized into the person of Christ have a share in his human holiness. As
adopted children of God, who have become partakers of Jesus’s divine nature,
every baptized jóven offers a glimpse into the holiness of God.

•

Catholic Hispanic adolescents cannot practice their baptismal call as priest
without also practicing their call to be Hispanic. Therefore, any form of catechesis
of Hispanic adolescents must support and promote the cultural values of that
group.

•

Due to their cultural make up, which is influenced by tradition, jóvenes carry new
elements and pathways to God’s holiness that may challenge an orthodox
mindset. The religious educator’s vocational call is to practice humility when
approaching jóvenes in order to create a climate of dialog. Traditional styles of
teaching, including direct teaching approaches, must be minimized in order to
support dialog. However, religious educators should not diminish teaching into
nothing more than circles of conversations; instead, teachers are assigned the role
of refiners.

•

Religion teachers are specifically and formally called to foster holiness in their
students. Religion teachers, who are conscious of their baptismal call to practice
the role of priest, should be reminded of Pope Francis’s message that “priests
should be shepherds living with the smell of their sheep.” To live with the smell
of the sheep means to immerse oneself in the everyday lives of the sheep. When it
comes to the ethnicity of their students, teachers are being called to immerse
themselves not only in the current life of the student but also in the cultural
origins of the student.

Prophet:
•

As partakers of Jesus’s mission to be prophets, baptized religion teachers are
called to nurture the historical faith traditions, confront the royal consciousness,
and energize the community by offering symbols, hope, and metaphors. These
responsibilities are incumbent upon the educators, especially when the dignity of
the marginalized students they meet has been impaired by a power structure that
demands conformity to its consciousness.

•

Religion teachers must recognize that their mission is an invitation to attend a
mystical experience, which is incarnated in the very lives of the people with
whom they work. Therefore, they must be willing to accompany jóvenes in their
present luchas with the understanding that the students are walking in the
presence of Christ’s own victimhood.
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•

Teachers must educate themselves in the culture of a jóven, whose history is
plagued by injustices, must be willing to accompany this community in its present
luchas with the understanding that the students are walking in the presence of
Christ’s own victimhood.

King:
•

Educators must practice their roles as King by being decolonizers (by locating
themselves with the jóvenes they teach) and harmonizers (by creating a sacred
space where jóvenes can feel accepted and appreciated). This baptismal role is the
extension of God’s grace which restores dignity and worth to those whose have
struggled with identity and worth.

•

The call to practice the role of kingship includes the practice of the role of
kinship. Educator must be willing to immerse themselves in their students’ culture
by educating themselves in that culture, giving students opportunities to practice
their traditions in class, and dialoging with the students’ parents about the
families’ cultural practices.

•

The religious educator must create an atmosphere that resembles the civic model
in the sense that the educator and students unite in their attempt to secure their
identities as brothers and sisters in the body of Christ by reciprocating the values
of their cultural-religious heritage.

•

Religious educators should develop a formal and familial bond with Hispanic
families.

•

Religious educators should allow humor into the distinct cultural world of the
classroom.

•

Religious educators must initiate and maintain contact with the parents of the their
students.

•

For both parents and educators to have a better encounter with jóvenes, they must
first reciprocate their cultural experiences.

9) Technologies Incorporated: This area includes those valuable technological teaching
tools that are used during the lesson. By including this section, educators are
reminded that today’s adolescent generation benefit from well-designed lessons that
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include technology. Also, due to the modern developments in technology, catechists
must educate themselves with these advances in order to reach their students.304
The following lessons will assume that the students have access to computers and the
use of the internet.
10) Assessment: Class assessments are given at the end of each lesson as a way of
evaluating and measuring the academic and religious/spiritual awareness that the
students have achieved. These will come in the form of short reflection questions and
classroom projects which are graded with a class rubric.
11) Personal Observations: This section includes reflective questions to help the educator
evaluate the overall success of the lesson. It is prudent for educators to document the
progress that is made, the realizations that are uncovered, the unexpected failures that
occur and the adjustments that the educator will make going forward with the lesson.
By keeping record of these reflections, the educator will be challenged in becoming
more aware of the personal and social needs of the students as well as their own
baptismal roles of priest, prophet and king.
It is also important to note that in chapter four of this dissertation, I mentioned that
practicing the notions of entregarse (as king) is the Hispanic/Latino strategy in
developing formal/familial bonds between jóvenes and their religious educators. This
role requires that the educators practice those qualities and demeanor which enhance
those bonds by constantly reflecting on their relationship with both the students and

“People’s lives today are deeply shaped by the use of technology, the internet and social media. We would fool
ourselves if we think that catechesis should only happen at church on weekends or in a school setting. If we want to
“connect” with contemporary Catholics as catechists, we must learn how to use these resources to share the Good
News. We must join and be present in the spaces that they inhabit.” Hosffman Ospino, Interculturalism and
Catechesis: A Catechist’s Guide to Responding to Cultural Diversity, (New London, CT: Twenty-Third
Publications, 2017), 16-17.
304
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their parents. This section will also contain questions that will help the educator
reflect on those bonds.
The two units of Catholic education being presented are deliberately created for a
classroom setting made up of jóvenes which highlight doctrinal elements that fall under the
Archdiocese of Philadelphia’s Bishop’s curriculum.

First Unit (The liturgical calendar)
Before introducing the two classroom units, a list of practical teaching strategies that are
useful in strengthening the outcomes of the instructional follows:
1) Do not assume that all students have a thorough understanding of Catholic
terminologies. For example, students may not automatically know what the word
liturgy means; therefore, the teacher should be prepared to add further clarity to the
terms used in these lessons.305

2) Be ready to translate some of the religious terms, phrases, or prayers from English to
Spanish. 306
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3) Be sensitive to the race, ethnic and social location of the students. Do not assume that
all students share in the same religious/cultural practices as their classmates or
parents.307

4) Provide quotes from Hispanic/Latino Christian authors whenever possible as a
reference to an idea. This will allow students to recognize the Hispanic/Latino
contribution to the Catholic Church. I would recommend using any of the
Hispanic/Latino authors that I have cited in this dissertation, such as Virgilio
Elizondo, Ada María Isasi-Díaz, or Roberto S. Goizueta, as they all have contributed
to the spectrum of notions associated with entregarse.

Lesson Plan #1 of
4
Theme(s)

The Liturgical Calendar

Time Allotted

1 day

Instructional
Objectives

The students will be able to grasp the purpose for the annual cycle of religious
feasts and holidays by recognizing God’s message of saving love through the
Catholic Latino community’s spiritual/cultural perspective. In the process,
students will also be able to appreciate the Latino community’s contribution to
the liturgical calendar.

Activity
Description

Acknowledging God’s continuous presence on earth by reflecting on the
Liturgical Calendar through a Hispanic lens.

Teaching Methods

1)
2)
3)
4)

Project Based Learning
Class Discussion
Student-group reports
Reflection questions

Ospino tells us that there are various cultural/religious perspectives: “To be Catholic in the United States is to
participate in an experience that compels us to admit that culture, language, race/ethnicity and social location matter.
To be Catholic in the United States is to acknowledge that people make sense of their faith in ways that are shaped
by multiple cultural perspectives.” Ibid, 22.
307
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Homework

Have the students complete the following assignment a day before the start of
this lesson in order to get the students wondering about the importance of
liturgical celebrations (Each answer should be no less than a paragraph long):
1) Why are nationally recognized religious communal celebrations,
such as Christmas and Easter, beneficial for our spiritual growth?
2) Other than the common nationally recognized religious holidays
like Christmas and Easter, what other Hispanic/Latino religious
celebrations are most common in your Hispanic homes and
neighborhoods? (You may need to provide examples of less
commonly celebrated holidays such as Día de Los Muertos.)

Instructional
Procedures

1. Begin class with a prayer in Spanish. I would suggest that the prayer
resemble the theme of the lesson as much as possible. (2 minutes)
The prayer that I would recommend, because it both describes Mary’s
place in the Church as well as her role as advocate, is entitled Madre Del
Redentor (Mother of the Redeemer). The prayer reads as follows in both
Spanish and English:
“Madre del Redentor, Virgen fecunda, Puerta del Cielo siempre abierta,
Estrella del mar, ven a librar al pueblo que tropieza y quiere levantarse.
Ante la admiración de cielo y tierra, engendraste a tu Santo Creador, y
permaneces siempre Virgen, recibe el saludo del ángel Gabriel, y ten
piedad de nosotros pecadores.”
Mother of the Redeemer, fruitful Virgin, door of Heaven, always
open, star of the sea, come to free the people who stumble and
want to get up. Before the admiration of heaven and earth, you
engendered your Holy Creator, and always remain a Virgin, receive
the greeting of the angel Gabriel and have mercy on us sinners.
2. Next, review the homework assignment from the previous night by first
having the students share their answers in small groups. I would
recommend putting the students in groups of 3-4 and then timing it so
that each student gets three minutes to read their answers; however, it is
up to the teacher to decide how the class should be divided as well as
how long these group discussions should last.
Before the students begin discussing their answers, ask them to record
their classmates’ answers for question #2 on their homework
assignment. This will allow each student to learn about a religious
celebration they may not have known.
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After the students have shared their answers in small groups, ask them to
share their answers with the rest of the class. Then follow up by asking
the students, “Is there a Hispanic celebration that you first heard about in
today’s class? If so, which one?” (25-30 minutes)
3. With the time that remains in class, have the students write down (or
type out) an answer to the following question:
•
•

Relation to the
Dynamics of
entregarse

What is one thing you learned in class today?
What questions were you left with after discussing today’s topic?
(10-12 minutes)

How was the role of priest implemented in this lesson?
•

Direct teaching approaches are minimal in this lesson. Instead,
much of the lesson includes reflective questioning that relate to a
jóven’s religious culture which leads to classroom dialog.

How was the role of prophet implemented in this lesson?
•

By having the students reflect on the Hispanic/Latino religious
celebrations that are most common in Hispanic homes and
neighborhoods, the teacher demonstrates a resistance and
opposition of the royal consciousness which assumes and expects
that the only liturgical holidays that are most valuable are those
that have been passed down through Euro-American traditions.

•

The homework assignment and class discussion allow students to
recognize that all Catholic liturgical celebrations, regardless of
the ethnic traditions attached to them, are equally beneficial for
spiritual growth.

How was the role of king implemented in this lesson?

Technologies
Incorporated
Assessment

•

The homework questions, specifically question #2, allow the
students the opportunity to express those cultural devotions that
are precious to their family and community.

•

This lesson calls for the students and the teacher to reciprocate
their cultural experiences.

•

The prayer is displayed on a PowerPoint with pictures to help the
students reflect on the image of Mary.
Grade the students’ homework/class assignment by using the following rubric:
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Homework Rubric
Name: _____________________

Time
Class
participation
Homework
Assignment

Final Grade: ___________

Excellent Good Average Below
Average
5
4
3
2

Poor

5

4

3

2

1 or 0

5

4

3

2

1 or 0

1 or 0

Time: Did the student hand in the assignments on or before the deadline (one
point is deducted for every day the assignment is late)?
Class Participation: Did the student share his/her homework reflection answers
with their group members? Did the student listen attentively to his/her group
members when it was someone else’s turn to share answers? Did the student
participate in the classroom discussion by sharing her/his thoughts or asking
questions?
Homework Assignment: Did the student answer all the homework questions?
Did the student provide a well thought out answer? Did the student meet the
quantity of writing that was expected for this assignment?
Personal
Observations

1. Did the assignment questions lead to a good class discussion?
2. What was the biggest achievement that was made during this process?
3. What adjustments should I make with this assignment the next time that
I attempt it?
4. Did the assignments cause students to appreciate the Catholic
Hispanic/Latino contributions to the universal Church?
5. What new realizations about the Hispanic/Latino community did I
discover through this lesson?

Lesson Plan #2 of
4
Theme(s)

The Liturgical Calendar
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Time Allotted

1 day

Instructional
Objectives

The students will be able to grasp the purpose for the annual cycle of religious
feasts and holidays by recognizing God’s message of saving love through the
Catholic Latino community’s spiritual and cultural perspective. In the process,
students will also be able to appreciate the Latino community’s contribution to
the liturgical calendar.

Activity
Description

Acknowledging God’s continuous presence on earth by reflecting on the
presence of Mary within the historical context of Latino America.

Teaching Methods

Homework

1) Direct Teaching
2) Class Discussion
3) Homework reflection questions
Have the students read the following quote by Roberto S. Goizueta:
“Depending on our Latin American countries of origin, or even on the particular
religion to which we trace our roots, U.S. Hispanics might have a personal or
family devotion to any of over a dozen patronal Marys. What is common to all
forms of U.S. Hispanic popular Catholicism, however, is the central place of
Mary: “It is difficult to find, besides the Crucified Christ, another more
powerful religious symbol.”
Then have the students complete the following questions (Answers must be no
less than a paragraph long):

Instructional
Procedures

•

Do you agree with Goizueta that U.S. Hispanics might have a
personal or family devotion to a particular patronal Mary (the teacher
may need to provide a list of patronal Marys that are associated with
the Catholic Hispanic community)?

•

Why do Hispanics/Latinos have such a strong devotion to Mary?

•

What small rituals do you, your family, your friends or community
practice that is distinct to your culture? (15 minutes)

1. Begin class by praying Madre Del Redentor (Mother of the Redeemer).
(2 minutes)
2. Have the students share their thoughts on the quote that they read for
homework by first calling on one student. Then have that student ask the
question, “Does anyone have a similar experience?” When someone
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raises his or her hand, then ask that student to share his or her answer.
Then repeat these instructions.
If no one volunteers after the student has asked the question, then have
that student ask the following question, “Who else would like to share a
perspective that hasn’t been mentioned?” When a student raises his or
her hand, have the student share. If there are any students that have not
shared their assignment, they should then be called. (10-15 minutes)
3. Provide some historical background on the deep significance that Mary
provides for the spiritual/cultural image of the Hispanic/Latino
community by focusing on the historical struggles that plagued the
Latinos in the course of history and how veneration to Mary helps the
community define their spiritual worth. (25-30 minutes)

Relation to the
Dynamics of
entregarse

I would recommend that the teacher read over Virgilio Elizondo’s article
entitled Mestizaje as a Locus of Theological Reflection as a reference to
this theme.
How was the role of priest implemented in this lesson?
•

Direct teaching approaches are minimal in this lesson. Instead,
the majority of the lesson includes activities in which the
students first reflect on a quote and then the students dialogue
about their insights.

How was the role of prophet implemented in this lesson?
•

There are moments in the lesson when the teacher allows
herself/himself to be immersed in the religious and historical
cultural dimensions of the Hispanic/Latino community. Step #3,
for example, requires that the teacher become well read on the
deep significance that Mary has among the Hispanic/Latino
community by reading the works of Virgilio Elizondo.

•

The open-ended questions in the homework assignment require
that the teacher take part in the learning in class. This allows the
teacher to show his/her openness to the variety of different
answers that are expected in a class of mixed Latino
backgrounds.

How was the role of king implemented in this lesson?
•

The homework questions allow the students the opportunity to
express those cultural devotions that are precious to their family
and community.
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Technologies
Incorporated

Assessment

•

The class participation assignment enables both students and the
teacher to reciprocate their cultural experiences.

•

PowerPoint or Prezy: Used to display the class prayer, the
Roberto S. Goizueta quote, homework questions, and summary
notes on Virgilio Elizondo’s article.

•

Online video-sharing platforms (example: You Tube or Vimeo):
Online videos should be used when giving a visual image of the
Hispanic/Latino community celebrating a religious observance.
This form of technology is connected to step #3.

Assess how well the students participated in class by using the following rubric:

Participation Rubric
Name: _____________________
Final Grade: ___________

Preparation
Class
Participation

Excellent Good Average Below
Average
5
4
3
2

Poor

5

1 or 0

4

3

2

1 or 0

Preparation: Did the student complete his or her homework assignment to
prepare for the in-class assignment?
Class Participation: Did the student listen attentively to his or her group
members when it was someone else’s turn to share answers? Did the student
participate in the classroom discussion by sharing his/her thoughts or asking
questions?
Personal
Observations

1. Did the homework assignment questions lead to a good class discussion?
2. What was the biggest achievement that was made during this process?
3. What adjustments should I make with this assignment the next time that
I attempt it?
4. Did the assignments cause students to reflect on Mary’s place within the
Hispanic community?
5. What new realizations about the Hispanic/Latino community did I
discover through this lesson? Was I engaged in the classroom
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discussions that were taking place? What questions was I personally left
with after listening to the students’ reports?

Lesson Plan #3 of 4
Theme(s)

The Liturgical Calendar

Time Allotted

5-6 days

Instructional Objectives

The students will be able to grasp the purpose for the annual cycle of
religious feasts and holidays by recognizing God’s message of saving love
through the Catholic Latino community’s spiritual/cultural perspective. In
the process, students will also be able to appreciate the Latino
community’s contribution to the liturgical calendar.

Activity Description

Acknowledging God’s continuous presence on earth by reflecting on the
Liturgical Calendar through a Hispanic lens.

Teaching Methods

Homework

Instructional Procedures

1)
2)
3)
4)

Project Based Learning
Student-group reports
Class project
Reflection questions

Have the students work on their project entitled Major Catholic
Celebrations of Spanish Speaking Countries, which will be explained in
the Instructional Procedures.
1. Begin class with the prayer Madre Del Redentor (Mother of the
Redeemer).
2. Pass out instructions on the project entitled Major Catholic
Celebrations of Spanish Speaking Countries. The directions of the
project are as follows:
•

Divide the class into groups of 2-4 students (this division of
the groups is left to the discretion of the teacher).

•

Let the students know that they will be researching major
Catholic religious celebrations which are most prevalent in
Latin American communities. Here is a list of a few:

1) Semana Santa (Holy Week)
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2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Posadas
Día de los Muertos
Los Tres Reyes Magos
Día de las Velitas
Novena y Villancicos
Misa del Gallo

•

Then follow up by providing the following questions as a
guide on what to research:

1) When and where is this celebration most common?
2) What is the historic origin of this religious holiday? In other
words, what events led to the practice of this nationally
recognized religious holiday?
3) What are some religious/secular practices that are
associated with this religious holiday?
4) What are some typical dishes, rituals, or images associated
with this celebration?
5) What expression of God do people receive through this
celebration? In other words, what do the people learn about
God when observing this celebration? (Students will have to
research and interview individuals who observe this
celebration in order to draw out an answer that best captures
the religious community’s response. It would not be fair to
the Catholic Hispanic/Latino community if the students
only provide one testimony to interpret the deeper message
of these celebrations).
6) How does this celebration contribute to the universal
Church’s faith? In other words, what does this celebration
reveal about God’s wisdom and character? How does this
celebration strengthen the faith of the Hispanic/Latino
community? How does this celebration strengthen the
community’s self-image?
7) What questions were you left asking yourself about this
cultural celebration or your own cultural celebrations?
(Allow the students to work on this assignment in and
outside of class for 4-5 days)
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Relation to the
Dynamics of entregarse

How was the role of priest implemented in this lesson?
•

Direct teaching approaches are minimal in this lesson.
Instead, much of the lesson includes activities in which the
students first reflect on questions related to the homework
assignment; a quote, and a project assignment and then the
students dialogue about their insights.

•

Through the project assignment, the students are reminded
that God acts in their ancestral history and manifests his
revelation through their culture.

•

By interviewing individuals from the Hispanic community,
students are reminded that all are called to manifest God’s
holiness on earth.

How was the role of prophet implemented in this lesson?
•

By creating open-ended questions in the assignments, the
teacher takes part in the learning process that went on in
class. The teacher shows his/her openness to the variety of
different answers that would be expected in a class of mixed
Latino backgrounds.

How was the role of king implemented in this lesson?

Technologies
Incorporated

•

The homework questions, specifically question #2, allows
the students the opportunity to express those cultural
devotions that are precious to their family and community.
This activity allows a moment for the educator to create a
sacred space for jóvenes that harmonizes the class.

•

This lesson calls for students and the teacher to reciprocate
their cultural experiences.

•

Question #5 in the personal observations demonstrates the
teacher’s willingness to practice cultural reciprocity. When
teachers question whether they were engaged in the
classroom discussion, they demonstrate their readiness to be
moved by the discussions that are taking place.

•

Internet access: The students should use the internet to find
information related to their project assignment.
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Assessment

•

PowerPoint or Prezy: used in order to display the prayer,
quote, class discussion questions, and project instructions.

•

Online video-sharing platforms (example: You Tube or
Vimeo): Online videos should be used when giving a visual
image of the Hispanic/Latino community celebrating a
religious observance. This form of technology is connected
to step #4.

•

Students will report the findings of their research in front of
the class using PowerPoint or any other technology-based
presentation platform. The rubric for this project will be
displayed in lesson plan #4.

Personal Observations
1. Did the assignment questions lead to a good class discussion?
2. What was the biggest achievement that was made during this
process?
3. What adjustments should I make with this assignment the next time
that I attempt it?
4. Did the assignments cause students to appreciate the Catholic
Hispanic/Latino contributions to the universal Church?
5. What new realizations about the Hispanic/Latino community did I
discover through this lesson? (This question is meant to remind the
educator that his/her students have a share in God’s divine holiness,
and she or he should therefore observe those moments when
jóvenes offer a glimpse into the holiness of God).

Lesson Plan #4 of 4
Theme(s)

The Liturgical Calendar308

Time Allotted

3-4 days

308

After the four lesson plans have been completed, I would recommend that the students spend time on the topic of
the liturgical year by learning about the seasons and the major feasts. They can use the knowledge they acquired
through these four lessons in order to discover where their cultural emphasis lies in relation to the rest of the church.
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Instructional Objectives

The students will be able to grasp the purpose for the annual cycle of
religious feasts and holidays by recognizing God’s message of saving love
through the Catholic Latino community’s spiritual and cultural perspective.
In the process, students will also be able to appreciate the Latino
community’s contribution to the liturgical calendar.

Activity Description

Expressing the image of God through the Hispanic/Latino culture

Teaching Methods

Homework

Instructional Procedures

1) Project Based Learning
2) Class presentations
The students will present their project: Major Catholic Celebrations of
Spanish Speaking Countries.
1) Begin class with the prayer Madre Del Redentor (Mother of the
Redeemer).
2) Have the students present their projects to the class by inviting
the first group to volunteer. If no one is willing to volunteer,
then choose the group that seems most prepared.
3) As each group presents, have the rest of the students write down
one question that they would like to ask the group at the end of
its presentation. (3-4 days)

Relation to the
Dynamics of entregarse

How was the role of priest implemented in this lesson?
•

Through the project assignment, the students are reminded
that God acts in their ancestral history and manifests His
revelation through their culture.

•

By interviewing individuals from the Hispanic community,
students are called to witness to God’s divinity on earth.

How was the role of prophet implemented in this lesson?
•

During the project presentations, the teacher must be ready
to receive comments, questions or reactions that relate to
historical injustices that were present among the religious
history of Latin America. In response to the students, the
teacher must be able to demonstrate that within their
historical luchas is the manifestation of Christ’s own
victimhood and resistance to injustice; therefore, their
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history is one that resembles God’s tangible presence on
earth.
How was the role of king implemented in this lesson?
•

•

Technologies
Incorporated

Assessment

In order to demonstrate the customs, typical dishes, rituals,
or images associated with the liturgical celebrations they are
presenting, students tap into more than just written research.
Students are encouraged to interview their parents or
Hispanic religious community. This will, in effect, create a
formal/familial bond with the students’ family members.
Internet access: The students should use the internet to find
information related to their project assignment.

•

PowerPoint or Prezy: used in order to display the prayer,
quote, class discussion questions, and project instructions

•

Online video-sharing platforms (example: You Tube or
Vimeo): Online videos should be used when giving a visual
image of the Hispanic/Latino community celebrating a
religious observance.309

Students will report the findings of their research in front of the class using
PowerPoint or any other technology-based presentation platform.
The following rubric will be used to assess each group:

Class Presentation Rubric
Name: ________________________

Time
Assignment
Vocal Delivery
&
Physical
delivery
309

Final Grade: ________

Excellent Good Average Below
Poor
Average
10
9
8
7
6 or
less
10
9
8
7
6 or
less
10
9
8
7
6 or
less

It is good practice to have students share their videos with the teacher before presenting so that the teacher may
approve of them or offer other optional videos.
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Creativity

10

9

8

7

6 or
less

Group work

10

9

8

7

6 or
less

Time: Did the group hand in its assignments on or before the deadline?
Did the presenters rush through their project? Did the presenters spend an
appropriate amount of time presenting?
Assignment: Did the presenters highlight all the key points included in the
directions? Was the speaker well prepared? Did the speech follow a logical
structure? Did the speaker adequately portray the religious/secular
practices, rituals, and images that are associated with this liturgical
holiday? Did the speaker display the religious community’s response to
these celebrations in a manner that expresses the deeper images of God?
Physical Delivery & Vocal Delivery: Does the speaker make effective use
of eye contact and hand gestures? Is the speaker using good posture? Do
the notecards (if any) distract or add to the performance? Does the speaker
properly use a visual aid? Is the speaker audible, articulate, and direct with
the audience? Is the speaker’s voice appropriate for the speech? Is the
speaker using vocal variety or simply monotone? Is the speaker
consistently speaking too fast or too slow? Is the language accurate, clear,
and appropriate?
Creativity: Did the presenters add designs and pictures to their
PowerPoint? Did the presenters use a creative technique when presenting?
Did the presenters use the Power Point solely as a reference page in order
creatively to explain their presentation or did they just read from the
slides?
Group work: Do the presenters work well together? Did the presenters do
an equal amount of work? Did the presenters communicate well while
working together?
Personal Observations

1. What adjustments should I make with this assignment the next time
that I attempt it?
2. Were the students engaged in the projects that were being
presented?
3. Was there a sense of cultural pride during the presentation of these
projects by either the presenters or audience?
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4. What new realizations about the Hispanic/Latino community did I
discover through these projects? Was I engaged in the classroom
discussions that were taking place? What questions was I
personally left with after listening to the students’ reports? (These
questions allow the teacher the opportunity to practice his or her
role as both priest and king. The priestly roll is practiced when the
teacher attempts to ask questions that will help him/her search for
glimpses of God’s holiness through the Hispanic/Latino
community. The kingly roll is practiced when the teacher asks
questions that forces her or him to consciously wonder whether she
or he has attempted immersion in their students’ culture).

Second Unit (The Domestic Church)
Lesson Plan #1 of 3
Theme(s)

The Domestic Church

Time Allotted

1 day

Instructional Objectives

Students will gain a better sense of the responsibilities and joys that come
along with being a Domestic Church.

Activity Description

Being Hispanic in the Domestic Church.

Teaching Methods

Homework

1)
2)
3)
4)

Video-based project
Reflection questions
Classroom game
Class Discussion

Have the students watch Pope Francis’s full speech at The Festival of the
Families in Philadelphia, which took place on September 26th, 2015 (This
video can be found in various online video platforms like You Tube). In
this video, Pope Francis speaks in Spanish but has an English translator
next to him.
Then have the students answer the following questions:
1) What did you think when Pope Francis says, “The most
beautiful thing that God created was the family?”
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2) Pope Francis references the Bible when he says that through
the astuteness of the devil, families learned how to divide
themselves. In your opinion, what spiritual battles are families
dealing with that cause divisions?
3) What does Pope Francis say God wishes to see in families?
4) What else does Pope Francis say in his speech that spoke to
you?
Instructional procedures

1. Begin class with a prayer. I would recommend saying the prayer
entitled Oración a la Sagrada Familia (Prayer to the Holy Family)
because it is petitioning for those sacred qualities that bring life to
families. (2 minutes)
The prayer reads as follows in both Spanish and English:
Sagrada Familia de Nazaret; enséñanos el recogimiento, la
interioridad; danos la disposición de escuchar las buenas
inspiraciones y las palabras de los verdaderos maestros.
Enséñanos la necesidad del trabajo de reparación, del estudio, de
la vida interior personal, de la oración, que sólo Dios ve en lo
secreto; enséñanos lo que es la familia, su comunión de amor, su
belleza simple y austera, su carácter sagrado e inviolable. Amén
Holy Family of Nazareth; teach us the recollection, the
interiority; give us the willingness to listen to the good
inspirations and words of the true teachers. Teach us the need for
self-healing, for study, for personal inner life, for prayer, which
only God sees in secret; teach us what the family is, its
communion of love, its simple and austere beauty, its sacred and
inviolable character. Amen
2. Continue the class lesson with the following game:
Write the following statement on the white board: “You know
knew you grew up with a Catholic Hispanic/Latino family
when…?” The class should be given 3-5 minutes to think of as
many answers to this statement. Answers can come in the form of,
“When your mom or abuelita blesses you every time you leave the
house,” “When you are more excited about nochebuena (Christmas
Eve) then navidad (Christmas day),” etc. Then allow each student
an opportunity to give his or her funniest answer. The winner is
determined by asking the class to vote on the funniest phrase.
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Finally, make the point that these Catholic/Latino cultural
idiosyncrasies:
•
•
•

Are typically brought to life in a family setting.
Identify the uniqueness of Hispanic/Latino families.
Characterize and contextualize Hispanic/Latino’s
spirituality. (20-25 minutes)

3. Next, review the homework assignment from the previous night. I
would recommend putting the students in groups of 3-4 and then
timing it so that each student gets three minutes to read his or her
answers; however, it is up to the teacher to decide how the class
should be divided as well as how long these group discussions
should last.
4. Finally, ask students to share their answers with the rest of the
class. (20-25 minutes)

Relation to the
Dynamics of entregarse

How was the role of priest implemented in this lesson?
•

In this lesson the teacher exercises one of the priestly
characteristics proposed by Pope Francis: “practice
everyday gestures and virtues which are representative of a
Christian life.” Through the classroom game, students recall
those everyday cultural habits that form their religious
identities. The humor and joy that ensues from this game is
a reminder that their students’ unique cultural styles are
ways in which they remain close to God’s holiness.

How was the role of prophet implemented in this lesson?
•

Question #3 in the Personal Observation column is a selfreflective question that reminds the teacher that students use
certain class activities to express notions of being inferior.
The teacher must be prepared to reshape these comments in
a manner that nurtures their students’ historical faith
traditions.

How was the role of king implemented in this lesson?
•

By playing a game at the beginning of the lesson, the
teacher creates a playful environment that allows the
students to feel comfortable being Hispanic/Latino.
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•

Technologies
Incorporated
Assessment

Personal Observations

A video is used as a tool to listen to Pope Francis’s message
on families.

The class will be graded on class participation. The Participation Rubric,
which was used in lesson #2 of the Liturgical Calendar unit plan, will be
used to assess the students.
1. Did the homework assignment questions lead to good class
discussion?
2. What was the biggest achievement that was made during this
lesson?
3. During the game, did any student jokingly make a comment about
being a marginalized, stereotyped or criticized people?

Lesson Plan # 2 of 3
Theme(s)

The Domestic Church

Time Allotted

One day

Instructional Objectives

Students will gain a better sense of the responsibilities and joys that come
along with being a Domestic Church.

Activity Description

Understanding the concepts of the Domestic Church, Familismo, Lucha,
and Fiesta.

Teaching Methods

Homework
Instructional procedures

1) Direct Teaching
2) Presentation of quote
3) Reflection questions
No homework assignment will be given for this lesson.
1. Begin class with the prayer la Sagrada Familia (Prayer to the Holy
family). (2 minutes)
2. Display the following quote from the Pathways of Hope and Faith
Among Hispanic Teens:
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“Latino/as are much more likely than non-Hispanic white people to
live near other family members or maintain frequent contact with
family members in their country of origin, so the teens are exposed
to the values, traditions, beliefs, experiences, and customs of the
family in a variety of ways. Members of the extended family
consider it their duty to cooperate with parents in passing the
family’s values and traditions to the next generation.”
Then have 4-5 students verbally share their thoughts on the quote
(by choosing a handful of students to comment, the teacher can
assure enough time to give a deeper insight on the quote) by asking
the question:
•

Who among you has close ties with your family members
from another country and shares in the same faith practices
that they have?

3. Provide some theological content on the topics of the Domestic
Church, Familismo, Lucha, and Fiesta by giving the students
summary points that they can copy. As a reference I would
recommend using the following resource: La Vida Sacra:
Contemporary Hispanic Sacramental Theology by James Empereur
and Eduardo Fernández, Chapters 3 & 4. (30-35 minutes)
Relation to the
Dynamics of entregarse

How was the role of priest implemented in this lesson?
•

The direct teaching method is used in order to educate the
students on those Hispanic/Latino spiritual customs that
have theological implications. The lesson enhances the
students’ understanding that their familias are hubs of
divine holiness where they are sanctified.

How was the role of prophet implemented in this lesson?
•

This lesson expects the teacher to have solid background
knowledge of the Hispanic/Latino topics: Domestic Church,
Familismo, Lucha, and Fiesta. These topics are also
opportunities for the teacher to enhance the students’
understanding that Christ continually walks with them in
their family’s joys and struggles.

How was the role of king implemented in this lesson?
•

The teacher practices kingship through kinship by educating
herself/himself in the student’s religious terminologies.
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Technologies
Incorporated

•

PowerPoint is used to present the class quote as well as any
notes that are provided on the theme of the day.

Assessment

•

Students will be asked to complete the following sentences
by filling in the blanks with their own thoughts (This
assignment will be graded on whether the students filled in
all the blanks).
1) The job of the Domestic Church is to
_______________________________________.
2) My responsibility in the Domestic Church is
________________________________________.
3) Hispanic/Latino families provide
________________________________, which enhance
my faith in God.

Personal Observations
1. Was the quote relatable to some or all the students?
2. Did the students understand the concepts of the Domestic Church,
Familismo, Lucha, and Fiesta?
3. What other Hispanic/Latino authors could I quote in order to
expand the students’ understanding of the themes of Domestic
Church, Familismo, Lucha, and Fiesta?

Lesson Plan # 3 of 3
Theme(s)

The Domestic Church

Time Allotted

8-10 days

Instructional Objectives

Students will gain a better sense of the responsibilities and joys that come
along with being a Domestic Church.

Activity Description

Hispanic/Latinos and the Domestic Church project

Teaching Methods

1) Project Based Learning
2) Class presentations
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Homework

Instructional procedures

The project entitled Hispanic/Latinos and the Domestic Church will be due
10 days after the project is given in class.
1. Begin class with the prayer la Sagrada Familia (Prayer to the Holy
family). (2 minutes)
2. Provide the following instructions for the project entitled
Hispanic/Latinos and the Domestic Church. The project has four
elements to it (reflection questions, interviews, a video montage,
and a presentation), which will all be collected on the due day date.
(10-15 minutes)
3. First, have the students break up into groups of 4-5. Then let the
students know that they will be given a random religious and lay
role that they will have to model. For example: A religious teacher,
priest, sister, padrino (God-Father), choir singer, etc.
4. Next, have the students answer the following reflection questions:
•

Who has influenced you the most in your faith? Why have
they been the most influential?

•

What religious responsibilities does your assigned religious
or lay role have as a member of the Church?

•

Ask the members of your group what religious or lay role
they received and then answer the following question,
“How do each of these religious or lay roles contribute to
the faith and spirituality in my familia?

•

What religious role do you believe you will one day have in
the Church?

•

How can a family grow close together while also growing in
its religious faith?”

5. Then, have the students come up with a list of family members that
they consider to be wise and close to God.
They will then need to find time to interview these family members
through a video recorder. In the interview, the students must ask the
question, “How can a family grow close together while also
growing in its religious faith?”
After completing the interview, the group must create a video
montage that contains three parts to it:
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•

The first part should be a montage that presents the variety
of answers that the group collected from its family
members.

•

The second part should display the students in the group
being individually interviewed with the same question.

•

The third part of the video should have the students being
interviewed once again but as the religious or lay person
that they are pretending to play. They should answer the
question, “What religious responsibilities do I have as a
member of the Church which strengthen the Catholic
Hispanic family?”

6. Afterwards, have the students create a list of ten family
philosophies that the group believes will create a stronger religious
family. Example: “Never go to sleep angry; instead, make sure to
pray together before going to bed”; “Say a special prayer as a
family when someone is expected to go on a distant trip”; “Give
each family member a religious gift during Christmas,” etc.
7. Finally, have the group plan a traditional family fiesta which
observes one of the liturgical Hispanic Celebrations (a list was
given out in lesson plan #1). The plans for the fiesta must be able to
answer the following:
•
•
•
•

Relation to the
Dynamics of entregarse

What fiesta are we celebrating?
What will the details of day look like? In other words, what
are we doing in celebration of this fiesta?
What responsibilities do I have as… (The student names
their pretend religious/lay role here) in this fiesta.
What traditions/customs will we include that will remind us
of God’s presence among us? (allow students 8-10 days to
complete this assignment)

8. The students will present their projects on the due date by
providing a video montage, a PowerPoint describing the group’s
family philosophies and their group’s fiesta plans. (4-5 days to
present)
How was the role of priest implemented in this lesson?
•

The students are given a project in which they are expected
to display the wisdom and spiritual benefits of the Domestic
Church through the Hispanic/Latino perspective.
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How was the role of prophet implemented in this lesson?
•

Question #4 in the personal observation column serves as
conscious reminder that many students are still engaged in
their lucha against oppressive structures. The question is
followed by another question which reminds the teacher of
his/her prophetic responsibilities.

How was the role of king implemented in this lesson?

•

Technologies
Incorporated

Assessment

A formal and familial bond with Hispanic Families is
initiated by allowing the students’ families to be
interviewed. This sets the tone that the family’s wisdom is
cherished and welcomed in the classroom. As a result, the
students create a community of kinship by accepting each
other’s roots.
Students are expected to record their interviews through
video technology and then create a video montage to
capture the insights of their family members.

The students will be assessed by using the following rubric:

Class Presentation Rubric
Name: ________________________

Time
Assignment
Vocal Delivery
&
Physical
delivery
Creativity
Group work

Final Grade: ______

Excellent Good Average Below
Poor
Average
10
9
8
7
6 or
less
10
9
8
7
6 or
less
10
9
8
7
6 or
less

10

9

8

7

6 or
less

10

9

8

7

6 or
less
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Time: Did the group hand in its assignments on or before the deadline?
Did the presenters rush through their presentation or did they pace
themselves?
Assignment: Did the presenter complete all the tasks assigned to him/her?
Did the speaker provide a video montage? Did the speaker provide a list of
her or his family philosophies? Did the speaker provide a presentation of
her or his group’s fiesta plans?
Physical Delivery & Vocal Delivery: Does the speaker make effective use
of eye contact and hand gestures? Is the speaker using good posture? Do
the notecards (if any) distract or add to the performance? Does the speaker
properly use a visual aid? Is the speaker audible, articulate, and direct with
the audience? Is the speaker’s voice appropriate for the speech? Is the
speaker using vocal variety or simply monotone? Is the speaker
consistently speaking too fast or too slow? Is the language accurate, clear,
and appropriate?
Creativity: Did the presenters add designs and pictures to their Power
Point? Did the presenters use a creative technique when presenting? Was
the video montage effectively constructed?
Group work: Do the presenters work well together? Did the presenters do
an equal amount of work? Did the presenters communicate well while
working together?
Personal observations
1. Did the group members work well together? Which parts of the
lesson worked smoothly, and which parts did not?
2. Did the assignments cause students to think deeper about what it
means to be a Domestic Church?
3. Were the students fully engaged in the project?
4. Were there some students who struggled with the project questions
due to family struggles, disappointments by members of the
Church, or communal tragedies? If so, what did I do to help the
student work through these questions?
5. What new realizations about the Hispanic/Latino community did I
discover through this lesson? What questions was I personally left
with after listening to the students’ reports? (This question
reinforces the teachers’ willingness to practice their role as priest
by “becoming vulnerable for the sake of compassion”).
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Conclusion
The theological study of entregarse contains practical concepts that are applicable in the
classroom setting. The two units that I generated in this chapter are formulated into eleven
components that contain culturally and religiously stimulating pedagogy, self-reflective
questions meant to compel the teacher’s urge to recognize his/her baptismal roles, and a
methodology for connecting the instructional objectives with the principles of entregarse. Both
units are effective lessons that:
1) Maintain the truths of the Catholic faith by way of relatable cultural content. This is
demonstrated, for example, when: a) the students recognized Catholic liturgical
celebrations and customs that are familiar to their culture. b) students understood the
spiritual responsibilities of the Domestic Church through the testimonies of the
Hispanic/Latino community.
2) Create a classroom workspace were jóvenes are challenged to discover the religious
values that are found within their cultural-religious heritage. This is accomplished
through the project-based assignments that were used in both units.
3) Establish a classroom environment that instills cultural acceptance and positive selfimaging. This is achieved when the teacher uses classroom discussion methods that allow
for students and teacher to reciprocate their knowledge of the values that each culture
provides.

4) Challenges teachers to examine their baptismal call of priest, prophet, and king. This is
practiced when the teacher creates self-reflective and classroom observation questions.
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Although these lessons are intentionally designed for a classroom of jóvenes, the dynamics of
entregarse are not restricted to the Hispanic/Latino population. In chapter 6, I will demonstrate
that the practical aspect of my study can be applied in a classroom setting made up of other
diverse cultural backgrounds in order to deepen their spiritual understanding of their faith. I will
design two distinct units of Catholic education within the context of a diverse class setting by
using the same methodologies and lesson plan format that I have used in Chapter 5. This next
chapter will demonstrate the scope of my theory and invite other theological educators from a
multitude of cultural backgrounds to apply the same theory among their communities.

Chapter 6: Implementing the
Dynamics of Entregarse
to a Mixed Classroom

Just as the dynamics of entregarse was realized in the last chapter through two sample
units intended for a class setting of jóvenes, the final focus of this dissertation will apply the
dynamics of this theory to a culturally diverse setting. I will demonstrate that the driving force
and practices behind this theory are universally applicable within any Catholic religion class.
Furthermore, when the dynamics of this theory are fulfilled appropriately, all students enhance
their understanding of the Catholic faith by recognizing the inherent worth that other Catholic
cultural communities provide.
The format of the lesson plans as well as the pedagogical approach will remain the same
(see chapter 5, pages 144-150). Each lesson in this chapter is designed to produce three
outcomes: 1) Students will comprehend and appreciate Catholic themes that will strengthen their
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faith and spirituality. 2) The lessons will present those Hispanic/Latino traditions that strengthen
a jóven’s call to the roles of priest, prophet, and king. 3) The other students will be inspired to
recognize the fruitful cultural traditions that influence and contribute to their spiritual growth.
There are a few things to keep in mind when transferring the dynamics of entregarse to a
classroom setting with a diverse makeup. First, these concepts should not be applied to every
lesson plan. Doing so will give the impression that the teacher is showing preferential treatment
towards jóvenes. Instead, I would suggest that teachers should select particular times of the year
(for example, during Hispanic Heritage Month or Three Kings Day) to adopt these philosophies
into their yearlong lesson plans. Another option would be to adopt portions of the theoretical
concepts that are laid out in the lesson plan format (for example, adopting the category, personal
observation) within every lesson plan. Doing so will allow the teachers to practice their priestly
vocation as they contemplate the holiness that each jóven transmits. Second, popular religious
practices that are associated with the Hispanic/Latino community should be used as a segue to
deeper religious discussions that are universal. For example, in the second unit of the upcoming
lesson plans, the theme of Jesus’s physical appearance will be a topic of discussion. It will lead
to the following questions: “Why do many cultural groups desire to find physical and cultural
connections to Jesus and Mary?” “Do many cultural groups believe that similarities in
appearances suggest cultural representation?” Third, like the notation that I made on page 144,
footnote 300, these next two units do not cover all the elements of a particular theme. I would
recommend that additions be made to these lessons in order to cover other facets of themes that
were not mentioned. Fourth, it is not necessary to begin class with a prayer in Spanish since not
all students speak Spanish. However, it is spiritually fruitful if the teacher can occasionally
incorporate a prayer in Spanish or perhaps prayers of other languages. Doing so would be a
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reminder that the Catholic Church is a universal family that is united under the same Lord
regardless of language or culture. Fifth, I would recommend that other cultural communities
implement the same type of philosophy, pedagogy, and lesson plan formats within their cultural
communities in order to create a more dynamic lesson.

Unit 1: The Revelation of
God through tradition
and culture

Here are my suggestions of two units of study for a religious education class whose
membership is diverse.
Lesson Plan #1 of
3
Theme(s)

How Do We Come to Know About God?

Time Allotted

1 day

Instructional
Objectives

Students will be able to understand and acknowledge that one of the ways God
reveals Himself to the world is through Sacred Tradition which is expressed in
the various cultures of the world.
How do we get acquainted with the sacred?

Activity
Description
Teaching Methods

Homework

•
•
•
•

Photography
Class Discussion
Student-group reports
Teacher reflection

Have the students complete the following assignment before the start of this
lesson (this assignment assumes that students have access to a cell phone or
digital camera and a laptop that is used in class sessions).
Take a digital picture of each of the following things.
•
•

A sacred object
A sacred place
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•

A sacred moment (This can be acted out by students considering that
many sacred moments are not allowed to be photographed).

Ordinarily, students should not be photographing a religious service without
permission. Instead, they may have to wait until the service ends or, with
appropriate permission, take photographs during the service.
Then reflect on the pictures that you took by answering the following reflection
questions:
1) How would you define what the word “sacred” means?
2) What makes the object, place, and moment you capture sacred?
3) Was it difficult for you to find examples of things, places, and moments
that are sacred?
4) Would you say that you learned what the sacred is through the objects,
places, and moments that you have come in contact with through your
tradition and culture? Explain. If you do not believe this statement to be
true, then how would you explain how people come to experience the
sacred?
The assignment should be completed on a PowerPoint presentation. There
should be a total of 4-5 slides that present:

Instructional
Procedures

• The three pictures of the sacred images in three separate slides.
• Answers to their reflection questions.
1. Begin class by reciting the prayer, Celebrating Diversity. This prayer
relates to the theme of the unit which is that God encounters people
within their tradition and culture.
The prayer reads as follows:
Almighty God, through your Holy Spirit you created unity in the midst
of diversity;
We acknowledge that human diversity is an expression of your manifold
love for your creation;
We confess that in our brokenness as human beings we turn diversity
into a source of alienation, injustice, oppression, and wounding.
Empower us to recognize and celebrate differences as your great gift to
the human family.
Enable us to be the architects of understanding, of respect and love;
Through the Lord, the ground of all unity, we pray. Amen.
(2 minutes)
2. Review the homework assignment from the previous night by first
having the students share their answers (through their PowerPoint slides)
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in small groups. I would recommend putting the students in groups of 34 and then timing it so that each student gets four minutes to read her or
his answers; however, it is up to the teacher to decide how the class
should be divided as well as how long these group discussions should
last. (20 minutes)
3. Next, have a class conversation that focuses on question #4.
(10 minutes)
4. Finally, end the class by displaying three pictures that you (the teacher)
have identified as being a sacred object, place, and moment. These
pictures should intentionally display a connection to one’s own culture
(For example, my cultural background is Colombian/American,
therefore I will show pictures of El Divino Niño [The Divine Son], which
represents a well-known sacred object for Colombians). If teachers are
unaware of their cultural background, they should use pictures of
cultural objects, places, and moments that are familiar to a selected
culture that represents members of the class.

Relation to the
Dynamics of r

While the pictures are being shared, the teachers should reveal their own
personal connection to the pictures in order to make the point that sacred
objects, places, and moments are many times discovered through one’s
own cultural traditions.
(10 minutes)
How was the role of priest implemented in this lesson?
•

The homework assignment allows students to be aware of and
share their encounters with God through sacred objects, places,
and moments.

•

In the Personal Observation column of this lesson plan, question
#6, encourages the teachers to recognize the holiness that their
students encounter.

How was the role of prophet implemented in this lesson?
•

The prayer recited during the beginning of class is both a prayer
of awareness and unity; awareness of the fact that there are
forces that deter cultures from expressing their God-given graces
to the world, and unity in the wish for recognition, celebration,
understanding, respect, and love for the various cultures of the
world.

How was the role of king implemented in this lesson?
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Technologies
Incorporated

Assessment

•

•

By having a class conversation on question #4 of the homework
assignment, students share their cultural experiences.

•

By sharing pictures of their images in groups, the teachers
provided students with a sacred space in class that encourages
them to share aspects of their lives that they consider sacred. This
is a pathway to creating kinship.

Cell phone cameras or digital cameras are used in order to complete the
homework assignment.

• PowerPoint slides are used to present the homework assignment.
Grade the student’s homework/class assignment by using the following rubric:
Homework Rubric
Name: _____________________

Time
Class
participation
Homework
Assignment

Final Grade ________

Excellent Good Average Below
Average
5
4
3
2

Poor

5

4

3

2

1 or 0

5

4

3

2

1 or 0

1 or 0

Time: Did the student hand in the assignments on or before the deadline? (one
point is deducted for every day the assignment is late).
Class Participation: Did the student share his/her homework reflection answers
with the group members? Did the student listen attentively to his/her group
members when it was someone else’s turn to share answers? Did the student
participate in the classroom discussion by sharing his/ thoughts or asking
questions?
Homework Assignment: Did the student answer all the homework questions?
Did the student provide well thought out answers? Did the student meet the
quantity of writing that was expected for this assignment?

Personal
Observations

1. Did the homework questions lead to a good classroom discussion?
2. Did the students have any trouble taking pictures of sacred objects,
moments or places?
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3. Was the biggest achievement that was made during this process?
4. What adjustments should I make with this assignment the next time that
I attempt it?
5. Did this assignment emphasize the point that religious tradition is
transmitted through culture?
6. Did any of the students share any new insight about a sacred object,
moment, or place with which I was unfamiliar? If so, what did I learn
about it?
Lesson Plan
#2 of 3
Theme(s)

How Do We Come to Know About God?

Time
Allotted
Instructional
Objectives

4-5 days

Activity
Description
Teaching
Methods

God made known to us through the Hispanic culture (or perhaps other cultures as well).

Homework

Reflect on the following quote by Hosffmann Ospino:

Students will be able to understand and acknowledge that one of the ways God reveals
Himself to the world is through Sacred Tradition which is expressed in the various
cultures of the world.

1)
2)
3)
4)

Class Poll
Reflective quote
Direct Teaching
Movie

“Culture is an essential element of the human experience. God comes to our
encounter in history in the context of culture.”310
Then answer the following questions by writing a reflection that is no less than a
paragraph long:
1) What are five Catholic Traditions that remain the same in every culture?
Example: The celebration of the liturgy, the celebration of the sacraments,
the rosary, etc.
2) Which Catholic traditions which are particular to your culture enrich your
faith?
Hosffman Ospino, Interculturalism and Catechesis: A Catechist’s Guide to Responding to Cultural Diversity,
(New London, CT: Twenty-Third Publications, 2017), 28.
310
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3) How would you know if a culture has warped your understanding of God?
In other words, how would you know if the cultural habits, attributes, or
practices of a particular culture go against the universal truths of the
Church?
Instructional
Procedures

1. Begin class by reciting the prayer Celebrating Diversity.
(2 minutes)
2. Go over the homework assignment by having a short class discussion. (10
minutes)
3. Next, have the students copy the following notes:
1) Sacred Tradition and Scripture make up a single sacred deposit of the
word of God, which is entrusted to the church and interpreted by the
Magisterium (the living teaching office).
2) Sacred Tradition is the living transmission or “handing on” of the
Church’s Gospel message.
3) Although there are many diverse languages and cultures throughout the
world, the content of Tradition is one and the same. This is true because
the faith has been “received from the one Lord, transmitted by one
Baptism, and grounded in the conviction that all people have only one
God and Father.”311
4) God reveals God’s self to all humanity within the context of their
cultures.
5) God speaks to people through their cultures in order to help them
understand who they are and how they relate to Him in the context of
history.312
6) Although Catholics share in the same single deposit of faith, each
Catholic subculture expresses particular elements of the one faith
uniquely and in the context of their own history, language, customs, and
circumstances.
(15 minutes)
4. Let the students know that they are going to watch the film For Greater Glory,
which demonstrates a historical example of when the Catholic community in
Mexico fought in a civil war called the Cristero War in order to keep its

311

Catechism of the Catholic Church, 1st ed. (New York: Doubleday, 1995), 172.
Hosffman Ospino, Interculturalism and Catechesis: A Catechist’s Guide to Responding to Cultural Diversity
(New London, CT: Twenty-Third Publications, 2017), 26.
312
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religious churches and traditions from being suppressed by those in
governmental forces. (The following website provides a summary of the events
that took place during the war: https://www.kofc.org/en/resources/college/forgreater-glory.pdf
The students must then write a reflection on the following three questions:
1) Why are the Cristeros so determined to keep their faith traditions intact
even if it means losing their lives in the process?
2) For the Cristeros, the government’s assault on their faith was also an assault
on their freedom. Would you feel the same if your government tried to
create sanctions that would abolish your faith community?
3) Which scene did you find most inspirational? Why?
(4-5 days)
Relation to
the
Dynamics of
entregarse

How was the role of priest implemented in this lesson?
•

The quote that is shared in the homework assignment reminds the students that
their cultures are the avenue by which God shares his revelation.

How was the role of prophet implemented in this lesson?
•

The film, For Greater Glory, provides a historical snapshot of the luchas that
the Mexican community endures in its history and how God accompanies them.

How was the role of king implemented in this lesson?

Technologies
Incorporated

Assessment

•

By sharing their answers to Question #2 of the homework assignment (Which
Catholic traditions, which are particular to your culture, enrich your faith?), the
students are given an opportunity to understand each other’s Catholic cultural
traditions.

•

A white board and PowerPoint are used to display classroom notes.

•

A DVD player is used to show the movie For Greater Glory. (note: there are
streaming video services, such as Netflix, that may carry this film).

Grade the students’ homework/class assignment by using the following rubric:
For Greater Glory Rubric
Rain Maker Reflection Rubric
Name:

Final Grade:
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Exceptional
(5 points)
Answers
questions
clearly
without
diverging
from the
topic.

Proficient (4
points)
Answers
questions
clearly but may
sometimes
diverge from
topic.

Prepared a
thorough and
well detailed
response to
the questions.

Prepared a good
detailed
response to the
question being
discussed.

Prepared a
moderate
response to the
question being
discussed.

Shows a clear
understanding
of the topic
being
discussed.

Shows a good
understanding
of the topic
being discussed.

Shows a
moderate
understanding
of the topic
being discussed.

Presents the
Organization reflection in a
compelling,
highly
organized
manner.

Presents the
reflection in a
well-organized
manner.

Presents the
reflection in a
moderate
manner.

Presents the
reflection in a
poorly
organized
manner.

Exceptional
conventions
of grammar &
sentence
structure.

Appropriate
conventions of
grammar &
sentence
structure.

Limited
competency of
grammar &
sentence
structure.

Lack of
competency of
grammar &
sentence
structure.

Focus

Content

Conventions

Satisfactory (3
points)
Is not always
clear when
clarifying a
point. Tends to
diverge from the
topic.

Unsatisfactory
(2-1 points)
Does not
answer
questions
clearly.

Diverges from
topic.
Responses to
questions were
poorly
discussed.

Does not
demonstrate an
understanding
of the topic.
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1. _______
(focus)

_________
(content)

___________
(organization)

_________
(conventions)

________
Total points

2. _______
(focus)

_________
(content)

___________
(organization)

_________
(conventions)

________
Total points

3. _______
(focus)

_________
(content)

___________
(organization)

_________
(conventions)

________
Total points

Personal
Observations

1. Did the homework assignment lead to good class discussion?
2. Were there any students who felt left out of the conversation because they knew
little about their culture?
3. Did the class notes need further clarification? Do the students understand the
difference between Tradition with a capital T and tradition with a lower-case t?
4. Is there another film that could have been used that would have fit best with the
theme?
5. What adjustments should I make with this assignment the next time that I
attempt it?

Lesson Plan #3 of 3
Theme(s)

How Do We Come to Know God?

Time Allotted

1 day

Instructional Objectives

Students will understand and acknowledge that one of the ways God
reveals Himself to the world is through Sacred Tradition expressed in the
various cultures of the world.

Activity Description

God’s presence in the culturally diverse Church.

Teaching Methods

•
•
•

Class discussion
Class poll
Group project
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Homework

Directions: Read Pope Francis’s Apostolic Exhortation
Evangelii Gaudium Section #’s 115-118 (A People of Many Faces) and
then go on the classroom discussion board. (This assignment assumes that
students have access to an online school page that allows students to
dialogue on a discussion board. Then write a response (3-5 sentences long)
to the following questions:
1. As Pope Francis explains it, what is culture?
2. What do you think Pope Francis means when he says, “The history
of the Church shows that Christianity does not have simply one
cultural expression, but rather, remaining completely true to itself,
with unswerving fidelity to the proclamation of the Gospel and the
tradition of the Church, it will also reflect the different faces of the
cultures and peoples in which it is received and takes root?”313
3. Would you agree with the following statement given by Pope
Francis: “We cannot demand that peoples of every continent, in
expressing their Christian faith, imitate modes of expression which
European nations developed at a particular moment of their history,
because the faith cannot be constricted to the limits of
understanding and expression of any one culture. It is an
indisputable fact that no single culture can exhaust the mystery of
our redemption in Christ.”314

Instructional Procedures

1. Begin class by reciting the prayer, Celebrating Diversity.
(2 Minutes)
2. Review the homework assignment by pointing out insightful
remarks that were made in the discussion board (The teacher must
have read through all the answers on the discussion board and then
picked out 5-10 comments that were made by the students. This
approach will allow for a quick review of the assignment.) (10
minutes)
3. Next, have the students take out their laptops to complete the
following class poll which was shared to them on an online school
bulletin board. (5 minutes):
Directions: Demonstrate how familiar you are with Hispanic/Latino
sacred images, moments, or places by checking off the box that best
represents your answer.

313

Pope Francis, Evangelii Gaudium (The Joy of the Gospel), Vatican Website, June 29, 2013, 116, accessed June
26, 2018, http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/apost_exhortations/documents/papa-francesco_esortazioneap_20131124_evangelii-gaudium.html, 116.
314
Ibid, 118.
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Our Lady of Guadalupe

1- Unfamiliar

____

(A venerated image of Mary displayed on
a tilma that is found in Minor Basilica of
Our Lady of Guadalupe in Mexico City).

2- Somewhat
familiar

_____

3- Familiar

_____

1- Unfamiliar

_____

2- Somewhat
familiar

_____

3- Familiar

_____

Quinceañera

1- Unfamiliar

_____

(A religious/secular celebration among
Latin American countries that observes an
adolescent girl’s 15th birthday).

2- Somewhat
familiar

_____

3- Familiar

_____

Posada

1- Unfamiliar

_____

(A Christmas celebration which reenacts
the biblical story of the Census pilgrimage
to Bethlehem by Mary and Joseph in
search of a room).

2- Somewhat
familiar

_____

3- Familiar

_____

Vía Crucis

1- Unfamiliar

_____

(A Spanish term for the Stations of the
Cross in which lay persons participate in
the reenactment of the Christ’s passion
story).

2- Somewhat
familiar

_____

3- Familiar

_____

Virgen de Copacabana
(An image of Mary shrined in The Basilica
of Our Lady of Copacabana in Bolivia).

4. After completing the poll, break up the students into a groups of 34. Then have them complete the following assignment:
1) Each group must pick a country (excluding the United
States of America). Once a group has picked a country,
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it cannot also be picked by another group. The teacher
will use the website https://www.classtools.net/randomname-picker/index.php to decide which groups get to
pick the country of their choice first. To use this
website, the teacher must first insert the name of one
student from each group into the “list box” and then
push the button “submit.” Once the names have been
submitted, the teacher must click on his/her mouse pad
and allow the wheel to spin. The wheel will randomly
pick a name. The person whose name is chosen can then
decide with her or his group which country they would
like to pick for their assignment.
2) Each group must then design its own poll similar to the
one the teacher created. The student’s class poll must
have names of three sacred objects, three sacred
moments, and three sacred places which are associated
with that country’s Catholic heritage. This assignment
assumes that students have access to school portal pages
that allow students to create polls).
3) The group must then share its poll with the rest of the
class. After the poll has been completed by the entire
class, the group must then answer the following
questions:
1. How familiar were you with the sacred objects,
moments, and places on your list?
2. Which sacred object, moment, or place did the
students know least about? Were you surprised?
Why or why not?
3. Do you feel that it is important that your
classmates be more familiar with the objects,
moments, and places that you had on your list?
Why or why not?
(2 days)
Relation to the
Dynamics of entregarse

How was the role of priest implemented in this lesson?
•

The class poll model that was used in class promotes the
Hispanic/Latino traditional celebrations that are familiar to many
jóvenes.

How was the role of prophet implemented in this lesson?
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•

By having the students read Pope Francis’s Apostolic Exhortation
Evangelii Gaudium, jóvenes are reminded that their Catholic
cultural traditions are just as valuable as those of Euro Americans.

How was the role of king implemented in this lesson?
•

Technologies
Incorporated

Through their class poll assignment, a civic atmosphere was created
by allowing students to safely share their cultural items leads to an
appreciation of cultural diversity.
• A class poll was created on an online school platform.
•

Assessment

The website https://www.classtools.net/random-namepicker/index.php was used to create class groups.

A class poll was collected and examined.

Personal Observations

1) Did Pope Francis’s exhortation lead to a good class discussion?
2) Did the students feel comfortable having a discussion about culture
and faith?
3) What adjustments should I make with this assignment the next time
that I attempt it?
4) Did the assignments cause students to appreciate the Catholic
Hispanic/Latino contributions to the universal Church?

Unit 2 (Knowing and
Relating to Jesus)

Lesson Plan
#1 of 3
Theme(s)

Jesus Christ’s Revelation about God

Time
Allotted
Instructional
Objectives

2 days
In light of Hispanic/Latino religious traditions, students will reflect on the mystery of
the Incarnation and how Jesus reveals Himself in and through his physical and
historical presence. By concentrating on Jesus physical and historical presence,
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students will also be able to draw connections between their own customs,
appearances, and situations with that of Jesus which, in effect, will kindle their special
relationship with God.
Students will also be able to understand why and how, “All events of Christ’s life are
worthy of reflection and imitation.”
Activity
Description
Teaching
Methods

Jesus the Galilean.

Homework
Assignment

Have the students reflect on the quote, “All events of Christ’s life are worthy of
reflection and imitation,” by answering the following reflection questions (answers
should be 4-5 sentences long):

1)
2)
3)
4)

Reflection questions
Direct teaching
Class reading
Video

1) Which events in Christ’s life are most important to you? Why?
2) Are there historical events in Christ’s life that He may have experienced as a
human man that are not depicted in the Gospels but that you wish would have
been (examples: dealing with a problem in school, a disagreement that He may
have had with his mother or friend (not in a sinful manner), losing a family
member, etc.)? Why do you wish these events would have been presented in
the Bible?

Instructional
procedures

1. Begin class with the prayer entitled Prayer to the Holy Face of Jesus (This
prayer should be read while contemplating on a painting that depicts the face of
Jesus). By starting class with this prayer, the students will be reminded that
“The totality of Jesus’s human nature is worthy of reflection.”
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The prayer reads as follows:
Holy Face of Jesus, Be my joy.
Holy Face of Jesus, Be my strength.
Holy Face of Jesus, Be my health.
Holy Face of Jesus, Be my courage.
Holy Face of Jesus, Be my wisdom.
Holy Face of Jesus, Image of the Father, Provide for me.
Holy Face of Jesus, Mirror of Thy Priestly Heart, Be my zeal.
Holy Face of Jesus, Gift of the Spirit, Show me Thy love.
Holy Face of Jesus, saddened by sorrow, Grant my requests through Thy
merits.
Amen.
(2 minutes)
2. Review the homework assignment by asking 3-4 students to volunteer in
sharing their answers to the class.
Make the point that Jesus wishes to make a human connection with everyone in
order for them to take part of His divine nature.
Then have the students copy the following: “The Word became flesh to make
us ‘partakers of the divine nature.’” “For this is why the Word became man,
and the Son of God became the Son of man: so that man, by entering into
communion with the Word and thus receiving divine sonship, might become a
son of God.” “For the Son of God became man so that we might become God.”
“The only-begotten Son of God, wanting to make us sharers in His divinity,
assumed our nature, so that He, made man, might make men gods.”315
(8-10 minutes)
3. Display the statement: “All events of Christ’s life are worthy of reflection and
imitation.” Then, follow by making the following points:
•

If all events of Jesus’s life reveal the nature God, then His historical/cultural
background should be studied and contemplated for spiritual growth.

•

The context and culture of Jesus’s life cannot be separated from the events of
his His life. Therefore, it is important to learn about His Galilean background.

•

Jesus’s Galilean background is worthy of reflection. (10-12 minutes)

4. Next, have the students read a section of Virgilio Elizondo’s book, Galilean
Journey: The Mexican-American Promise (pages 50-56)316. As the class reads,
have students highlight the following points from these pages:
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•

The Jews were scorned by the Gentiles, and the Galilean Jews were regarded
with patronizing contempt by the “pure-minded” Jews of Jerusalem. The
natural mestizaje317 of Galilee was a sign of impurity and a cause for rejection.

•

The New Testament gives further evidence of the widespread negative image
of Galilee.

•

The rigorous religious intellectuals castigated the Galileans for allowing their
religion to be contaminated with foreign ways, for being, ignorant of the law,
and therefore incapable of pure Jewish piety. Because Galileans were not able
to pronounce certain sounds, they were mocked and laughed at by educated
persons, both Greek and Jewish.

•

The image of the Galileans to the Jerusalem Jews is comparable to the image of
the Mexican Americans to the Mexicans of Mexico. On the other hand, the
image of the Galileans to the Greco-Romans is comparable to the image of the
Mexican Americans to the Anglo population of the United States. They were
part of and despised by both. (30-35 minutes)

5. Spend time examining what the last point means by providing a synopsis of the
historical plight of Mexicans Americans and then comparing it with the
Galilean experience. A short summary of the history of Mexican Americans
can be covered through a YouTube video. I would recommend the following
videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1A4Vsh5Qas
(In this TedX talk, Fernanda Ponce addresses the stereotypes and assumptions
made about Mexicans Americans. She also discusses how the Latinx
community is shaping the culture, politics, and economy of the USA).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HPHDCG2mWkg
(In an interview, a Mexican American bicyclists group called the Lowriders
speak about their experiences being misrepresented as good for nothing
gangbangers).
(20 minutes)
6. After the students have learned a little more about why Mexican Americans are
and continue to be marginalized members of society, have them look over the
following quote by Elizondo (found on page 55):

315

Catechism of the Catholic Church, 1st ed. (New York: Doubleday, 1995), 460.
The theological material in Elizondo’s work can be too heavy for the average adolescent. Therefore, the teacher
must be ready to provide a clearer explanation of the reading to help the students better understand the reading.
317
This is a term that needs clarification in order for the students to understand the point that is being made.
316
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“Jesus’s identification with the most rejected of society and his love for them is
one of the greatest constants of his ministry…. In his continued identification
with the poor and rejected of society, Jesus entered and left human society as a
reject.”
Then have them answer the following reflection questions:
•

Why do you think it is important for Mexican American Catholics to realize
that Jesus, as a Galilean, can relate to their hardships? How does this strengthen
their spirituality?

•

Why do you think it is important for all American Catholics to contemplate on
Jesus’s cultural makeup? What spiritual benefits does it provide?
(15 minutes)

Relation to
How was the role of priest implemented in this lesson?
the dynamics
• By reflecting on the dimensions of Mexican American spirituality through
of entregarse
Virgilio Elizondo’s passages, the teacher reveals an aspect of Jesus’s historical
life that is an important part of how He reveals himself to everyone. This lesson
encourages the spiritual values that the Mexican American community
provides.
How was the role of prophet implemented in this lesson?
•

This lesson compares Jesus’s luchas as a Galilean with a Mexican American’s
luchas. At the same time, this lesson examines the Mexican Americans’ hope
and joy that come with knowing that Jesus walked and continues to walk with
them in their struggles.

How was the role of king implemented in this lesson?

Technologies
Incorporated

318

•

The lesson allows for jóvenes to feel that they are also the topic of
discussion.318 By creating a sacred space where jóvenes feel included and
cherished, they will realize their worth to the rest of the Church.
Internet access was used in the YouTube videos.

•

A projector and white board were used in order to display educational points
and quotes.

•

Email will be used for the assessment.

Although the topic of discussion focused on the Mexican-American community, jóvenes who are not of Mexican
descent may also feel connected to the topic because of their similar connections to a Latin American country.
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Assessment

The students must complete the following evaluation and then email it to the teacher.
Directions: Answer the following questions as honestly as possible.
1) In your opinion, what is the main purpose of this lesson?
2) Did you learn anything that inspired you within your faith?
3) Did you feel as though you could relate to this topic? If so, how?

Personal
Observations

1) Did this lesson lead to good classroom discussions or were the students not
fully engaged in the topic?
2) Where the points made in class clear?
3) Were the readings too complex for the students? If so, what other supplements
should be used?
4) Did the jóvenes in the class feel comfortable being part of the topic discussion?
5) What part of the lesson could have been altered in order to make it more
successful?

Lesson Plan #2
of 3
Theme(s)

Jesus Christ’s Revelation about God

Time Allotted

2 days

Instructional
Objectives

In light of Hispanic/Latino religious traditions, students will reflect on the mystery
of the Incarnation and how Jesus reveals Himself in and through his physical and
historical presence. By concentrating on Jesus’s physical and historical presence,
students will also be able to draw connections between their own customs,
appearances, and situations with that of Jesus which, in effect, will kindle their
special relationship with God.
Students will also be able to understand why and how, “All events of Christ’s life
are worthy of reflection and imitation.”

Activity
Description

Jesus’s physical appearance
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Teaching
Methods
Homework

1.
2.
3.
•

Reading
Reflection
Online discussion board
Read the article, Contemplating the Face of Christ by Mother Adela,
SCTJM319, which can be found in the following website:
https://www.piercedhearts.org/mother_adela/contemplating_face_christ.htm

•

Then, answer any two of the following four questions. The answers should
be shared on an online classroom bulletin board. It is being assumed that
students have access to an online classroom portal page that will allow them
to do this so the students answers can be shared with the rest of the class.)
1) Mother Adela quotes Pope John Paul II in his Apostolic Letter, Novo
Millenio Ineunte, when she states that the Pope is, “calling us to
contemplate the Face of the Savior and to make known His true
countenance.”320 In your opinion, how does one contemplate the Face
of God?
2) Mother Adela provides biblical references from the Old Testament that
relate to the Face of God. One of those quotes comes from Numbers
6:25 which says, “May the Lord bless you and keep you. May He let
His face shine upon you and be gracious to you! May He look upon you
kindly and give you His peace.” What do you think it means to, “let His
face shine upon you?”321
3) Reflecting on Mother Adela’s thoughts on the Gospels, why do you
believe that God became closer to people after he took on a human
face?
4) As Mother Adela reveals, Jesus’s face expressed many emotions that
reflect His conditions in this world. Adela says, “In the fullness of time,
man, who so desired to see the Face of God, would contemplate it for
the first time as the face of a small child – the face of humility, poverty,
and total self-forgetfulness. This is the same Face that, in the supreme
hour, would eventually reveal itself to men as scorned, beaten,
wounded, flogged and disfigured.” What emotions and/or conditions in
your life would you say that Jesus can relate to? Why?322

Mother Adela, who is of Nicaraguan descent, founded the “Servants of the Pierced Hearts of Jesus and Mary” in
the Archdiocese of Miami, Florida.
320
Mother Adela, SCTJM. 2006, “Contemplating the Face of Christ.” Servants of the Pierced Hearts of Jesus and
Mary, https://www.piercedhearts.org/mother_adela/contemplating_face_christ.htm (Accessed on February 2, 2020).
321
Numbers 6:25 NAB
322
Some students may not want to post an answer to this question because they know their classmates will read it.
Therefore, the students have the option of choosing two other questions to answer.
319
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Instructional
Procedures

1. Begin class with the prayer entitled Prayer to the Holy Face of Jesus.
(2 minutes)
2. Review the homework assignment from the previous night by asking
students to go to the online bulletin board where they shared their answers.
Then, ask them to read through their classmates’ answers. After they have
read through the board, they must then acknowledge a comment made by a
classmate by responding to the student. In the response the student must
mention why that classmate’s comment stands out. (20 minutes)
3. Display an image of Jesus called Alexamenos Graffito. This is the oldest
image of Jesus that has been discovered by archaeologists. It was
discovered carved in plaster on a wall in Rome. The image shows Jesus on
a cross with a face of a donkey. After describing the image, ask the students
the following questions:
1) Even though this image is mocking Jesus, how can it still be used for
spiritual reflection and imitation?
2) Would Christians during this time period relate to this image? (20
minutes)
4. Display an image of Jesus called Cristo Negro de Portobelo (Black Christ
of Portobelo). This is an image of Jesus that is found in Panama.
Once the students have looked at the image of Jesus, they must answer
the following questions:

1) Although this is not a common representation of Jesus, why do you
think he is portrayed this way?
2) What do you learn about Jesus’s divinity and/or humanity when
looking at this image?
3) Why do many cultural groups desire to find physical and cultural
connections to Jesus? Can you assume that many cultural groups
believe that similarities in appearances suggest cultural representation?
(20 minutes)
5. Display the 2001 image of Jesus that was constructed by the British expert
in facial reconstruction Richard Neave (this image can be found online) and
then answer the following questions:
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1) This image is believed to be a more accurate representation of Jesus’s
facial features. How does this image differ from the common
depictions of Jesus that you are used to seeing in museums, online
images, or movie characters?
2) Does this image of Jesus make him more relatable to you? Do you
think this image of Jesus would make him more relatable to culture
groups? If so, which ones?
(15 minutes)

Relation to the
Dynamics of
entregarse

How was the role of priest implemented in this lesson?
•

This lesson uses less traditional direct teaching approaches. Instead,
more opportunities for classroom dialog are promoted. One of the
class discussions intentionally includes a Panamanian depiction of
Jesus in order to create a moment for jóvenes with a Panamanian
background to offer a glimpse of God’s affinity for them.

How was the role of prophet implemented in this lesson?
•

By asking the question, “What emotions and/or conditions in your
life would you say that Jesus can relate to? Why?,” jóvenes are
given an opportunity to express their luchas and how God
empathizes with them.

How was the role of king implemented in this lesson?

Technologies
Incorporated

Assessment

•

Through the class rubric, the teacher creates a civic classroom
atmosphere with rules which expect students to share ideas while
respecting their classmates’ comments.

•

Access to an online classroom bulletin board.

•

PowerPoint to display pictures and questions.

Assess how well the students participate in class by using the following rubric:

Participation Rubric
Name: _____________________

Class demeanor

Final Grade: ___________

Excellent Good Average Below
Average
5
4
3
2

Poor
1 or 0
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Class
participation

5

4

3

2

1 or 0

Class demeanor: Was the student listening attentively as their classmates spoke?
Was the student respectful towards other students’ comments?
Class Participation: Did the student participate in the classroom discussion by
sharing his/her thoughts or asking questions?

Personal
observations

1. Did the homework and classroom questions lead to a good class discussion?
2. Were students comfortable answering the questions that were posed in
class?
3. Were students respectful when listening to their classmates’ comments?
4. Are there any changes that could have been made in order to make this
lesson more successful?

Lesson Plan #3
of 3
Theme(s)

Jesus Christ’s Revelation about God

Time Allotted

7 days

Instructional
Objectives

In light of Hispanic/Latino religious traditions, students will reflect on the mystery
of the Incarnation and how Jesus reveals Himself in and through His physical and
historical presence. By concentrating on Jesus’s physical and historical presence,
students will also be able to draw connections between their own customs,
appearances, and situations with that of Jesus which, in effect, will kindle their
special relationship with God.
Students will also be able to understand why and how, “All events of Christ’s life
are worthy of reflection and imitation.”

Activity
Description
Teaching
Methods

Cultural images of Jesus
1) Inquiry-based learning
2) Class presentations
3) Reflections
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Homework

Instructional
procedures

Students will begin the assignment Images of Jesus within various cultures in class
(instructions are given in the Instruction Procedure column) and continue working
on it home.
1. Begin class with the prayer entitled Prayer to the Holy Face of Jesus.
(3 minutes)
2. Students will work on the assignment entitled Images of Jesus within
various cultures following these directions:
•

Choose an image of Jesus that has been created by a particular
cultural community (example: Brazilian Jesus, Christ the Redeemer,
Navajo Jesus, Ethiopian Jesus, etc.). The image must be an
intentional design created by a human artist or artists.

•

Look through a collection of images by utilizing the web browser on
the internet or by looking through available art books in the local
library. Keep in mind that you will need to cite the source where you
found your image (MLA style).

•

Next, examine the image by answering the following general and
reflection questions.

a. General questions (Each question can be answered in 1-2
sentences):
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

What is the title of this image?
When was this image created? (century, date)
Who created the image?
Where is the original portrait displayed? (country, city,
church, etc.)

b. Reflection Questions (Each question should be answered in a
paragraph or more):
i. How does this depiction of Jesus portray His divine
nature and/or His human nature?
ii. What does this image reveal about the culture that
preserves it?
iii. What is it about this image that would make a particular
culture feel more connected to Jesus?
iv. Since holy images are described as “Windows into
Heaven” that help people enter the mystery that is being
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portrayed, write a short prayer (paragraph) that describes
your feelings/attitude about what you see in the painting.
c. What will be collected:
i. A copy of your image which can be pasted on a word
document or PowerPoint.
ii. Your answers to the general and reflective questions
written on the same document.
(2-3 class days)

Relation to the
Dynamics of
entregarse

3. After the students have completed the assignments, have them present their
assignments to the class. (3-4 class days)
How was the role of priest implemented in this lesson?
•

Through the assignment, the students share a glimpse of God’s
holiness through both culture and art.

How was the role of prophet implemented in this lesson?
•

The class assignment allowed jóvenes to express the dynamics of
their culture, which may also include their historical luchas.

How was the role of king implemented in this lesson?

Technologies
incorporated

Assessment

•

Within the personal observation category, the teacher asks
himself/herself the questions: “What spiritual knowledge did I gain
by looking at these images of Jesus?” “What did I learn about the
culture that preserves these images?” This allowed allows the teacher
to immerse herself or himself in the students’ cultures.

•

Students need access to the internet in order to do research for their
assignment.

•

Students will use Microsoft Word or PowerPoint in order to
document their research.

Use the following rubric to grade the assignment, Images of Jesus within various
cultures
Name: _____________________________

Final Grade: ____________

Excellent Good Average Below
Poor
Average
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On Time (5
Points)

5

4

3

2

1 or
less

General
5
questions
(5 points)
Reflection
5
questions
(5 points)
Presentation 5
(5 points)

4

3

2

1 or
less

4

3

2

1 or
less

4

3

2

1 or
less

Time: Was the assignment completed before the due date? Did the student contact
the teacher if she or he experienced technical issues?
General questions: Did the student do enough research? Was the student’s
information accurate?
Reflection questions: Did the student provide a well thought out reflection?
Presentation: Was the image clearly portrayed? Did the speaker speak clearly? Did
the student demonstrate his knowledge on the artistic piece? Did the speaker make
effective use of eye contact and hand gestures? Was the speaker’s voice appropriate
for the speech?
Personal
Observations

1. Did the students find the assignment meaningful?
2. What spiritual knowledge did I gain by looking at these images of Jesus? What
did I learn about the culture that preserves these images?
3. What adjustments should I make with this assignment the next time that I
attempt it?

Conclusion: The Contributions
of the Dynamics of Entregarse
In Chapter One of this dissertation, I recalled the Catholic Church’s teachings that assert
that all baptized Catholics become vessels and transmitters of God’s holiness within the specific
circumstances of secular life. Furthermore, regardless of social status, intellectual ability, cultural
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makeup, or age, all baptized members of the Church are appointed to Jesus’s roles of priest,
prophet, and king. High school religion teachers, who are at the forefront of faith formation, are
given the double task of enabling their students’ three-fold baptismal call and then participating
in it with the awareness that the students are manifesting God’s own holiness by virtue of their
baptism. These responsibilities, however, are best realized when the educator acknowledges the
cultural/religious particularities which affect how adolescents perceives and practice their
Catholic faith and then modify their pedagogical approaches accordingly. For Hispanic
adolescents, a holistic approach to teaching must be incorporated within religion teachers’
pedagogical strategies in order to successfully foster the jóven’s baptismal call.
In Chapters Two, Three, and Four, I interpreted the characterization of Jesus as priest,
prophet, and king through the theological lens of Latino spirituality in order to unravel the
spectrum of cultural circumstances, historical traumas, cultural struggles, identity issues, and the
communal traditions that strengthen spiritual and communal resilience which affect how jóvenes
encounter their faith. Each chapter also prescribes pedagogical recommendations that
complement the religious and spiritual customs that exemplify the holiness that the
Hispanic/Latino community innately exhibits. These chapters, in essence, capture the dynamics
of entregarse, which consider the cultural context of Hispanic/Latino adolescents and then
propose particular educational strategies that encourages the religion teacher’s and jóven’s threefold mission as they come in contact with each other in the classroom setting. As the head of the
class, the religion teacher, must be the model of the theory by educating and participating in the
cultural customs and lives of the Hispanic/Latino community.
In Chapter Five, the dynamics of entregarse are intentionally applied to two units of
lessons for a classroom of jóvenes. I assembled a lesson plan format that included educational
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methods that were primarily student centered. These methodologies ideally serve the dynamics
of entregarse as they create a climate of cultural reciprocity and kinship. As discussed in the
former chapters, cultural reciprocity and kinship are both remedies against the culturally
conditioned psyche that suggests that the Hispanic/Latino community is incapable of manifesting
God’s holiness to the rest of the Church. These lessons generate classroom opportunities for
students fruitfully to live out their three-fold mission while also gaining communal pride and
worth.
In Chapter Six, the dynamics of entregarse were implemented in a culturally mixed class
through two units of lessons. Although the dynamics of this theory were intended for a
Hispanic/Latino class, it was determined that the pedagogical strategies of this theory can be
modified to continue serving its foundational purpose while also benefitting other members of
the student body. This task is accomplished when the religion teacher gives jóvenes special
blocks of time during yearlong lesson plans where they become the primary focus and avenue by
which religious content is learned. Using the Hispanic/Latino experience as the pattern for
cultural/spiritual awareness and theological understanding, the teacher can then devise student
centered activities that guide the other students to locate religious meaning and spiritual
understanding through their own respected cultures.
The dynamics of entregarse contribute to specific needs in the field of Catholic Hispanic
adolescent education. First, this theory identifies Vatican II’s writings on the universal call to
holiness as a substantial message that needs constantly to be realized among Hispanic
adolescents within the classroom setting. Second, it imparts awareness of the religious/spiritual
dimensions of Hispanic adolescents’ backgrounds which affect the way in which they practice
their baptismal call. Three, it provides a pedagogical format for enabling a jóven’s three-fold
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vocational call. This format implements new-age student centered approaches to teaching which
enhance a student’s willingness to engage in the faith formation processes. Fourth, it serves as a
base for other Catholic religious communities to organize a system of thought that bolsters the
message of the universal call to holiness among their youth. The pedagogical lesson formats in
the theory of entregarse, for example, can be used by other cultural groups as a blueprint in
creating a pedagogical plan that fits their spiritual and religious needs.
In summary, the dynamics of entregarse offer a comprehensive and holistic approach to
faith and spiritual formation by hinging on Vatican II’s universal call to holiness. It expresses the
theological notion that God first activates humans’ call to holiness through baptism and the
ecclesial community enables that call. Religion teachers, who are the faces of the teaching Jesus
among their students, are called to be enablers in their student’s baptismal journey. This is
accomplished by realizing their students’ call to holiness, acknowledging that their students’
unique cultural makeup is a pathway to God’s holiness, utilizing those cultural traditions from a
student’s background as a segue to rich theological lessons, and developing lesson plans that
implement student centered approaches and incorporate modern technology and social media
outlets. The lesson plan format that utilizes this theory contains eleven components that
contribute to the dynamics: Theme(s), Time Allotted, Instructional Objectives, Activity
Description, Teaching Methods, Homework Assignments, Instruction Procedures, Relation to the
Dynamics of entregarse, Technologies Incorporated, Assessment and Personal Observations.
Each of these areas is dedicated to creating lessons that create an ambiance of reciprocity and
kinship which are active solutions to defusing notions of cultural inferiority and strengthening
the student’s willingness to participate in the life of the Church.
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